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ANNOTATION 

The aim of the doctoral thesis “Open Space Transformations in Large-Scale Housing 

Estates of Riga in the Post-Socialist Period” is to evaluate the impact of open space 

transformations in the Post-socialist period in large-scale housing estates on the residential 

environment quality in Riga’s large-scale housing estates. 

The thesis comprises Introduction, three chapters, Conclusion, 262 reference sources and 

appendices. 

Open space in large-scale housing estates forms an important part of the residential 

environment quality, by providing both necessary, optional and social services, and playing an 

important role in recreation and recovery from the everyday stress. Chapter 1 presents an 

overview on open space spatial configuration principles, and the further sub-sections display 

variety of inhabitants’ needs in relation to the residential open space, and the role of green areas 

in large-scale housing estates. Chapter 2 presents the summary and analysis of transformation 

types in the regional context and the summary of residential environment quality notions. 

Author proposes an approach to evaluate impact of transformations on residential environment 

quality in large-scale housing estates. First, existing residential environment quality evaluation 

tools are summarised and analysed, then the adapted checklist is developed. Based on 

theoretical background common human needs in relation to the open space, as well as aspired 

and required open space qualities are defined. Additionally, stressors are connected to open 

space qualities, which need to be beware of and avoided. The developed approach includes 

four components: adapted open space quality evaluation tool, evaluation techniques, concept 

of proximity and residential satisfaction evaluation. Chapter 3 presents situation in Riga: open 

space character, transformations, and their impact on the open space quality in 13 large-scale 

housing estates. Additionally, conducted survey results show residents’ attitude in four large-

scale housing estates in Riga towards possible future transformations and those, which have 

already happened. 

Residential Environment Quality Evaluation Approach can be used for both, evaluation of 

the impact from transformations, which have already happened and while analysing possible 

consequences of future transformations and searching for alternative scenarios. Categories 

which describe different human needs and stressors are linked to the aspired results and results, 

which need to be beware of. Improvements in the open space of large-scale housing estates 

need to be planned as a complex process, analysing situation in the estate as a whole.  

Research results are reflected in 16 articles: seven have been published in international 

peer-reviewed scientific journals, one currently undergoes the review process in an 

international peer-reviewed scientific journal; seven publications are published in the full text 

international conference proceedings, and one publication in the local journal. The results have 

been presented at international scientific conferences and at international conferences for 

doctoral research. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Open space in large-scale housing estates forms an important part of the residential 

environment quality, by providing both necessary, optional and social services, and playing an 

important role in recreation and recovery from everyday stress. The green open space is a 

distinctive feature of most large-scale housing estates, and by many residents is perceived as 

the most valuable feature [49], [127], [162], [143]. Currently, there are various transformations 

going on in open space. In Latvia, as a starting point of these transformations are changes in 

political situation in the 1990s, which has led also to transformations in land ownership, open 

space maintenance and management models, etc. The land reform and property 

denationalisation in the 1990s [257] has led to the current difficult situation, where the open 

space in large-scale housing estate is fragmented, owners are different, often the land being in 

property of private individuals including foreign citizens (or nationals), who are not interested 

in developing recreational open spaces. At present transformation processes are also influenced 

by changing economic, ecological and social factors. State and city level strategies aiming 

sustainable compact development, pressure from the private sector, global awareness of 

ecological issues, growing right to the city movement and bottom-up actions, introduction of 

new governance and city making collaborative models and other factors are shaping how the 

open space in large-scale housing estates is perceived, how it functions and develops.   

The crucial aspect is the nature of transformations, as they can have both positive and 

negative impact on the residential environment quality. In case of the negative impact, open 

space transformations act as a driving motivation for residents to leave the large-scale housing 

estate, while remaining in the estate are only those inhabitant groups who, to different reasons, 

cannot afford to change their residence (e.g. ageing population, social groups with low income, 

etc.). On the other hand, positive improvements can contribute to the raised property value, and 

positive inflow of new residents. Currently, bad maintenance, lack of control, undefined spatial 

organisation and lack of sense of belonging fosters inhabitants’ dissatisfaction. For that reason, 

regeneration of the outdoor environment, preservation of positive features and holistic 

approach to transformation processes should be among preferences to prevent degradation of 

estates and attract new inhabitants.  

In Riga, about 60 % of residents live in large housing estates, so these areas represent an 

important part of the housing stock. The growing new housing market creates serious 

competition for large housing estates, thus, increasing the need for strategies to keep the 

residents interested in large-scale housing estates. As open space in large-scale housing estates 

now faces various transformations, it is crucial to follow the tendencies of these changes, as 

they can directly impact residents’ decision to move or stay in the neighbourhood [49]. To 

prevent decay of these areas, the open space transformations should be guided in order to 

preserve and improve the residential environment quality.  

Transformations in open space in large-scale housing estates can be divided into physical, 

social and legal. Physical transformations happen on different scales: micro scale (one 

courtyard or even smaller scale), meso scale (microrayon or the whole estate), macro scale (on 

the city structure level as, for example, when analysing the role of green open space of large-
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scale housing estates in the green infrastructure (GI)). These transformations refer to urban 

design, natural elements and infrastracture improvements. Social transformations are related to 

changes in the social structure of residents, which might be related to ageing population, some 

people moving to other locations, also demographic changes which lead to increasing number 

of smaller households and decrease in family size, etc. [105]. Moreover, changes in legislation 

may impact various aspects, such as changes in the land use, changes in normative acts, which 

may influence management models, etc.  

This research is focused on physical transformations in open space of large-scale housing 

estates. In addition to classification according to the type of transformation and scale, physical 

changes can be classified according to driving forces and actors involved. Transformations in 

open space of large-scale housing estates and the residential environment quality cannot be 

investigated without defining stakeholders who are directly or inderictly involved in the 

process of these transformations. There is a distinction between externally-led and self-

organised engagement in the process of open space transformation. 

On-site observations in the large-scale housing estates of Riga show various types of 

physical changes and various actors involved. There are both soft tactical interventions, 

introduction of new recreational amenities and natural elements, as well as a more remarkable 

impact on open space due to introduction of parking areas and new residential infill 

development, which influences the spatial character of the open space.  

The target audience of these improvements is narrow, as wishes and needs of many other 

groups are ignored. This is a dangerous trend, which can lead to intergenerational 

conflicts [49, 137]. Open space adjacent to the house forms an important recreation place for 

elderly residents and people with mobility impairments. These groups are dependent on their 

local environment, so the quality of open space in the neighbourhood directly impacts their 

quality of life [182]. Also, for children and young people positive experiences in the outdoor 

environment can have positive impact on their health and quality of life. Playgrounds, skate 

parks and school playgrounds are the constructed open spaces which society expects children 

and youth to use actively. These spaces are limited to certain play and have certain experiential 

value [37]. So, for example, according to central statistical database in Imanta neighbourhood 

25 % (11 215 people) of residents are in the age group 65 and older, in Purvciems, Iļģuciems 

and Jugla this number is 23 % of total residents number in the neighbourhood [196]. In many 

neighbourhoods, children, teenagers and young adults in the age from 7 to 24 form about 16 % 

of the total number of inhabitants in the area [196]. These different groups have different needs 

and expectations, which also need to be met to ensure that the quality of the residential 

environment satisfies them.  

Large-scale housing estates all around Europe are facing various forms of physical and 

social decline. Already at the late 20th century, some authors focused specifically on the 

problems and development opportunities of large housing estates [8], [46]. The open space in 

large-scale housing estates is often described as “marginal public space”, the territories being 

of less interest in regeneration strategies, and also problematic territories which often become 

a battleground of different users with different needs [41], [34]. There is a model of decay in 

post-WWII social large-scale housing estates in Europe, proposed by Dutch architect Niels 
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Prak and urban planner Hugo Priemus. This model looked at the process of decay as a result 

of social, economic and technical decline [47]. In 1993 the model was completed with the 

aspects of urban design (location, living environment, level of services).  

Nevertheless, the problems and development in large-scale housing estates remains a 

topical issue. There are four paths the large-scale housing estates can follow: do-nothing, 

downsize, demolish and replace, or renovate [19]. After the fall of the Soviet Union and regain 

of the national independence in 1991, 61 % of population in Tallinn and 74 % of population in 

Riga lived in large housing estates. The data from 2011 showed that 58 % of population in 

Tallinn, 75 % - in Riga and 67 % - in Vilnius lived in this housing type [19]. For that reason, 

in the Baltic countries, where large-scale housing estates comprise about a half or even more 

of residential housing stock, demolition can be a difficult process. And thus, raising the 

residential environment quality appears crucial.  

Previous Research 

Previous research is further described according to various topics: open space in residential 

areas; formation of large-scale housing estates; large-scale housing estates in Riga; critique 

towards open space in large-scale housing estates; quality of urban life; role of public 

participation in planning and citizen activism, and community building. Some authors discuss 

changes in the open space of large-scale housing estates; however so far these studies are 

fragmented.  

Comprehensive research on the character, features and evaluation methods of open space 

was done by various researchers. Character and features of different public open spaces and 

open spaces in large-scale housing estates were studied by Professor of Urban Design and the 

Director of Global Urban Research Unit at Newcastle University Ali Madanipour [34]. He 

defines public open space within large-scale housing estates as marginal due to low interest 

from public authorities in its regeneration, and due to the nature of these public open spaces. 

Matthew Carmona, Professor of planning and urban design at UCL proposed variety of public 

open space evaluation criteria [86], [87], [88], issues related to housing reform, privatization 

and denationalization has studied Richard Sendi [171], issues of insecurity in public open space 

were analysed by Manuel Aalbers [66]. New infill development has influence on the open space 

in large-scale housing estates. Development of gated communities and new private vs public 

open space relations were investigated by Judit Bodnar and Virag Molnar [78], an overview on 

development of open space in large-scale housing estates and analysis of problems were done 

by Stephen Hall and Alan Murie [106]. Richard Sendi, Manuel Aalbers and Marcele Trigueiro 

have investigated quality of life of the residents in large-scale housing estates and in particular 

quality of public open space, focusing on the issues affecting social interaction and social 

cohesion [49]. Spatial character of open space in large-scale housing estates was analysed in 

various studies [75], [133], [138], [191], [149]. The importance of green space was discussed 

by various researchers from different viewpoints. Despite the fact that not all the planned 

amenities were built due to budget restriction reasons, still various research results show that 

green open areas are considered among the most valuable features in large-scale housing estates 
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[49]. The explanation of originally planned sanitary-and-hygienic and ornamentally planning 

functions of open space in large-scale housing estates provided by Vladimir Mashinsky and 

Elena Zalogina [65]. Characteristic features of large-scale housing estates defined by Rob 

Rowlands et al. and other researchers [49], [127], [143]. Some researchers have studied spatial 

configuration and used Space Syntax methodology to analyse functionality of open space in 

large-scale housing estates. Sociologist William Whyte conducted great amount of research on 

social use in public spaces [60]. Pete Ferguson argued on strong ties between spatial 

configuration, accessibility and social interactions in urban spaces. Kestutis Zaleckis 

investigates socio-spatial aspects of Soviet era modernist urbanization [190]. Balancing urban 

green space and residential infill development: a spatial multi-criteria approach based on 

practitioner engagement was used by Maija Tiitu, Arto Viinikka, Leena Kopperoinen, Davide 

Geneletu [183].  

The ideas behind formation of large-scale housing estates, reasons and local piquliarities 

were described and analysed by various authors: Marija Dremaite [11]. Jānis Krastiņš, Ivars 

Strautmanis, Jānis Dripe [26], Frank Wassenberg [255], Oresjo et al. [147], Henk Heeger [249], 

research in terms of RESTATE project [66], [147], [106], [143], [147], including national 

reports like Large housing estates in Budapest and Nyiregyhaza, Hungary. Comprehensive 

research on typology of housing, with some insights in the formation of the spatial organization 

made Philip Meuser and Dimitrij Zadorin [38].  

The history, development and current changes of large-scale housing estates have been 

investigated by various researchers. Recent book Housing Estates in Baltic Countries is 

focused on the political, economic and cultural aspects which affected modernist housing 

estates in the Baltic countries [19]. Contributing authors touch upon ideological and socio-

demographic issues which have both fostered the popularity of large-scale housing estates at 

the time of construction, and changes which have led to current situation. Similar approach is 

in the book Housing Estates in Europe: Poverty, Ethnic Segregation and Policy Challenges 

[20]. The book represents an extensive collection of research by different authors from Athens, 

Berlin, Birmingham, Brussels, Bucharest, Budapest, Helsinki, Madrid, Milan, Moscow, Paris, 

Prague, Stockholm and Tallinn [20]. The authors analyse origins, current situation, and the 

development trajectories of large housing estates. The collection of studies in Mass Housing in 

Europe: Multiple Faces of Development, Change and Response also focus on residential 

satisfaction and different aspects of large-scale housing estates through the lens of social 

sustainability [49]. Ronald van Kempen, Karien Dekker, Stephen Hall and Ivan Tosics have 

edited the collection of national studies which describe current transformations in housing 

etates [58]. Reflections on urban planning in post socialist countries are edited by Marina 

Dmitrieva and Alfrun Kliems [25]. Post-war architecture in Sweden is researched by Claes 

Caldenby [85]. 

There has been a lot of research representing critique of large-scale housing estates and 

critique of open space in partiqular. Starting from failed ideas of modernist urban planning, 

and then focusing on negative features of large-scale housing estates both external spacial 

organisation, and housing itself, social consequences, crime and vandalism were the focus of 

work by Anne Power [46], critiques by British architects Alison and Peter Smithson. Critique 
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of open space by Jane Jacobs [22], Oscar Newman [41], discussion on negative effects of 

density on the social fabric of neighbourhood by Ellen Van Beckhoven, Gideon Bolt and 

Ronald van Kempen, Oscar Newman [41], Louis Wirth [189]. Recent criticism was made by 

Ali Madanipour [129] and Jan Gehl [14], [15]. Critique of large-scale housing estates in Tallinn 

by Leo Gens, who pointed out lack of ‘human scale’ and thought that areas can become more 

people-friendly with introduction of small architecture forms, more clever organization of 

greenery, sculptures etc. Psychologist Mati Heidmets assumed that the living environment in 

large-scale housing estates lacks personality, which can be achieved by prioritizing images and 

introduction of landmarks [40].  

As large-scale housing estates comprise big part of the residential housing stock in Riga, 

there are studies focusing on the origins and development trajectories of large-scale housing 

estates: The doctoral thesis defended by Sandra Treija [254], Otrā Rīga reperesents analysis of 

typology and features of large-scale housing estates in Riga. The book Latvijas arhitektūra: no 

senatnes līdz mūsdienām by Jānis Krastiņš, Ivars Strautmanis, Jānis Dripe, compiles research 

on urban development in Latvia in the second part of the 20th century [26]. Planning and 

development of cities has been studied by Jānis Brinķis and Oļģerts Buka [5]; doctoral thesis 

by Una Īle [250] is focused on the landscape quality of residential areas’ courtyards in the cities 

of Latvia; archive materials of Latvian museum of Architecture offer various territory plans of 

large-scale housing estates as well as descriptive materials. Andris Roze has analysed spatial 

organisation of microrajoni and proposed some guidelines for further development [261, 13-

14]. 

Quality of urban life is a wide concept and has been investigated by various researchers 

in different fields. Robert W. Marans and Robert J. Stimson have summarized comprehensive 

research on the issues of urban quality of life and related notions like neighbourhood 

satisfaction, residential satisfaction etc. [36]. Objective and subjective evaluation of the quality 

of urban life was presented by Roderick Peter McCrea in Urban Quality of Life: Linking 

Objective Dimensions and Subjective Evaluations of the Urban Environment [252]. Robert 

Marans and Willard L. Rodgers studied issues related to residents’ satisfaction and described 

findings in Towards an Understanding of Community Satisfaction [131]. Angus Campbell used 

variable of inhabitants’ characteristics (age, gender etc.) to describe life satisfaction in The 

Quality of American Life: Perceptions, Evaluations and Satisfaction [6]. Harvey S. Perloff 

described and analysed urban environment features in The Quality of the Urban Environment, 

1969 [45]. Charles Montgomery, through case studies in different countries analysed 

inhabitants’ satisfaction with life in relation to urban design and planning issues [39]. David 

Seamon and Jacob Sowers analysed people’s need for associations with significant places and 

the concept of placelessness [168]. 

Following the growing interest in citizen engagement in the process of planning and co-

creation, grows also the amount of research in this field. Approaches to public participation 

in planning and design processes have been described and analysed by Nick Gallent and 

Daniela Ciaffi in the book Community action and planning [13], Patsy Healey [18], 

Ali Madanipour [34], Joanne Dolley and Caryl Bosman [10]. 
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Despite the fact that variety of research was focused on privatization of open space in large-

scale housing estates, on the character of open space in large-scale housing estates, as well as 

on residential environment quality and quality of urban life, research which would interconnect 

those issues so far is fragmented.  

The research object is open space transformations in large-scale housing estates. 

The research aim is to evaluate the impact of open space transformations in the post-socialist 

period in large-scale housing estates on the residential environment quality in Riga’s large-

scale housing estates. 

Research Tasks 

1. Based on literature studies summarise the background behind the formation of open 

space in large-scale housing estates in different cities of Europe, theoretical guidelines, 

aimed purpose of open space and the correspondence of the realised result.  

2. Based on literature studies identify types of possible transformation processes in the 

open space of large-scale housing estates in different cities of Europe. 

3. Identify opportunities and challenges for public participation in the process of large-

scale housing estate open space transformations. 

4. Summarise information on residential environment quality evaluation approaches and 

tools. 

5. Develop an evaluation approach to assess the residential environment quality in the 

context of transformations. 

6. Define residential environment quality of large-scale housing estates of Riga in the 

context of open space transformations. 

7. Develop and conduct a survey in four large-scale housing estates of Riga, to define 

residents attitude towards transformations which have already happened and possible 

future transformations of open space in large-scale housing estates.  

Research Methodology 

Research distinguishes three interrelated aspects, which influence physical transformations 

in the open space of large-scale housing estates: 

• Context I – physical environment of open space in large-scale housing estates; 

• Context II – legal issues (regulations, ownership, management structure, etc.), 

city development strategies etc.; 

• Actors – involved in transformation processes and management of open space 

of large-scale housing estates (their roles and collaboration patterns). 

At first, research focuses on spatial patterns and specific characteristics of open space in 

large-scale housing estates. Then, the context of transformations is analysed through the prism 

of legal issues which are acting as drivers or barriers of different transformations. Strategical 
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and planning documents represent aims and approaches to reach defined objectives. Finally, 

research on transformations in public open space of housing estates and the residential 

environment quality can not be investigated without defining stakeholders who are directly or 

inderictly involved in the process of these transformations. There is a distinction between 

externally-led and self-organised engagement in the process of transformation of open space 

[180]. All three interrelated aspects can be investigated at different scales: micro-scale (one 

courtyard or even smaller scale), meso-scale (microrayon or the whole estate), macro scale (on 

the city structure level as for example when analysing the role of green open space of large-

scale housing estates in the GI). Actors or stakeholders involved and influenced by 

transformations in open space of large-scale housing estates show numerous levels of 

involvement and diverse collaboration patterns varying from tactical bottom-up interventions 

on a micro-scale, to involvement in strategic planning and large open space redevelopment 

projects. In addition to planners, three other main types of institutional stakeholders have been 

identified by Kaiser et al. (1995): “The market group: land owners, developers, builders, 

realtors, bankers. The government group: elected and appointed governmental officials who 

are in charge of land use analysis, land use changes etc. The third group are those who have 

special interest like environmental preservation, economic development, farming etc.” [23, 

274]. In addition to this, local inhabitants individually or as a part of a community group 

represent another type of stakeholders. Even more, analysis can include ‘people’ as end users 

of the open space with distinction between existing inhabitants and future inhabitants. 

Research questions are aiming to show interrelation between these aspects and analyse how 

they influence transformations of open space in large-scale housing estates. Research combines 

quantitative and qualitative research elements. According to Newman and Benz qualitative and 

quantitative approaches should not be viewed as unconnected, polar opposites. On the contrary, 

they represent different ends on a continuum [10]. Research aim and objectives are reached 

using the following methods: 

• Comparative analysis is used to: 

✓ analyse development of open space in large-scale housing 

estates and open space spatial configuration principles; 

✓ analyse scientific articles in Science Direct and Scopus data 

bases, using PRISMA methodology;  

✓ analyse residential environment quality evaluation tools [70], 

[81], [82], [188].  

• Case study analysis – empirical research, that investigates a certain 

phenomenon in its natural environment, by using various data collection methods and 

sources [55], [62].  This research focuses on the case of open space in large-scale 

housing estates in Riga: 

✓ On-site observations and evaluation of residential environment 

using open space quality evaluation tool.  

✓ Inhabitants’ surveys [102], [111], [149];  

✓ For case description analysis of archive materials, regulations, 

scientific literature, and internet sources is used. 
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✓ An experiment of introducing a community garden in open 

space of one selected large-scale housing estate. Urban 

gardening initiative realised in June 2017, with an aim to 

evaluate the process of getting a permission and the willingness 

of people to participate and maintain the garden. The method 

included concept development, preparation of requested 

documents, engagement of local inhabitants, organisation of the 

event together with project team and volunteers. 

• The collection of quantitative data was insured by inhabitants’ survey (240 

respondents) with semi-open questions (to provide alternative answer 

opportunities in case the respondents are not satisfied with the proposed 

answers).  

•   Graphical processing and interpretaion of research results and data. 

Table 1. 

Overview Structure of the Thesis and the Research Questions Being Addressed in the 

Sections 

Chapters RQ Tasks Process and Methods 

 

Chapter 1 

1.1. 

1.2. 

1.3. 

What are the 

characteristic features of 

open space in large-scale 

housing estates and how 

these features influence 

residential environment 

quality? 

Based on literature studies 

summarise the background 

behind the formation of 

open space in large-scale 

housing estates in different 

cities of Europe, aimed 

purpose of open space and 

the correspondance of the 

realised result. 

 

Comparative analysis of literature 

related to development of open 

space of large-scale housing 

estates and features which 

influence character of open space. 

Analysis of examples from various 

European cities was performed to 

identify typologies and 

characteristic features of open 

space in large-scale housing 

estates. 

Chapter 2 

2.1. 

2.2. 

2.3. 

 

Chapter 3 

3.1. 

3.2. 

What types of 

transformation processes 

are present in the open 

space of large-scale 

housing estates and how 

are they influencing the 

residential environment 

quality? 

 

Based on literature studies 

identify types of possible 

transformation processes in 

the open space of large-

scale housing estates. 

Develop an approach to 

evaluate the impact of 

transformations on the  

residential environment 

quality. 

Define transformations of 

open space in large-scale 

hosing estates of Riga and 

their impact on the quality 

of residential environment.  

Development of an approach to 

evaluate the impact of open space 

transformations on the residential 

environment quality. 

 

On-site observation in large-scale 

housing estates of Riga and 

mapping of results. 

 

Experiment in Jugla 

neighbourhood.  
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Chapter 2 

2.1. 

What are the new open 

space management 

models and how do they 

influence open space 

transformations in large-

scale housing estates of 

Riga? 

 

By analysing possible 

participatory budgeting and 

community engagement 

tools in Riga, define their 

types/models and relation 

to transformations of  open 

spaces in large-scale 

housing estates. 

 

Using the experiment in 

Jugla neighbourhood 

identify opportunities and 

challenges for community 

action in a legally approved 

transformation of open 

space 

Analysis of existing participatory 

budgeting and community 

engagement practices. 

Participation in participatory 

budgeting projects. 

 

Experiment in Jugla 

neighbourhood. 

 

Chapter 3 

3.3. 

How do residents of 

large-scale housing 

estates in Riga use the 

open space and how do 

they perceive occured, 

ongoing and possible 

future transformations? 

Develop and conduct a 

survey in four large-scale 

housing estates of Riga, to 

define residents’ attitude 

towards past, ongoing and 

possible future open space 

transformations in large-

scale housing estates.  

Residents’ survey. 

 

Terminology 

As vary terms used to describe post-World War II industrial mass construction of housing 

ensembles, vary also terms used in relation to the outdoor environment [11], [19], [20], [46], 

[49], [58], [66], [67]. In this research the term large-scale housing estate is used to describe 

large housing estates built after World War II, and which were detailly planned as coherent 

socio-spatial ensembles and built by industrial construction methods. They are also referred to 

as large housing, mass housing, high-rise housing, or social housing estates, depending on the 

local and national context. 

Outdoor environment of large-scale housing estates is called with different terms. 

Literature studies showed following terms:  

• Open spaces in the planned courtyards / the courtyard area;  

• Open space;  

• Common open and green space; 

• Neighbourhood open spaces;  

• Public open space; 

• Open outdoor spaces;  

• Courtyards; 

• Inner courtyard. 

The term courtyard or inner-courtyard is used while speaking about outdoor environment 

in large-scale housing estates in Berlin, Bucharest and Budapest. The Oxford Learners’ 
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dictionary defines courtyards as: “an open space that is partly or completely surrounded by 

buildings and is usually part of a castle, a large house, etc.” [201]. The term “common open 

and green space” was used in certain cases when describing open space in large-scale housing 

estates. However, research on the meaning of this term showed that in general it is rarely used 

and few resources which had this term, used it while speaking about gated communities: 

“In residential communities, the common open spaces around and between buildings are 

limited to use by the residents (private space for their residents) and usually classified as semi-

private space. However, these kinds of spaces have the characteristics of public spaces because 

of the large number of users... [173]” 

For that reason to exclude any misunderstanding about the term “common open space” it 

was decided to use in this research the term ‘open space’. Further open space of large-scale 

housing estates is analysed as a public open space as the nature of open space in large-scale 

housing estates mainly corresponds to the definition of public open space: 

“... public space is defined as space to which people normally have unrestricted access and 

right of way. In other words, public places and spaces are public because anyone is entitled to 

be physically present in them. Focusing on the way of engagement in places, public space is 

open, publicly accessible space where people go for group or individual activities. Public space 

is thus a place outside the boundaries of individual or small-group control, used for a variety 

of often-overlapping functional purposes...” [169].  

In this research the term ‘transformations’ is used in relation to urban change: the physical 

change in the open space of large-scale housing estates as a result of processes of unmaking 

and remaking the open space, driven by different actors. The context which has led to 

transformations is described further in the section 2.1. Open space transformations in Riga are 

viewed in the post-socialist period.   

Scientific Novelty of Research 

The Doctoral Thesis contributes to the research on open space transformations in Riga’s 

large-scale housing estates in the post-socialist period, which has almost not been studied from 

the perspective of the relation between transformations and the quality of residential 

environment. The research has a methodological significance, as it summarises the data on 

existing residential environment evaluation tools, proposes classification of open spaces in 

large-scale housing estates, and introduces an approach for evaluation of impact from present 

and possible future transformations on the quality of residential environment in large-scale 

housing estates. 

Practical Significance of the Work 

This research examines an up-to-date issue of open space significance in large-scale 

housing estates and emphasizes the need to identify the impact of open space transformations 

on the residential environment quality. The research reveals the most important features related 

to transformations in open space.  
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The research reveals the connection between open space transformations and increase or 

decrease of the residential environment quality. The developed evaluation approach can be 

used to identify the impact from transformations which have already happened and the ones 

which may take place in the future. This allows to evaluate various scenarios and prevent 

decrease of the residential environment quality. Conclusions which reveal the impact of open 

space transformations on the residential environment quality in Riga’s large-scale housing 

estates form a background for development of planning guidelines. 

All figures, diagrams, and tables, which do not have a source, are made or developed by 

the author. 

Approbation of the results 
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1. DEVELOPMENT OF OPEN SPACE IN LARGE-SCALE 

HOUSING ESTATES 

Open space in large-scale housing estates forms an important part of the residential 

environment quality, by providing both necessary, optional and social services, and playing an 

important role in recreation and recovery from the everyday stress. This sub-section discusses 

the genesis of open space in large-scale housing estates in the regional context of Baltics and 

Northern Europe. Despite local peculiarities, there have been certain similarities in the 

formation of open space. First sub-section presents an overview on open space spatial 

configuration principles, and the further sub-sections display variety of inhabitants’ needs in 

relation to the residential open space, and the role of green areas in large-scale housing estates. 

1.1. Genesis and Characteristics of Open Space in Large-Scale 

Housing Estates  

Originally, open space in the large-scale housing estate followed the concept of a car-free 

inner zone and the idea of different functions reachable in the walking distance [38]. Despite 

the fact that large-scale housing estates were widely built across Europe, and there are many 

similarities in form and function, still studies on development of large-scale housing estates 

show also meaningful diversity in formation and development trajectories. Development was 

highly influenced by context, construction period and scale, location and connectedness, 

maintenance, obsolescence, population structure, stigmatisation, local economy, public space, 

livability [20]. It has been noticed that in Northern and Western Europe construction of large-

scale housing estates lasted relatively short period of time, in comparison to this large-scale 

housing estates in Eastern Europe started to be built later, but also the period lasted longer. In 

southern Europe large impact was from the private sector.   

Large-scale housing estates built in the second part of the 20th century were visualised as a 

solution to various urban problems at times of rapid industrialisation and urbanisation in most 

of Europe during the post-World War II [49]. In Eastern Europe large-scale housing estates 

were seen as an answer to providing home to people relocating to cities (including a workforce 

supporting industrialisation); in Western Europe meeting housing needs for immigrants and 

guest workers; and as a replacement housing when slum clearance projects were needed. In 

many countries, especially in Northern Europe [147] and Eastern Europe [19], [138] egalitarian 

housing production and housing provision became one of the central elements of the welfare 

state.  

The idea of high widely spaced apartment blocks raised in the congres internationaux 

d’architecture moderne (CIAM). CIAM was formed in 1928 and worked as organisation where 

modernist architects discussed and promoted their ideas of urban development, space and life 

in the city [17]. The La Sarraz Declaration asserted that as society became more industrialised, 

it was vital that architects and the construction industry rationalise their methods, embrace new 

technologies and strive for greater efficiency. “Urbanisation cannot be conditioned by the 

claims of a pre-existent aestheticism; its essence is of a functional order… the chaotic division 
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of land, resulting from sales, speculations, inheritances, must be abolished by a collective and 

methodical land policy.” [197]. The fourth CIAM Congress in 1933 (theme: “The Functional 

City”) comprised analysis of thirty-four cities and considered solutions to urban problems. The 

conclusions were published as “The Athens Charter”.  According to Gregor Harbusch et al. 

this document remains one of the most controversial ever produced by CIAM:  

“The charter effectively committed CIAM to rigid functional cities, with citizens to be 

housed in high, widely-spaced apartment blocks. Green belts would separate each zone of the 

city. The Charter was not actually published until 1943, and its influence would be profound 

on public authorities in post-war Europe” [197].  

In 1950s acceptance of modernist ideas was very strong accross European countries. And 

following this, in the time period between early 1960 till mid or end of 1970 many European 

countries launched “million home” programmes, like well known million home programme in 

Sweden, but also similar programs in Hungary, Spain or France and else where [20]. The 

standardised grand structures of large-scale housing estates in Europe are a result of post-World 

War II urban growth, industrialisation and urban renewal. In many cases large-scale housing 

estates composed a high-density urban-industrial circle around the historic cores of cities. 

However other examples show large-scale  housing estates being built to promote the 

redevelopment of inner-city neighbourhoods of slum housing. 

The starting point for the formation of large-scale housing estates in the USSR can be 

attributed to the 1957 Communist Party Congress [19]. The turning point in Soviet architecture 

is thought to be the Khruschev’s speech on December the 7th 1954, when he spoke at All-

Union Conference of Soviet Builders, Architects and Workers in the Building Materials 

Industry. In 1954 the Soviet Counciel of Ministers introduced the act named The Development 

of Mass Production of Assembled Reinforced Concrete structural components. In 1955 came 

out the decree On the Elimination of Excesses in Architecture and Construction and On the 

Development of means to improve, industrialize and reduce the cost of cnstruction [11]. The 

USSR was looking at technologically more advanced Western Europe, so Khruschev’s visits 

to Finland and in particular to Tapiola, were folloved by organized study trips to Northern 

Europe by Soviet architects and engineers [11, 25]. Industrialisation has fostered employment-

based migration to cities and the new housing units on vast planned districts were built on a 

high speed. In the time period from 1940s till 1991, with industrialisation and urbanisation 

processes also due to migration from other parts of the Soviet union, demand for new housing 

was acute, especially in capital cities of  Tallinn (Estonia), Riga (Latvia) and Vilnius 

(Lithuania) [19]. 

In the Soviet Union the state dictated location of new buildings, regulated the free provision 

and usage of land and financing of construction [38, 13]. The focus on economy and production 

methods was so high that the approach to urban planning was dictated by efficiency of 

production and the main aim of urban planners became fulfilling the guidelines [38, 145]. The 

comparison of urban development plans showed the change in the time period 1950s till 1990 

from neoclassical superblock to the socialist micro-district.   

The basis of a housing estate was formed by the superblock. A superblock covered about 

15 ha of land offering living space for approximately 6 thousand people. In addition to the 
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residential buildings, it included creches, kindergartens, primary school, a venue for meetings 

or a club, shops, children playgrounds, and a park [215]. The main idea was that everything 

must be reached within the walking distance. Superblocks were separated from each other with 

major roads. The microrayons (or micro-districts) were designed on significantly larger areas 

than the superblocks. Soviet microrayon comprised 10 ha to 60 ha, or maximum 80 ha of land. 

It followed the concept of a car-free inner zone and the idea of different functions reachable in 

the walking distance. Within the microrayon the planning unit was divided in residential 

groups. In general, the microrayon planning principles included: compass direction, 

topography, and the economics of the assembly crane [38, 153]. One large-scale housing estate 

more often consisted of several mikrorayons. The size was calculated according to housing 

requirements estimated proportionally to the needs for workers in enterprises. Selection of sites 

was usually made within the general town plan for up to 25-year horizons [138].   

“The socialist city is based on different set of laws: class equality in the Soviet society, the 

absence of exploitation and unemployment, elimination of private ownership of land, a system 

of State-planned economy and demand for the best living conditions for the masses. Now the 

cities have undergone the transformation to become the hub of freelance and creative work, a 

place of equality and friendship for its inhabitants” [138].  

Detailed plans of large-scale housing estates were magnificent in size and comprised street 

networks, architectural elements, access and transport, as well as natural elements, and 

infrastructure objects including heating, sewage and water. The living space for each family 

was dictated by the accurate norms [138]. The task of Soviet urban planners was to consider 

instructions of a state developer and realise them into design of the large-scale housing estate. 

Social services, greenery and housing were allocated according to the standard norms of 

minimal individual needs. 

However, the acceptance of modernist ideas was not overall. First critique of the modernist 

ideas appeared already in 1953. British architects Alison and Peter Smithson were advocating 

for belonging and sense of neighbourhood as basic emotional needs, which are hardly to reach 

in CIAM’s ideal city which leads to isolation and segregation [197]. And the 1970 were marked 

out with criticism of large-scale housing estates [255]. Fast construction demand requested the 

use of industrialised construction technologies, which together with the lack of working forces 

has led to the monotonous landscape of large-scale housing estates [64].  

In the Soviet Union countries socialist system as well as products of that system - urban 

developments, were widely criticised in 1980s at the time of Gorbachev’s perestroika. But, at 

the beginning there wasn’t the idea of modernism, the main concern was to build fast and 

cheap [11]. In the Soviet union countries the concept of large-scale housing estates was adapted 

from Western Europe. In Western Europe mass housing construction was tended to build 

“better future”, while in the Soviet union territory “to build communism faster” [11], [221]. In 

Eastern Europe the main objective was fast and low-cost construction of good quality housing 

for working and middle-class families. 

Formation of open space between building blocks was a result of various planning aspects. 

As mentioned before these were concept of a car-free inner zone and the idea of different 

functions reachable in the walking distance; compass direction, topography, and the economics 
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of the assembly crane, efficiency of production; services and green spaces were allocated 

according to the standard norms of minimum individual needs; also large green areas as a tool 

to ensure fresh air (sanitary-hygienic needs); widely spaces building blocks to ensure more 

sunlight etc. 

In Western Europe open space in housing estates showed variety of design problems: the 

clumsy structure of the estates, the blocks and the environment and the unused open spaces and 

communal areas [46]. Despite the fact, that large open green spaces were considered as positive 

feature of large-scale housing estates, they decayed quickly as they weren’t designed for 

specific or functionally clear uses and were open to too many users. They often were under 

used, badly supervised and unattractive. There was a difficulty to control the open space that 

belonged to no one [46, 92]. However, result of research made by Anne Power showed also 

the vise versa interrelation. Not only the physical structured influenced social disorder, but also 

the social composition of large-scale housing estates in Germany, UK, Ireland and France has 

lead to decay of these areas.   

Various researchers pointed out the importance of the spacial organisation on the 

successfully working open space and the social contacts which can be created there. “The 

design can be a powerful influence for bad” and vise versa design can help to reduce vandalism, 

graffitti, level of litter, and even more leading to reduction in stress, mental illness and crime 

[8, 30]. Contemporary design inspired by Le Corbusier, reduced individuality and produced 

anonymous uniformity, ‘confused spatial organisation’ and massive scope for crime and 

breakdown. Among the bad design features were raised walkways, high-rise building blocks 

and spatial organisation of buildings. In the book “Defensible Space” Oscar Newman suggested 

creation of “defensible spaces”, which could help residents to look after their own spaces. He 

promoted the idea about redesigning the housing areas, in order to raise the feeling of 

ownership [41].  

On the over hand, in Eastern Europe the neighbourhoods which were planned to provide 

residents with necessary everyday services within the walkable distance from their homes, 

became very popular among people, despite the fact that not always all the planned services 

were built [38]. Large open green spaces are the characteristic features of majority of large-

scale housing estates. Some data showed that green spaces usually comprised about 40-45 % 

of the entire open space and so the understanding of the meaning and function of these spaces 

was crucial. In 1967 and 1968 inhabitant surveys in Latvia showed that residents of microrayon 

did not fully use the green areas and nor were satisfied with available facilities. As a result, the 

areas, which already required large investments are not used in full scope [19, 168], [127]. Still, 

nowadays, more than 50 years later, the situatuion remains similar: inefficient use of green 

space and lack of outdoor facilities. 

In the Soviet urban planning reduction of individuality of the open space had the 

background also  in ideology: 

“In Soviet times, city planning was part of the production process – a ‘construction job for 

the government’5 generally believed to lack artistry. Egalitarianism and a lack of 

differentiation across urban space were driving objectives; no residential area should be more 

appealing than any other because of style, size, or location.6 Equality, a key ideological feature 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02665433.2017.1348974
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02665433.2017.1348974
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of socialist residential planning, was vigorously expressed in Soviet housing estates and 

mikrorayons through pre-defined and universal maximum (walking) distances to schools, bus 

stops, shops, and parks. Everyone was, in theory, meant to have comparable access to 

comparable assets and amenities: “within the city there should be no particular areas that 

attract or repel people; they should all be of standard design with equal space (per person) 

and amenities so that it makes no difference to people whether they live in one neighbourhood 

or another. The socialist neighbourhood will be characterised by equality and classlessness.” 

[138]. 

Spatial organisation and the approach to the open space organisation differed in different 

parts of Europe. To illustrate the differences and similarities, and the spatial layouts, several 

large-scale housing estates from different cities in Europe were analysed. The map (Fig. 1.1.) 

shows geographical distribution of investigated large-scale housing estates outside Latvia. The 

following part illustrates briefly typologies of large-scale housing estates in Baltic countries, 

further comparing to some examples from Finland, Sweden, Germany and the UK. Finland and 

Sweden are believed to be inspiration for Soviet architects, who tried to introduce planning 

principles also in Baltics, thus site organisation are compared. 

 

Figure 1.1. Location of analysed large-scale housing estates outside Latvia [By the author 

using [245]].  

Literature studies have shown the following main types of spatial structures within large-

scale housing estates: a surround-type where a square inner-courtyard is formed between 

apartment buildings, a semi-closed form (often U-shaped courtyards formed by building blocks 

or u-shaped buildings), a canyon-type formation with grand roads with apartment buildings 

along both sides or along one side and a parallel blades formation featuring long rows of 

parallel buildings [75], [133], [194], [253]. The analysed case studies allowed to find examples 

of these types as well as to define some additional types. It has been noticed that surround-type 

structure can form not only square, but also other forms of courtyard space. Surround-type 

configuration was quite popular and can be found in different countries of Europe with square, 
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rectangular, hexagonal and irregular shape inner-courtyards (Berlin, Stockholm). Other spatial 

organisation types include: semi-closed forms (often U-shaped courtyards formed by building 

blocks or u-shaped buildings), high-rise towers surrounded by or combined with long blocks, 

irregular (curved/croocked) open space formed by non-linear building blocks. Aditionally, it 

was decided to point out raised walkways as a separate type, which according to buildings’ 

organisation can form any of previously mentioned types, but have characteristic feature of 

raised pathways and open space.  

Analysed case studies were from Finland, Sweden, UK, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia and 

Germany. In Finland appearance of large housing estates can be explained by the late and 

sudden urbanisation of the country after WWII [20, 216]. Here municipalities had strong 

autonomy in residential planning. In the 1960s and 1970s the planning principles followed the 

motto “common good was now about “equal good for everyone””. The financial logic of 

attracting private developers, was aiming construction of greater floor space, so there is more 

floor space to sell and the value of land can increase. This has led to a specific urban structure, 

especially in Helsinki, where housing estates are high and often are located in the middle of 

forests and fields [20, 217]. In Sweden post-WWII architecture was polarised between good 

architecture set by architects and architecture of builders and politicians [85]. In first 

competitions for the large-scale housing estate architects were asked to insure “intense use of 

the ground without in any way neglecting the demand for adequate and pleasant town plan”, 

providing everyday use facilities and allowing children to play without necessity of crossing 

traffic areas. Later financial support was lowering and architects had to adapt to the new 

economic situation, ideas had to be transformed to more affordable ones. Additionally, it was 

decided to point out raised walkways as a separate type, which according to buildings’ 

organisation can form any of previously mentioned types but have characteristic feature of 

raised pathways and open space (e.g. present in UK) [205]. Such planning approach can be 

found outside Northern Europe region in UK and Netherlands. Analysed cases in UK were 

quite unique, due to local circumstances. Here due to high risks of flooding, often apartments 

in large-scale housing estates were located on the first floor (which means second floor in many 

European countries).  

The Baltic countries (Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia) were under the Soviet rule after the 

WWII. Experts point out the exceptional nature of Baltic modernism, where the Nordic 

modernism has played an important role in development of Baltic modernism in the Soviet 

period [19, 72], still these remarks are mainly considering the architecture of mass housing and 

alternative house design solutions. In the 1960s as a result of an architectural competition of 

Socialist countries the model of the Soviet microrayon was proposed. This competition aimed 

development of new methods for grouping and arranging multi-unit apartment blocks. Standard 

residential construction plans were tasked to adapt to a specific building plot. General and 

detailed plans of microrayons were developed by teams of professionals from different 

backgrounds, like engineers, traffic specialists, landscape architects, etc. Administrative 

norms, instructions, density norms, all these aspects have influenced city planning. These 

norms have reduced the role of architects in city planning. Many scholars argue that inarguable 

instructions being followed in city planning in USSR resulted in ‘the discipline of urban 
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planning has abolished itself in favour of fulfilling guidelines’ [38, 145]. Similarly, also 

approach to urban design was diminished to an aim to fulfil guidelines [38, 153]. 

Despite certain local peculiarities between the countries which were under the Soviet rule 

and the Northern Europe countries, similar urban planning solutions can be found around the 

analysed examples. In general, large-scale housing estate were not exclusively high-rise, still 

similar concepts and techniques were used in medium- and low-rise industrially build blocks, 

with similar results. There can be found solutions formed by five-storey building blocks, and 

even four-storey blocks, nine-storey linear blocks, nine- , 12- and 16 storey tower blocks. 

Majority of large-scale housing estates represent a mix of building blocks, often with high-rises 

[19], [20], [46].  

Variety of large-scale housing estates in Europe were built according to the spatial 

organisation – building blocks organized around the courtyard forming square, rectangular or 

different form space. Such spatial organisation is called surround-type courtyard between 

apartment buildings. This kind of buildings’ arrangement was introduced also in Baltics and 

Northern Europe. For, example Mustamäe in Tallinn with the plan being elaborated in a 

detailed planning project in 1959. Mustamäe comprised all key principles of a microrayon – 

large residential building blocks, kindergartens, schools and shops within the walking distance 

from home. Additional detailed planning projects were developed in 1960s and 1970s [138]. 

The spatial organisation of Mustamäe is one of various examples with diverse organisation of 

building blocks within the free-form planning, which was considered novel at the time and with 

freely distributed buildings allowed producing more sunlight and open space between buildings 

(Fig. 1.3.). One of distinctive features in variety of large-scale housing estates in Baltics are 

believed to be a result of the influence of Finnish and Swedish modernist residential planning. 

So, also Mustamäe shows planning of building blocks being harmoniously attuned with 

surrounding landscapes.  

Other examples with surround-type inner square courtyards can be found also in 

Hellersdorf in Berlin, Germany. The work on this large-scale housing estate began in 1985, 

and after construction it comprised 45 000 dwellings. Due to financial scarcity part of public 

infrastructure and facilities were never built. The public open space which was originally 

planned for common activities, remained undefiened and unresolved [230].  

Similarly in Riga various large-scale housing estates encorporated this approach to spatial 

organisation. For example detailed plan of Jugla large-scale housing estate developed in 1961-

1970 included also surround-type courtyards. This spatial organisation was combined with 

several planning layout principles represented in the further text. This large-scale housing 

estate requires special attention as originally the area comprised various natural environments: 

lakes, river and forests, which made the nature of open space unique. According to the 

explanatory text of detailed planning project, lake Juglas ezers waterfront and the Liela Jugla 

river front were aimed to be used for mass recreation. Existing residential buildings of Jugla 

estate have influenced the spatial organisation of traditional microrayon with public buildings 

being located not in the center of a structure, but in closest proximity. 

High-rise towers surrounded by long blocks. Also, this type of the spatial organisation can 

be seen in different estates across different countries. The Pihlajamäki estate is divided in two 
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areas and was constructed between 1960-1964, in Helsinki, Finland. This large-scale housing 

estate represented the “forest city” idea of the 1960s. It was located on a favourable spot, 

offering residents panoramic views. The tower blocks were surrounded by long four-storey 

buildings. Currently, the area is under protection as the first Finnish suburb built from 

prefabricated elements (Fig. 1.2.) [235]. The construction of Munkkivuori residential area 

began in the late 1950s. Similarly, as Pihlajamäki this area also was following “forest city” 

ideology. Here buildings were scattered in the territory leaving large open green spaces in 

between, and part of the area consists of tower blocks.  

 

  

Fig. 1.2. Fragment of Pihlajamaki large-scale 

housing estate, Helsinki, Finland, 1960–1964. 

Spatial configuration combining high-rise 

towers surrounded by long blocks, and semi-

closed structures [Author, based on Arcgis 

maps data and [235]]. 

Fig. 1.3. Fragment of Mustamäe large-scale 

housing estate, Tallinn, Estonia, 1962–

1973. Spatial configuration combining 

parallel blades, surround-type and semi-

closed structures [Author based on Arcgis 

maps data and [138]]. 

The other example is Väike-Õismäe in Tallinn built in the 1970s. The composition of the 

large-scale housing estate focused on the broad encircling street, impressive when looking from 

above. The estate was formed by five-storey buildings, the inner part was formed by nine-

storey buildings with some accents formed by 16-storey tower-type high rises [138]. Similarly 

in Riga this type of planning was introduced in various estates. For example, Jugla estate has 

nine- and 12-storey tower-type houses surrounded by long building blocks. Allocation of the 

tower-type residential buildings was dictated by the fact that part of estate is open to the river 

front and is also on the fringe of the city. It was decided to create here the expressive silhouette 

which welcomes / defines the city border.  

The semi-closed open space U-shaped or similar forms open space can be seen in various 

estates across Europe. For example in Tynnered estate built from 1964 in Gothenburg. It 

comprised just over 1000 flats and it was decided to left the terrain almost untouched [85]. U-

shaped courtyards are presented also in Pihlajamäki estate (Finland), in Väike-Õismäe and 

Mustamäe in Tallinn. Some examples mixed with other spatial configurations are present in 

various large-scale housing estates of Riga (Ziepniekkalns, Jugla). 
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The parallel blades spatial organisation is common in many parts of Europe: Poland, 

Hungary, Netherlands, Slovenia, Sweden etc. In Vilnius, Žirmūnai estate built between 1962–

1964 was the first Soviet housing development to receive the USSR State Prize for urban 

residential design in 1968 [19]. Žirmūnai has buildings organised in the form of parallel 

blades as the leading type of spatial organisation. This type of the spatial organisation is seen 

in Mustamäe in Tallinn, Āgenskalna priedes, Jugla in Riga, etc. 

Irregular (curved or croocked) open space formed by non-linear building blocks. 

Maerkisches viertel (1964 und 1974) in Berlin considered one of the examples of modernist 

large housing has large open spaces defined by curved long stripes of high blocks forming in 

plan kind of unfinished two or sometimes three hexagonal prismatic cells (honeycomb cells). 

Here major building hight varies from five- to 14-storeys, with the higher density towards the 

center and the fringe of the estate with 20-storey towers [143], [162]. In Riga irregular 

elongated open space formed by linear building blocks is seen in Pļavnieki. Formation of space 

by non-linear buildings was observed in one of the various detailed plan versions for 

Ziepniekkalns, however the realised plan didn’t include any irregular buildings. 

The concept of raised walkways traced in variety of large-scale housing estates in London 

unintentionally predefined neglect of street level space, and promoted perception of courtyard 

and street space as insecure area, under threat of vandalism and crime. One of such examples 

is Thamesmead estate built in the 1960s in London, UK (Fig. 1.4). It was built on marshland 

site near Thames, and as it was under the threat of flooding, inhabited spaces were placed 

starting from the 1st floor (in UK one level above the street). Entrances were reachable with 

elavated passage, which also provided space for walking, jogging etc. Built for up to 100 000 

inhabitants with low-rise housing and point blocks. The estate was later reconstructed. 

Aylesbury estate, London, UK (1963–1977) faced the same problem, with elevated passages 

and access to the entrance on the first floor promoted crime and unsafety on the street level 

(Fig. 1.5). As well as flooding problems were faced. The concept aimed linking all areas of the 

estate with concrete bridges, so there would be no need to walk along the street on the ground 

level. Even more, the original idea aimed connection of the estate to the neighbouring area. 

Despite many problems, in 2001 the majority of residents voted against its demolition [239]. 

Similar approach can be found also in several large-scale housing estates in other European 

countires. For example, High-deck-siedlung in Joseph-Schmidt-Strasse Berlin-Neukoeln 

[223]. 

These raised-walkway concepts were considered good and future oriented at the time of 

cunstruction, but were unsuccessful as a result and were deeply critisized by Jane Jacobs and 

other people-friendly environment  supporters. As can be notified now, large-scale housing 

estates of this type have been demolished or rebuilt, due to their inconformity to today’s living 

environment standards. 

Investigation showed that in general, among basic ideas of large-scale housing estates was 

neighbourhood which offers all the neccessary every-day life functions, provides open public 

space for recreation and offers good quality of environment for inhabitants and children to play 

safely outdoors. Still, later critiques showed that chosen planning principles did not correspond 

to those ideas and could not help to realise aims of better life [19], [20]. The post-war large-
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scale housing estates represented ideal housing of that period; however, their quality is 

questionable today.  

  

Fig.1.4. View of the open space in a council 

large-scale housing estate in Thamesmead, 

London, in 1972 [201].  

Fig. 1.5. View of the open space in the 

Aylesbury large-scale housing Estate, 

Walworth, London, UK [Photo by Will 

Faichney].   

The components of a place can be analyzed according to three main criteria: physical 

form, human activities and meaning or image. The criteria of a good public open space in 

relation to its physical form often includes clear and easy access [7], [35], clear paths which 

connect each other and clear orientation [15], [194] and human scale design [15], [52]. 

Christopher Alexander pointed out the importance of degree of enclosure. The outdoor spaces 

which are defined as “left over” between buildings most probably will not be used  [1].  He 

states that there are two types of outdoor space: positive space and negative space. Shapeless 

space, with undefined character is considered negative.  These spaces are so poorly defined 

as the boundaries cannot be identified. On the other hand, positive spaces provide some 

degree of enclosure, which can be achieved not only with buildings but also with greenery, 

landscape, hedges, etc. [1]. Also, outdoors people try to find a spot where they can feel their 

backs protected. Referring to Camillo Sitte [53] on the example of successful squares, he 

distinguishes two important properties: certain level of enclosure and being open to one 

another, so that one square leads to the next. Similarly, Nikos Salingaros and Pietro 

Pagliardini define two key principles of open public space design: degree of openness and 

degree of interiority [163]. In the open space where the place is always open to sky, important 

role plays the hight of buildings, as it to high extent influences the perception of open sky 

space. The physiological and psychological perception of interiority defined by the aspect: 

can a person get the feeling of being “inside” and “outside” in the environment which 

contains natural and built structures? It is stated that in case of high-rise building towers, all 

the outdoor space remains outside and exposed, so that a person feels unprotected.  

According to Jan Gehl, character and intensity of outdoor activities are highly influenced 

by the physical space [15]. The physical structure reflects and supports the social structure. 

Referring to Oscar Newman he states that clear organization of public, semi-public, semi-

private and private spaces strengthens natural surveillance and enables group decisions 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/willfaichneyphotography/9562160935
https://www.flickr.com/photos/willfaichneyphotography/9562160935
https://www.flickr.com/photos/willfaichneyphotography/9562160935
https://www.flickr.com/photos/willfaichneyphotography/9562160935
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regarding the shared problems. The graduation of open space “publicness” allows to know 

neighbours better and to raise collective responsibility for this public space.  

There have been various attempts to classify public open space according to design, socio-

cultural and political-economy perspectives. First, there have been efforts to concentrate on 

morphology of open space, as have approaches in archaeology [90]. Camillo Sitte categorized 

and designed urban squares [53], and Zucker [63] expanded this accomplishment, delineating 

five types:  closed, dominated, nuclear, grouped, and amorphous. Krier divided all urban open 

space according to two types - the street and the square - and cross-referenced them with basic 

geometric shapes [27]. Still other studies show that a strong sense of enclosure is not always a 

mandatory for a public open space to be successful [86]. Artificial and natural elements, 

informal temporary interventions can give a public open space the new character and purpose. 

Good quality public open space can be reached through interesting scene and details and 

the natural elements. Natural elements play an important role in provision of comfort, 

relaxation, and pleasant experience. Nature also supports physical activity and recovery from 

stress [24], [7], [14]. Urban design elements can support social activities. So, the urban design 

elements can welcome people to spend time outdoors and engage in individual and group 

activities. The provision of shade, shelter, resting points and seating, as well as natural 

surveillance, make open spaces more attractive to use, particularly for the ageing population. 

The arrangement of nature elements in residential areas encourages social activities and 

strengthens the bonds among inhabitants [172]. Also, playground areas which are attractive to 

children may support social interaction on the site. Moreover placemaking, various bottom-up 

activities have various benefits: allow to introduce the elements which community requires and 

allows to create identity of a place [34]. The more time people spend in the public open space, 

the more likely they will interact with each other [118]. Identity of the outdoor space positively 

affects neighbourhood relations [176]. A high-quality outdoor space can enhance social 

interaction by attracting people to come and stay for some time. 

Several studies highlight the interconnection between urban trees and health. The 

researchers conclude that people who can see trees from their window are happier and healthier 

– especially in the high-density neighbourhoods. The ability of people to observe green areas 

from their windows proves to reduce stress and the frequency and intensity of unhealthy habits 

[211].   

By various definitions public open space allows the free access for people, supports social 

interaction [60], wide range of activities both individual and in a group [160], [16], and various 

types of recreation [60], [35]. There are several qualities of successful places, which need to 

respond to the following inhabitants’ needs:  (1) comfort, incorporating protection from harm 

and the physical comfort; (2) relaxation, granting a sense of psychological ease; (3) passive 

engagement, with the surroundings and other residents (4) active engagement, planned or 

spontaneous (5) discovery, demonstrating need and wish for variety and new experiences [87].   

This diversity of public open spaces addresses diverse needs and preferences of inhabitants. 

With the design of urban areas, it can be ensured that these diverse needs and preferences are 

answered in the right and most suitable location, but it doesn’t mean that each public open 

space should necessarily offer everything for everyone. The challenge faced by planners is 
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understanding of this diversity and being aware that one-size-fits-all won’t work to ensure 

successful public open space [30], [50]. Christopher Alexander describes variety of inhabitant 

groups and variety of activities they can perform in public outdoor room [1]. Diverse and 

occasional nature of these activities require delicate balance between well-defined and not too 

defined space. In this case any activity has a starting point to grow from, and at the same time 

it can develop freely.  

The other approach to classification of public open space is according to human activities. 

Jan Gehl identified three types of the outdoor activities: necessary, optional, and social [15]. 

Nowadays, the necessary activities which happen regardless the weather and seasonal 

conditions, include walking for everyday tasks, dog walking, bicycle and car parking. The 

optional activities take place when people have time and wish to engage in playing, walking, 

or sitting for recreation, etc. It is advocated that in denser and low-quality open spaces optional 

activities will happen seldom. In turn, in the good quality public open spaces these activities 

take place frequently [15]. Social activities are characterized by inhabitants’ engagement with 

each other: children playing, people gathering, community gardening etc. Residential 

satisfaction studies show that for the neighbourhood enjoyment the open space should provide 

opportunities for all three types of activities [33]. Important are wishes and needs of different 

user groups, as for example children and teenagers. 

   

Fig. 1.6. Tapiola large-scale housing estate 

showing parallel blades formation, 2021 

[Google street view pictures]. 

Fig. 1.7. Lasnamee large-scale housing estate 

showing parallel blades formation, 2021 

[Google street view pictures]. 

Analysis of open space in large-scale housing estates in different European countries 

showed that similar spatial organisation principles were used in Northern and Eastern Europe. 

Baltic architects were inspired by the large-scale housing estates in Northern Europe and tried 

to use similar planning approaches. Still, not always the same outcome was reached. When 

using different scale (building hight and size of open space area) and diffrent level of 

landscaping, differed also the result. So, inspired by located in forest large-scale housing estates 

in Finland, with the similar spatial organisation of building blocks result in Estonia was 

undefined large outdoor environment. Important was not only interrelation between building 

hight and distance between houses, but also the conditions for greenery. Difference between 

good soil in certain Finnish estates, and poor growing conditions on the site selected for 

Lasnamee, Estonia can be seen also nowadays (Figs. 1.6. and 1.7.). 
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Open space can be analysed according to its spatial configuration, physical and natural 

elements and interrelation between those elements and the human activities. Despite the large 

scale of open space in large-scale housing estates, active and diverse usage still can be reached 

with introduction of urban design and natural elements. Similar open space spatial organisation 

types across Europe make it possible to search for replicable solutions, when considering 

raising the quality of residential environment. 
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1.2. Open Space in Large-Scale Housing Estates in Relation to 

Residents’ Needs 

Features of the open space in large-scale housing estate like the presence of open green 

space, children and adult recreation facilities, parking facilities, and their cleanliness and safety 

are among features which define residential satisfaction with the area [36, 267]. This section 

describes the features of the open space in large-scale housing estates in relation to the 

necessary, optional, and social activities, and the importance of open space for residents’ 

health, well-being, social interaction, and social cohesion.  

As large-scale housing estates represented a new spatial organisation, where the traditional 

perimetral construction has been replaced by the free organisation of building blocks within 

the green environment, researchers were curious about the functionality and uses of this new 

type of residential open space. The greenery, which formed a large part of the open space in 

large-scale housing estates, was aimed to create comfortable environment for residents’ 

recreation and to form expressive landscape. Residents’ surveys in 1960s in Riga showed, that 

the percentage of respondents using every day the open green space is not that high (37,01% 

from 609 respondents). Also, the data regarding the use of active recreation equipment was 

similar. Thus, in general it has been concluded that inhabitants use the open space in large-

scale housing estates ineffectively and for that reason they are unsatisfied with that 

environment [127, 174]. Already in the second part of the 20th century it has been concluded 

that recreation amenities in large-scale housing estates should be developed based on analysis 

of demographic situation and possible recreational preferences of different inhabitant groups. 

One of the survey results showed that more intensive use of open space occurs in areas with 

the formed tree crowns. At the time of construction newly planted trees could not fulfil this 

feature. Nowadays, this is not an issue anymore as in both large-scale housing estates built in 

the 1960s and even in those completed in the 1980s many trees are more than 30 years old, 

with the formed tree crown. However, other threats arise, to intensive shading, and possible 

danger (falling trees) in times of storms. 

Nowadays, the necessary activities which happen regardless the weather and seasonal 

conditions, include walking for everyday tasks, dog walking, but in case of residential outdoor 

environment also bicycle and car parking. The optional activities take place when people have 

time and wish to engage in playing, walking, or sitting for recreation, etc. It is advocated that 

in denser and low-quality open spaces optional activities will happen seldom. In turn, in the 

good quality public open spaces these activities take place frequently [15]. Social activities are 

characterized by inhabitants’ engagement with each other: children playing, people gathering, 

community gardening etc.  

Residential satisfaction studies show that for the neighbourhood enjoyment the open space 

should provide opportunities for all three types of activities. Wouter P.C. van Gent proposed 

three mechanisms through which the residents’ perception of neighbourhood can originate, 

these are physical, social and institutional mechanisms [49, 80]. Quality and design of the 

neighbourhood is of importance, as it may also influence safety, level of noise and air pollution, 
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traffic. Management (or upkeep) of open space impact satisfaction and can affect the decision 

to change the place of residence.  

The analysis of the spatial configuration of large-scale housing estates in the section 1.1. 

has led to certain conclusions regarding the characteristics of the open space. As the first feature 

in most large-scale housing estates is a big amount of open green space. Many studies showed 

that the open public green space is among the most attractive features of the estates [49, 139].  

Studies of large-scale housing estates in Prague show the growing importance of the public 

open space surrounding the house for elderly. As the ability to move for daily purposes and 

recreation decreases, the space of activity shrinks, and people are becoming dependent on the 

local environment [182]. For that reason, public open space in the neighbourhood has direct 

impact on the quality of life of seniors, affecting their physical and social activity, and 

opportunity to age in place. That statement is proven by the interview data and shows very high 

satisfaction levels with green open space in all case study areas. The other example, in Leipzig 

after demolition of several building blocks due to declining number of residents, the space was 

upgraded [113]. New green spaces and playgrounds were created, which resulted in increasing 

satisfaction of local residents and their decision to stay in the neighbourhood. 

Empirical studies of Brno-Lesna large-scale housing estate built in the second part of the 

1960s in Brno is characterised by an open complex of building blocks in the green environment. 

Also, professionals evaluated this estate as the best socialist era estate in Brno. In addition to 

the green open spaces within the estate, there is also natural environment, a forest within the 

walking distance. Satisfaction survey data proved that presence of a green environment 

predicted the high satisfaction levels among residents and their positive feelings about the 

neighbourhood. Still, important is also the quality of these spaces, which in Brno-Lesna are 

characterised as clean, calm and without large transit of inhabitants [117]. Large-scale housing 

estate Wohnpark Alt Erlaa in Vienna, built in mid 1980s, defined also by large amount of 

greenery. Here similarly as in the case of Brno-Lesna residents appreciate the natural 

environment. Nature in the urban environment is considered crucial for the quality and 

perception of the large-scale housing estates [117]. In Riga green spaces provided also 

important everyday functions, as drying laundry, beating carpets etc. The rest of the area also 

functions for recreation [19, 168]. Currently, regardless the fact, that the outdoor amenities 

from 1960s-1980s are mainly in the bad condition, some residents still use them for originally 

aimed everyday functions, like drying laundry. However, residents’ surveys from the year 2013 

show that many residents (66 % in Jugla, 87 % in Imanta, 74,5 % in Ziepniekkalns etc.) [213], 

[214], [216] consider the current situation of the open space in large-scale housing estates as 

the one that needs to be improved or the news amenities should be installed. Residential 

satisfaction survey conducted in 2021 in terms of this research showed that about 75 % of 

respondents from Purvciems are not satisfied with the quality of open space in estate, in Imanta 

this number is approx. 64%, in Jugla about 77%, in Ziepniekkalns 75 % [survey data 2021, by 

the author]. 

Research on large-scale housing estates from RESTATE (2004) survey in 29 large-scale 

housing estates from ten European countries (including from Italy, UK, Sweden, Spain, 

Netherlands, France, Germany, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia) showed that the provision of 
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green space is often considered as the most positive feature of the large-scale housing estate 

[49, 60]. Green spaces were considered as the most valuable feature of the estate in 12 case 

studies. Findings from southern Europe cases showed higher resident satisfaction with public 

space and accessibility of public services, while in central Europe cases half of the respondents 

are satisfied with the neighbourhood, the public space, public services. In central Europe cases, 

problem of car parking was mentioned more often. Contrary, in western Europe inhabitants are 

less satisfied with green spaces and the neighbourhood in general [49, 61]. The satisfaction 

with playgrounds for children showed very little percentage of satisfied respondents in all cases 

[49, 64].   

The subjective residents’ satisfaction data is adjusted with data from variety of studies, that 

prove the positive influence of open green space on humans. Various research data has proven 

the importance of natural, green spaces for human health and well-being [24], [119], [141]. For 

people living in the city green spaces provide a place for recreation, leisure and contact with 

nature [116]. Increasing sedentary lifestyle and automatization of workforce, leads to lack of 

physical activity. The lack of free time directly influences opportunity for long distance travel 

on everyday basis, so the outdoor recreation in the close proximity to home is crucial to ensure 

recovery from the everyday stress.  

There are the Global Recommendations on Physical Activity for Health for both adults and 

children [248]. According to these recommendations, children require at least 60 minutes of 

moderate to vigorous-intensity physical activity daily, in turn adults and seniors (aged 65) 

require at least 150 minutes of the moderate-intensity aerobic activity weekly. Unfortunately, 

the national research data shows that approximately one third of Europeans do not meet the 

recommended physical activity level. Dr. Laura L. Payne states that recreational activities, 

especially those conducted outdoors, positively influence physical health. Moreover, those who 

regularly use park areas for recreational activities have fewer doctor visits, lower body mass 

indexes and even lower systolic blood pressures comparing to people who don’t [217]. 

Other studies proved reduced levels of anxiety and depression for those living in territories 

with higher greenspace [94] More neighbourhood tree cover is associated with better health in 

general, lower overweight/obesity, better social cohesion, and even lesser extent to type 2 

diabetes, high blood pressure and asthma [186]. This proves the hypothesis that trees are 

playing an important role in improving population health. 

This drives to the conclusion, that open green spaces of large-scale housing estates haven’t 

lost their importance and even more, with the increased automatization of workforces are 

gaining even higher significance. Time that has passed since construction of large-scale 

housing estates has solved the original problems of undeveloped greenery, and now the estates 

which have preserved the original trees, offer the pleasant environment for recreational and 

every day uses. For that reason, preservation, maintenance, and improvement of green zones 

should be prioritised when considering development of large-scale housing estates. 

When creating environment where people live, it is crucial to use sociological and 

psychological research methods to evaluate the impact of physical environment on human 

psychological wellbeing [64, 47]. One of crucial issues is that large-scale housing estates are 

composed of different inhabitant groups. When comparing the census data in Riga’s 
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neighbourhoods from 2000 and 2020 certain direction of ageing population can be traced. For 

example, in Imanta, Jugla and Ziepniekkalns the percentage of people older than 65 has grown 

from 16 %, 21 % and 12 % in 2000, to 25 %, 23 % and 19 % in 2020 respectively. However, 

considering amount of people living in large-scale housing estates, also other age groups are 

represented by more than thousand people. And the occupationally active age group 18–65 is 

still represented by higher percentage than older people. Such tendences are observed in many 

European countries. For example, in various large-scale housing estates in Poland number of 

elderly people was increasing from 2000 to 2011 [58], [105]. Older people also confirm higher 

place attachment. This means that the outdoor environment should address the needs of these 

diverse age groups. During sociological survey in Riga’s large-scale housing estates which was 

conducted in terms of this research, responses provided by people in the age 55–64 and older 

than 64, also showed their aspiration to participate in beautification and co-creation of the open 

public space. 

As the population is ageing the elderly-friendly outdoor design solutions become 

increasingly important. Elderly people require safe outdoor environment to conduct everyday 

necessary, but also optional and social activities. The activity space can be also divided into 

two activity areas: the dynamic one and the static one. For example, it is recommended that the 

ground surface for dynamic activities should be flat and smooth. This enables older people to 

jog and practise exercises. For static activities it is welcome to have diverse greenery which 

provides shade. These two types of activities: dynamic and static should also be distanced from 

each other, to avoid disturbance of those who rest in the same time providing an opportunity to 

watch the dynamic actions. Resting and chatting activities are better to be organised in the areas 

where elderly people can feel others and appreciate beautiful scenery with their hearing and 

vision. It is important to provide an opportunity for being alone or in a small group, with the 

surrounding space organised in a way that elderly can feel safe [182].  

The other active group of open space users are young people; thus, the organisation of 

outdoor environment must respond to youth activities performance and requirements. Variety 

of outdoor amenities, like playgrounds, football or volleyball fields, exercise equipment, 

provide opportunities for both active recreation and social activities [147]. Social interaction is 

a crucial aspect in residential neighbourhoods. The shortage of outdoor features especially for 

youth activities, results in less social activities. The gap on social interaction was verified by 

the previous studies [73], [109] to be one of the indicators for measuring quality human lifestyle 

and outdoor environment. In considering outdoor features as dependent variable on measuring 

youth activities frequency, social interaction is the independent variable in qualified the 

relationship between youth activities and outdoor features provision. Therefore, indicating 

social interaction presence by the youth is dependable with the outdoor environment 

availability. 

Children appreciate having a diversity of places to play close to home, and their favourite 

places to play include parks, other open spaces, and play areas [4], [37], [73]. Different children 

age groups have different needs in relation to the type of play and social interaction, also 

physical affordances differ. Design of playgrounds can be divided according to children age in 

four main groups (1–3 years old children; 4–6 years old; 7–12 years old; 13 and older). Younger 
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children require opportunities to play alone or with the same age peers but being overlooked 

by adults. Play areas should provide opportunities for crawl and climb, chance to touch 

different materials etc. For older children (4–6) important appears the opportunity to learn 

sharing the play equipment and toys, develop sense of balance and motor activities. Starting 

from 7 years there appears a need to play in groups. Over 13 there is a need for various exercise 

areas, skateparks, places to play the ball, volleyball, etc.  

Based on the special needs of different inhabitant groups, it becomes clear that the original 

idea of equality and uniformity created the open space which answers no one’s needs. Spaces 

which might provide an opportunity for self-expression, self-organisation of environment 

eventually has no clear function and thus raises unsatisfaction with the open space. 

Post-second world war large-scale housing estates were criticized for undesirable and 

unhuman design of open space, high uniformity, and large scale. Also, the lack of social control 

is among the negative features. Ali Madanipour mentioned the notion of “marginal public 

spaces”, which are not on the preference list by local municipalities. Often the open space in 

large-scale housing estates is defined as “the place left over after planning” [49, 132]. Richard 

Sendi et al. mention the plurality of public space in large-scale housing estates [49, 134]. Public 

spaces vary in their functions, and so are attracting different users. There are four types of use 

of the public space: overused, underused, misused and not used. For that reason, extremely 

important is differentiation of uses and understanding of user needs. The extent to which people 

feel belonging and take pride in their close to home environment influences the overall 

satisfaction with the estate [49, 135]. Open space encourages social contacts, and the 

organisation of the space plays an important role in this process.  So, the design, organisation, 

as well as maintenance contribute to the functioning of open space as a social space and can 

have both positive and negative impact on social connectivity and cohesion.  

It is argued that open spaces which offer certain degree of autonomy are better and more 

desirable than those which foster interaction among different user groups, as that might lead to 

conflicts. Examples from Poland showed that absence of appropriate facilities and meeting 

places for young families and young people, have led to intergenerational conflicts. This made 

clear that responding to needs of certain groups and ignorance of others can lead to conflict 

and dissatisfaction with large-scale housing estate [49, 137]. Also, Sara Hadavi and Rachel 

Kaplan point out the importance of research focused on multifaceted people-environment 

relationship and diversity of use patterns in large-scale housing estates [24].  

Each place has its own identity, which can be stronger or weaker of comparing different 

places or can change over time. The concepts of place attachment and sense of belonging are 

strongly connected to the place identity. Place attachment describes how people are connected 

to places, and through the daily interaction within certain places and connections formed within 

a neighbourhood, raises sense of belonging. Place attachment and sense of belonging are 

believed to have a positive impact on human well-being, as well as make people care about the 

environment. 

Certain research showed that functionalist design principles failed to form inviting open 

spaces, which engage the senses and are remarkable. The strict zoning does not answer the 

problems of social interaction. Often the design of open spaces in large-scale housing estates 
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was criticized from the point of view of defensible space, as many aspects appear to be against 

the crime prevention principles. This data is also proved by case studies which show high 

dissatisfaction with social and physical aspect of the neighbourhood [49, 64]. Open space 

design in large-scale housing estates was often too fluid, with no well-defined spaces. Due to 

undefined connection between common and private space, residents did not feel belonging and 

responsibility for the open public space [20, 61]. Also, urban design in large-scale housing 

estates fostered problems of insecurity and lack of social control. Among the mentioned design 

problems were large, monotonous blocks, bushes alongside pavements and separate lanes for 

pedestrians and cars) [20]. 

Types of socialisation: common work for common good. This type of social processes 

works very well when these are led by local driving forces, and they end up when the leader 

stops participating. The activities created as a result of a top-down initiative last relatively short 

period of time and are not very well supported by users, who are the main target group [64, 52].  

Currently, participatory actions are gaining more and more awareness and support in the 

neighbourhoods of Riga. Various participatory budgeting tools have been introduced since 

2016 and are gaining more attention since 2019 with the initiation of the new participatory 

budgeting program “For Riga neighbourhood development project realization”.  But also on a 

smaller scale, outdoor observation data and data from neighbourhood community groups on 

the social media show that people are maintaining and organising the space on their own or in 

small groups. This shows that common work for common good appears in large-scale housing 

estates and shows that certain people care about the quality of residential environment. 

As large-scale housing estates are composed of several microrayons, forming large 

residential areas with a potential to organise each open space differently, with some variety in 

functions, raises the question of acceptable / affordable distances which would allow good 

functioning of open space and wise distribution of activities. Recent research in Sweden 

investigated required and desirable activities and amenities within 10 to 30 min walking 

distance from home. Results showed among immediately adjusted to home are playgrounds, 

trees and resting places, recycling and waste disposal, stroller and bicycle parking, and 

potential local meeting places. Within the 10 minutes walking distance required car parking, 

public transport stops, as well as different public services as healthcare, schools and grocery 

shops, and bigger recreation areas as parks and sport fields. City parks, universities, hospitals, 

cinemas etc. can be located further within 10–30 minutes [177]. 

Many cities experience the problem of uneven opportunities for recreation especially when 

considering certain social groups, such as low-income people or migrants. Relation between 

ecosystem services and health and well-being are among the issues considered by 

environmental justice. One of the dimensions proposed in relation to environmental justice is 

fair distribution of the benefits from ecosystems [134], [181]. Recognition of different needs 

and demands of all social groups is crucial. Moreover, previous research shows that walkable 

destinations to recreational amenities positively influence physical activity among elderly. So, 

provision of green spaces, walkability are associated with slower cognitive decline among 

elderly [98]. The 10 minutes’ walking time areas are used for analysis of easily reachable green 

areas within the neighbourhood [207].  
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Both the subjective residents’ satisfaction data and the objective research related to the 

impact of natural environment on people health and wellbeing prove the importance of the 

green open spaces in large-scale housing estates. Moreover, as in many cases green open space 

is considered as the most valuable feature of the residential area, it is crucial to preserve that 

component as it may determine residents’ willingness to stay in the large-scale housing estate 

or for new residents to choose the estate as the new place of residence.  

Still, it is not enough just to have green space next to your home, important is also the 

condition of the space: clean, calm and well-maintained areas are of high value. On the other 

hand, badly maintained spaces, which show vandalism, anti-social behaviour, trash are among 

the factors which cause residents dissatisfaction. For that reason, not only the nature itself, but 

also the spatial organisation and the provision of community space for different user groups 

within the public open space between buildings is important. Unclear nature of the environment 

prevents creating sense of connectivity and belonging to the place, people do not feel 

responsible for the outdoor areas, which causes variety of social problems. Introduction and 

clear spatial definition of public and semi-public / semi-private open spaces would increase 

residents’ sense of belonging and responsibility. 

Large-scale housing estates comprise diverse inhabitant groups, who have different needs 

in terms of recreation and socialisation. Sometimes these needs appear to be in conflict. For 

this reason, in order to ensure that different inhabitant groups are satisfied, recreational 

amenities should be planned based on analysis of the whole large-scale housing estate 

opportunities, to ensure fair distribution of different open space uses. 
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1.3. Role of Open Space of Large-Scale Housing Estates in the System 

of Green Infrastructure 

One of the characteristic features of large-scale housing estates are large open green spaces. 

This feature was among highly appreaciated by inhabitants, still undefined use of this space 

fostered quick decay and nowadays these green areas are not used effectively. However, if 

maintained and retrofitted in a right way they can form a part of the cities’ green infrastructure, 

and so contribute to the quality of urban life of local residents. It’s important to have good 

quality green space near your place of residence. According to Urban green nation report 2010 

people visit and use green space more, if it is of a good quality, and vise versa use less 

marginalized, decayed green areas [203].  

In the second part of the 20th century society was already aware of the impact which the 

industrial development, growing use of private cars and growth of the city has on ecology and 

human wellbeing. Growing number of CO2 emissions, temperature and radiation vibrations, 

and higher noises have a serious impact on human physical and psychoemotional health [65, 4]. 

Urban green spaces are believed to be one of the tools, to decrease those negative changes in 

the city. The function of green open spaces in large-scale housing estates in the second part of 

the 20th century can be devided in two main groups: sanitary-and-hygienic and ornamentally 

planning.  

There can be defined seven main sanitary-and-hygienic tasks which the green spaces were 

aimed to reach. First of them is the decrease of dust concentration and gas pollution in the air. 

According to scientific data the concentration of dust and gas pollution in the urban areas with 

greenery is 2–3 times lower than on those territories which lack green spaces. The specific 

impact on the air contamination depends on the type of vegetation and its density. Following 

this the recommendations aimed separating open car parking spaces and traffic lanes from 

houses with green lanes which perform protective function [64, 10–11]. The second one 

included ability of green spaces to protect the living environment from winds. Here the same, 

wind protection characteristics are dependent from density and orientation of the vegetation, 

but also from the type of the built environment. Even small scale and rare density vegetation 

can have an impact on wind reduction. Depending on the type, organisation and location of the 

green area, it can contribute to encreased wind flows. This mainly happens when the difference 

between the temperature in built up areas and in the green areas differs for more than 5 °C. 

Fourth, vegetation exposes phytoncidal  substances, which are characterised with ability to kill 

the malignant bacteria or slow down the development of bacteria harmful to people. Vegetation 

has a positive impact on temperature and radiation in the city. So, in both cases during hot 

summers or cold winter greenery allows to maintain temperature comfortable for people. 

Similarly, the humidity levels are regulated by vegetation. So, for example vegetated area can 

increase humidity level to 30 % for the territory located in 500 m distance. Finally, vegetation 

can contribute to noise reduction. Little green squares and inner yards with some trees can 

reduce noise up to 4–7 dB, even green lawn influences noise level reduction to 5–7 phon 

(1 phon is equivalent to 1 deciBel at 1000 Hz) [65]. However, wrong orientation in relation to 

https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=phytoncidal&l1=1&l2=2
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the built environment can lead to the opposite effect, increase of noise in the areas where it 

needs to be reduced. 

Another important function of green urban areas is ornamentally planning function. 

Vegetation helps to form the landscape, plan and organize specific zones, reach certain level 

of identity, help create human scale in the environment formed by high-rise buildings, etc. 

[65, 19]. Vegetation plays an important role in organisation of recreational areas. In addition 

to all the positive features of sanitary-and-hygienic functions, vegetation with its appearance, 

sounds and smells in general positively contributes to human health. 

Vegetation in large-scale housing estates was devided into several subgroups: parks, estate 

gardens, squares, boulevards, street plants, vegetation on the territories of cultural or everyday 

institutions. Each of those territories had certain requirements related to the percentage of green 

lawn, flower beds, pedestrian pathways and in accordance to function requirements to 

percentage of territory designated to garden facilities, or sport fields, or playgrounds and 

recreation fields etc. SNIP regulated development of vegetation in cities and other built up 

areas should be developed as an integrated system, taking into account the size, structure and 

other peculiarities of the built environment. 

All through these recommendation and analysis of the positive characteristics of green 

spaces the central point remains the wellbeing, physical and emotional comfort of residents. 

Regardless the fact that ensuring health and wellbeing of residents remains crucial, today, with 

growing awarnes of society regarding the human impact on ecology, features of open space in 

large-scale housing estates can be analysed and evaluated from the other perspective: 

ecological sustainability. Following analysis is focused on the concept of green infrastructure 

and the role it can play in ensuring not only human wellbeing, but also ecological sustainability, 

circularity, biodiversity etc. 

According to the definition of European Environment Agency (EEA) Green Infrastructure 

(GI) follows the principle of protection and increase of nature and natural processes by 

integrating them into spatial planning and territorial development. GI principles advocate for 

multifunctionality and aims provision of various benefits: environmental, social, health, 

economic, biodiversity and climate change adaptation [144], [247] Concept of GI is based on 

more sustainable and efficient development, smart use of resources. 

In the end of 19th and early 20th century, the landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted 

stated that all urban green areas, independent of their characteristics, should provide people 

with benefits from nature. For this reason, he considered that parks should be connected to each 

other and to surrounding residential areas [31]. These two ideas were in the origin of the 

greenway movement that, by the end of the 20th century, would evolve into the term “green 

infrastructure”. There are two concepts that formed the origin of this idea: (1) connecting all 

green spaces for the benefit of citizens, (2) preserving and linking natural areas to counter 

habitat fragmentation and promote biodiversity. These two concepts are very similar to the 

ideas developed by Olmsted and implemented in the 1880s in the revolutionary Emerald 

Necklace in Boston [27], [76].  

GI is integrated accross different policy domains, as it touches issues of economic, social 

and environmental nature [204], [208]. Components of green infrastructure may include both 
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natural and semi-natural areas, which provide variety of ecosystem services in urban and rural 

areas. Urban elements of green infrastructure include such components as: green parks, green 

walls, gardens, grassy verges or green roofs if they are a part of an interconnected network and 

provide numerous ecosystem services. There exist various ways on development of GI: 

improving connectivity, enhancing landscape permeability, identifying multifunctional zones.  

Depending on GI typology cities in Europe can be devided in eight groups: fragmented 

cities, green outskirts cities, natural cities, hotspot cities, green cities, green sealen cities, forest 

cities. So, EEA map shows that Riga with other 41 European cities like Slazburg, Tallinn or 

Bremen refers to green outskirt cities, but for example Nancy (FR), Nitra (SK) or Plock (PL) 

gained the status of green cities. Each typology is determined by share and distribution of urban 

green areas, degree of soil sealing, effective GI (urban hinterland), hotspot ratio, terrestrial 

urban blue areas, low density areas, share of urban forest and share of Natura 2000 sites [198], 

[236]. Green outskirt cities are characterized by high values of effective green infrastructure, 

high proportions of green urban areas, medium to high distribution of green urban areas and 

medium degree of soil sealing.  

Following the concept that urban green areas are part of GI only if they are a part of an 

interconnected network and provide multiple ecosystem services, comes the question which 

type of ecosystem services do the open spaces of large-scale housing estates provide and can 

they be a part of a larger green network or do they form fragmented green spaces. 

Ecosystem services can be devided in subgroups. In general there are several typologies of 

ecosystems: terrestrial, fresh water and marine. Common International Classification of 

Ecosystem services (CICES) includes following categories: provisioning (nutrition, materials, 

energy), regulation and maintenance (mediation of waste, toxics and other nuisances; 

mediation of flows, maintenance of physical, chemical, biological conditions), cultural 

(physical and intellectual interactions with biota, ecosystems, and land-/seascapes 

[environmental settings]; spiritual, symbolic and other interactions with biota, ecosystems, and 

land-/seascapes [environmental settings]) [200]. 

Categories of ecosystem services provide more detailed information on the opportunities 

they provide. Categories used in Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA), which is globally 

recognised, includes: food, fresh water, fibre, timber, genetic resources, biochemicals, 

ornamental resources, air quality regulation, water purification and water treatment, water 

regulation, erosion regulation, climate regulation, soil formation, pollination, pest regulation, 

disease regulation, primary production nutrient cycling, spiritual and religious values, aesthetic 

values, cultural diversity, recreation and ecotourism, knowledge systems and educational 

values. The Economics of Ecosystem and Biodiversity (TEEB) is based on MA and includes 

some updated information, like for example for cultural diversity it says, “inspiration for 

culture, art and design”, for water regulation “regulation of water flows, moderation of extreme 

events” etc. Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) includes 

hierarchical system based on MA and TEEB but is suitable for accounting [204], [219].   

Independently of the subgroup that is analysed, GI in general makes it possible to improve 

public health by providing opportunities for recreation, promote social cohesion, which is also 

crucial for psycho-emotional health, protect biodiversity and support local economy, help to 
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mitigate climate change [150]. Among the main challenges while implementing GI are: lack of 

public awareness, physical constraints and low attentiveness of the planning system and other 

legal frameworks to urban green infrastructure [150]. 

“It has been proven that GI does not only promote social and ecological benefits, but also 

contributes a lot to economical issues. So for example, ecological restoration 

and rehabilitation of ecosystems such as rivers, wetlands, lakes, and woodlands, was not only 

ecologically and socially desirable, but also, quite often, economically advantageous.  The 

analyzed ecosystems were estimated to provide between $ 3212–17 772 (USD) worth of 

benefits per ha per year, based on only five different ES (local pollution removal, carbon 

sequestration and storage, regulating water flows, climate regulation/cooling effects, and 

aesthetics, recreation and other amenities) (ibid). ” [150]. 

The same proof on the effect of urban green spaces on apartment prices comes from 

Warsaw. The literature review made by R. Trojanek, M. Gluszak and J. Tanas showed that 

certain relation between provision of urban green areas and property prices exists in cities of 

USA, Japan, China, Denmark, UK, Germany, Poland, Austria and Finland [184]. The positive 

impact of green spaces to the general quality of life in urban areas has been studied by various 

researchers and described in the previous section. 

The modernist concept implies the large-scale housing estates comprised of multi-story 

buildings placed in extensive green areas [122]. Even more being inspired by garden-city plans 

and modernist housing in Finland and Sweden, architects in Baltics tried to respect local 

landscape and vegetation, and adapt the detailed plans in accordance with the surrounding 

landscape (as it was in case of Āgenskalna priedes in Riga or Mustamäe in Tallinn). The wide 

variety of open spaces in large-scale housing estates of Riga are present in the Figures below 

(Figs. 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11). These open spaces between buildings were designed to please the 

needs of inhabitants with well-developed roads, parking areas, pedestrian walkways, waste 

collection sites and vast green spaces with children’s playgrounds and sport facilities. 

However, this approach to public open space faced certain challenges, like problems of 

maintenance, loss of control or safety.  

According to Green Infrastructure Consultancy Services (part of The Ecology 

Consultancy,), who work on GI strategies, design, planning etc., large-scale housing estates 

offer variety of opportunities to be integrated into GI, however retrofitting of these areas is 

often overlooked. Currently, open spaces in large-scale housing estates can often be described 

as of poor character, with grass areas and some trees. Research conducted in Slovakia showed 

that loss of green space as a result of infill development, both residential and commercial, and 

provision of additional parking spaces is common to many estates in Bratislava [122]. 

Observation results present lack of maintenance of open green areas, as well as lack of 

maintenance and protection of cultural heritage values of green spaces that represent landscape 

architectural qualities of modernism architecture. Examples of good regeneration projects are 

quite rare in Bratislava. It has been noticed that maintenance problems appear in areas owned 

by municipality. In many cases green space adjustment to buildings is maintained by residents, 

however the planted greenery lacks concept and quality [122].  

https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/social-sciences/medical-rehabilitation
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/social-sciences/wetlands
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/woodlands
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/carbon-sequestration
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/carbon-sequestration
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/social-sciences/storage
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/water-flow
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Fig. 1.8. Mežciems large-scale housing estate: 

open space with variety of lief trees (birch, 

oak, maple etc.), flowering woody plants 

(syringa), shrubs (philadephus) etc. which is 

formed by the fence of the kindergarten 

located between residential blocks, May 

2021. 

 

Fig. 1.9. Jugla large-scale housing estate, 

open green space with variety of lief trees 

and shrubs, and with vertical greening 

formed by climbing plants.  May 2020. 

 

 

Fig. 1.10. Sarkandaugava large-scale housing 

estate with variety of flowering plants being 

planted in front of windows. August 2019. 

 

Fig. 1.11. Jugla large-scale housing estate: 

lake Velnas ezers with terrestrial weeds and 

brush and emergent plants, May 2020. 

Recently completed research project in UK Climate Proofing Housing social estates 

showed opportunities of transformation of public spaces using GI elements. So, for example, 

integration of green roofs and rain gardens in London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham 

resulted in provision of multifunctional landscape. Among the benefits are mitigation of flash 

floods and storage of rainwater, cooling buildings and the area in general, providing habitats 

for pollinators and nature, offering play and recreation opportunities for residents [210].  

In the past decade a lot of attention has been paid to carbon reduction to mitigate climate 

change. The exterior skin and the surrounding landscape of buildings play a crucial role while 

adapting to climate change. Focus of the research project was on increase of biodiversity and 

amenity value and storm water management. As a result, project promoted integration of rain 

gardens, green roofs and green walls in large-scale housing estates. The approach increases 

landscape value for inhabitants, providing opportunities to look and contact with biodiversity. 
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It was stated that this approach can improve the quality of life of residents and lead to the 

healthier cities for everyone [209].  

The question of the role of large-scale housing estate open spaces within GI is strongly 

connected to its ability to be a part of interconnected network. Because of urban development 

green spaces have become very fragmented. To reach connectivity urban green spaces should 

be linked to green corridors, which promote movement and dispersion [192]. Elements of urban 

green infrastructure and their potential to be integrated in the open space of large-scale housing 

estates are shown in Fig. 1.12. 

 

Fig. 1.12. Elements of urban green infrastructure and their potential to be integrated in open 

space of large-scale housing estates [adapted by author using [150]].  

Many of these types of urban green spaces, for example community gardens, 

neighbourhood green space, green roofs and even blue spaces can be found in open spaces of  

large-scale housing estates, which shows that these areas might represent different types of 

UGI elements. According to research data communal garden are characteristic for many cities 

of Europe, and many community gardens are located within large-scale housing estates [150]. 

Only large cities actively integrate vertical greening strategies, still some examples of vertical 

greenery in housing estates can be found also in medium-sized cities (Example of Malmo, 

Fig. 1.13). First attempts of greening walls in large-scale housing estates date back to 1980s. 

For example in Germany green facades were introduced in the process of refurbishment and as 

a result of environmental movement (Fig. 1.14.) [225].  Still very important is maintenance and 

interest of local  community to care about the green structure. Lack of residents involvement 

sometimes led to removal of green structures. Case of Malmo shows a positive example when 

a community is actively involved in co-creation and maintenance of the green facade. 
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Fig. 1.13. Community garden and green wall 

in the residential area built in the 1950s in 

Malmo, Sweden, July 2015. 

 

Fig. 1.14. Green wall formed by 

Dutchman’s Pipe in the large-scale housing 

estate in Erfuhrt-north, Germany [225]. 

 

Data gained from public participatory geographic information systems showed that 

residents of different cities in Europe value not only public parks and gardens, but are 

frequently using for recreation also green spaces like wastelands or brownfields for specific 

activities as walking the dog or haning around [155]. Relationship between people and nature 

has been studied by many researchers. In terms of GI biodiversity has been researched widely 

[150]. However, diversity of human society and their motivation to engage with urban nature, 

hasn’t been studied actively. 

It has been proven that land use and green space management play crucial role in expression 

of urban biodiversity. Here according to Green surge questionnaire data [150], majority of 

policy makers from 20 European cities said their city doesn’t have formal urban green policies, 

that recognize uses, needs and values of different cultural groups. 

Review of scientific papers on Science direct platform shows that in last decade much 

attention has been paid to retrofitting of large housing estates with the aid of increasing energy 

efficiency of buildings, and so promoting climate change mitigation. Variety of research related 

to interconnection of green infrastructure and large housing (in certain cases social housing) 

areas has been conducted in UK (England and Scotland) [137]. In the last decade growing 

importance are gaining circular approach to architecture and urban planning and a complex 

integration of nature-based solutions using the circularity principles. Implementation of NBS 

on its own addresses different issues which are crucial also for general management and 

maintenance of public open space in large-scale housing estates: 

• Inclusive, integrated approach. Successful integration of NBS aims multi-level cross 

sectoral collaboration. 

• Stakeholder engagement. Participatory approach allows to consider values, interests 

and knowledge levels of different users and so enables more sustainable solutions and 

inclusiveness. 
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• Champions and leaders. People, who can motivate, mobilise and peer their colleagues, 

neighbours are very important for successful and long-term place management. 

• Public and private sector roles. 

• “Locally-grown” solutions. 

• Addressing biodiversity and social benefits. 

• Valuation and funding. 

In general policy should be built on the dialogue between stakeholders, must be flexible to 

adapt to the changing situation and emerging challenges. Nowadays, when considering public 

open green spaces of large-scale housing estates and their role in the GI, solutions need to be 

flexible and correspond to circularity principles. If previously introduction of a green wall or a 

community garden in the area was responding to biodiversity and societal issues, and to the 

climate change mitigation on default, nowadays issues of climate change and more effective 

use of resources are becoming a target when considering urban regeneration and introduction 

of NBS. Storm and wastewater treatment, reuse of materials, compost and other solutions are 

complementing the original positive features of NBS. 

Accessibility to urban green spaces is strongly connected to location of the city, with 

Northern and Central Europe cities offering higher amount of green public spaces, and southern 

Europe cities less [174]. While assessing accessibility of public green spaces (whether the 

green spaces are equally distributed within the city) often is used walkability distance method. 

Improving the situation in neighbourhoods, general rehabilitation of public open space and 

increase of green space is aiming environmental justice, but often results in green 

gentrification. 

Despite all the positive features of green open space there are also certain threats. So, one 

of the risks is green gentrification. Such phenomenon is observed when urban regeneration 

projects around new high-quality green space attract investment and then attract social groups 

with higher income and greater purchasing power. Growing demand promotes renovation of 

dwellings, and so the increase in living costs. In such situation original residents with lower 

income might be forced to change the place of residence [174]. However, as stated by authors 

green gentrification is a difficult phenomenon which can be visible only in long term studies. 

Similar approaches can be seen when developers attract NGOs and local artists to make the 

unused, degraded space liveable. Often, when the aim is achieved, further urban regeneration 

project is being developed, and NGOs forced to leave. 

As vast green spaces form an important part of large-scale housing estates, also nowadays 

estates have potential to form a part of city’s green infrastructure. Still, the problem often is in 

undefined use of these areas. Examples from other European cities show ability to develop rich 

multifunctional green environment which provides variety of ecosystem services. Some 

solutions like introduction of sustainable urban drainage system are realised with big 

investments (several tens of thousands of euros and more) in perspective of five years or even 

longer time. Still others, like community gardening initiatives appear as fast and/or temporary 

solutions, where the time of approval varies depending on various factors like the land 

ownership, complexity of design, and support of the local community.   
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2. INTERRELATION BETWEEN OPEN SPACE 

TRANSFORMATIONS AND THE RESIDENTIAL 

ENVIRONMENT QUALITY IN LARGE-SCALE 

HOUSING ESTATES 

As a starting point of transformations in public open space of large-scale housing estates 

were changes in the result of changing political situation, regaining of the independence in 

Latvia. This has led also to transformations in ownership, maintenance, and management 

models etc. Later more and more transformation drivers appeared. In general, currently the 

transformations are influenced by economic factors (related to strategies – e.g. compact 

development; actors – developers, land owners, who see good infrastructure of large-scale 

housing estates as an opportunity for new investments, profit) [257], [258], [259]; by ecological 

and social factors (changes in habits, care about ecology, nature-friendly lifestyles etc., 

strategies, legislation - green development, circular city); changes in residents’ needs, 

demographic changes, new partnerships (public-private, public-people-private); natural 

changes in the public open space influenced by natural time related changes (like overgrown 

trees, ageing recreational and functional amenities etc.). The following section presents 

summary and analysis of transformation types in the regional context, summary of residential 

environment quality notions and quality assessment approaches, and the interrelation of these 

two aspects: assessment of transformations’ impact on the residential environment quality. 

2.1. Open Space Transformations Within Large-Scale Housing Estates 

of Europe 

The land reform and property denationalisation in the 1990s [257] has led to the current 

difficult situation, where the open space in large-scale housing estate is fragmented, owners are 

different, often the land being in property of private and even foreign people, who are not 

interested in development of recreational open spaces. The current situation in large-scale 

housing estates can be characterised with following changes in several Central and Eastern 

Europe countries which are also related to situation in Latvia after regaining the Latvian 

Republic independency in 1991: 

1. Privatisation of the majority of the former public housing stock in most 

Central and Eastern Europe countires in the aerly 1990s resulted in sitting tenants 

becoming owners of their own previously rented dwellings.  

2. The land reform which resulted in situation when land on which 

buildings are located remains in the ownership of third party (municipality, 

company, individuals etc. ). The restitution of property nationalised after the war to 

its rightful owners enabled certain individuals to regain ownership of the land on 

which some of the large-scale housing estates were constructed [49, 144]. 

3. Costs of maintenance are high, due to large green areas and also due to 

low level of residents’ attachment to place, which consequences in low 

responsibility, and disorder problems like vandalism, littering, graffiti etc.  
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4. Growing pressure from potential investors who are looking for spare 

space for new construction. Like the case of Warsaw estate Wrzeciono where new 

development in large-scale housing estate is characterized with high walls, forming 

gated community. 

5. In the end of the 20th century, when in the Baltic states citizen 

participation in making more democratic governance was still a phenomenon, 

nowadays civil society and social urban movements are emerging. 

These and other changes took place after the introduction of a market economy system in 

Eastern Europe in the early 1990s. Currently one of the major issues is the maintenance and 

renovation of the newly privatised flats in multi-family blocks [56]. 

These transformations are affected and affecting the three dimensions defined in the 

introduction: context I – physical environment of the public open space in large-scale housing 

estates; context II – legal issues (regulations, ownership, management structure, etc.), city 

development strategies etc.; actors – involved in transformation processes and management of 

public open space of large-scale housing estates (their roles and collaboration patterns). 

Although the problems faced by large-scale housing estates are caused not only by 

complicated ownership situation. The situation where many actors (government, housing 

associations/companies, special service agencies) are involved in the management and 

maintenance issues causes low responsibility. Some local govenments consider the 

maintenance of public open space in large-scale housing estates to be responsibility of residents 

[49, 146]. Still also considerable improvements are being made in recent years. Various large-

scale housing estates across Europe introduce public open space regeneration programs, 

instalation of new play grounds, new approaches such as creation of “management groups” 

(eg. case of Bijlmer estate in Amsterdam). Such groups have function of place upkeep before, 

during and after regeneration projects. Several studies show that majority of residents show 

indiference in relation to public open space management and maintenance, and care only about 

their private space. Still here also some positive examples can be found, like introduction of 

community gardens, or upkeep and gardening in the plots under the windows and next to the 

building entrances (Latvia, Estonia, Sweden, Germany etc.) and even place-making initiatives, 

self-made sitting areas and children playgrounds etc. Examples in Riga also show that certain 

groups of inhabitants are actively engaged in the big celaning (Lielā talka) spring activities, 

which aims general maintenance in the open space: collecting leaves, garbage/plastic bottles, 

etc., cutting bushes, planting new greenery, etc. 

All the political changes, and the following land reforms, economic changes, changes in 

management and maintenance approaches and so on, are causing different kinds of open space 

transformations. These transformations are led by different actors, and are going different 

directions, as a result leading to both the positive outcomes and also in certain cases to negative 

ones.  

Transformation that involved privatisation of flats has also an indirect impact on the open 

space in large-scale housing estates. From one side privatisation of flats can influence creation 

of strong bonds between people and the estate. On the other side in case of rented apartments, 

especially in situations of short-term rent develops the situation when residents do not feel any 
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place attachment at all and so do not care about the public open space quality and future 

development.  

Nature plays an important role in large-scale housing estates. Transformations in open 

space can be analysed in relation to the loss of green space, or to privatisation of public and 

green space. Towards the end of the 20th century there appeared an alternative vision of urban 

open space. Instead of openness it sought enclosure, and instead of a passive pictorial quality 

it aimed at the active provision of ecosystem services to the built environment. In case of large-

scale housing estates open spaces should provide ecological benefits, functional and social 

space. Thus, various physical open space transformations can be analysed in relation to their 

influence on increase or decrease of green spaces, diversification of green spaces and access to 

nature.  

As the problems in large-scale housing estates vary locally, depending on the context, 

development history, local housing market and local and national policies, vary also 

transformation and regeneration processes [19], [255]. While some large-scale housing estates 

require major renewal, others can go on with ordinary maintenance solutions. Still rising 

problems other time require redevelopment schemes. These schemes are dependent on the 

housing market situation, available finances, and capacity and willingness among involved 

actors. There are two basic approaches to large-scale housing estates renewal: the area-based 

approach and integrative approach. The area based approach implies concentrated actions in 

the area of large-scale housing estate, this allows visibility of improvements and provides a 

platform to coordinate cross-sectional efforts. Still it is pointed out that general issues of 

poverty or bad schooling can not be solved on a neighborhood level. In favor of the integrative 

approach is the fact that redevelopment of large-scale housing estates goes in hand with 

economic, employment, social, ethnic and environmental problems. Some countries are 

implementing regeneration policies on a National level, to adress larger issues. So, for example 

Dutch urban renewal policy aim differentiation, social mix and housing mix [255, 282]. The 

other issue is sustainable urban regeneration to support ecological sustainability. Variety of 

research is focused on housing renewal policies. However, public open space regeneration with 

ecological sustainability in mind also provides variety of opportunities. In general physical 

improvements open ways to contact people and encourage personal improvements. 

The question of regeneration of large-scale housing estates is crucial because satisfaction 

with the living environment can directly influence residents’ decision to move. Research 

conducted in terms of RESTATE project identified that one third of reasons to move were 

because of the neighbourhood itself, as people wish to live in more quite or safer environment 

[66], [106], [143], [147]. 

Increasing innovative ways of place-making create a pathway to economic development 

and social sustainability, still issues of inclusion and exclusion exist, together with the question 

who benefits from the urban regeneration processes [61]. Private investment in urban 

transformation processes can increase consumption, but on the other hand it often results in 

greater economic disparities and increased levels of social exclusion. Also, creative and 

cultural-led regeneration approaches and strategies provide various opportunities [61], [44]. 

Public art has been recognised as a mechanism of place-making, which allows to create 
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meaning of the place, and doing so connects people to urban space and supports development 

of community. 

The smaller share of private space people have in their apartments, the more dependent 

they are upon opportunities offered by public open space. Wealthy residents with larger amount 

of private space can afford “the public open space to be purely aesthetic, while lower-income 

households need functional public space, which should be lived-in, experienced and 

dynamic” [61, 156]. 

 

Fig. 2.1. Different levels of public participation in transformations of open space in large-scale 

housing estates. 

Citizens play a crucial role in identifying or actively intervening in urban challenges, often 

providing new perspectives and solutions. Still, often public engagement is minimised to the 

level of “inform”, when residents achieve information on development, but are not involved in 

decision-making (Fig. 2.1). In cases when public open space future development and 

opportunities for regeneration appear uncertain, citizen inputs regarding the creation or 

governance of urban spaces are becoming crucial. From guerrilla actions to citizen-led projects 

at the grass-roots level and further to citizen engagement initiatives kick-started by public 

authorities, citizen participation regularly offers paths not considered or followed by other 

actors. Citizens can place pressure on approaches commonly used within cities to address 

complex issues, while also enlarging the available pool of knowledge and resources 

[240]. Public open spaces in large-scale housing estates are shaped through complex 

interactions, both formal and informal and involved actors often show contrasting motivations.  

To test opportunities and barriers for citizen-led bottom-up transformation in Riga, in terms 

of this research the experiment was conducted. The COST Action project TU1201 Urban 

Allotment gardens in European cities – Future, Challenges and Lessons Learned [237] allowed 

to participate in research activities, discussions and collect information on multi-functionality 

of urban gardening in improving social sustainability for people across different age and culture 
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groups. Based on this it was decided to use the urban gardening initiative as a tool to test the 

process of public open space transformation and public participation in one of Riga’s large-

scale housing estates. 

Activists from the RTU Faculty of Architecture and LU the Faculty of Geography and Geo 

Sciences together with volunteers proposed to create a mobile community garden in the large-

scale housing estate Jugla, built in the second part of the 20th century. The main aim was to 

promote more active use of public open space and to show local inhabitants the concept of 

community garden by providing a real example. The experiment comprised four phases:  

1. Project groundwork phase: 

• theoretical basis, analysis of good examples, evaluation of threats;  

• preparation of plants; 

• information regarding the municipal land plots in large-scale housing estates;  

2. Work with different involved actors, meetings and discussions with 

inhabitants:  

• meetings with Riga city council City development department representatives, 

with Northern executive board representatives and Riga city council Real estate 

department;   

• submission of official letters to request permit for community garden project;  

• meeting with local inhabitants in April 2017;  

• consultations in Riga City Construction Board, preparation of requested 

documents;   

• positive answers from Riga city council City development department and 

Northern executive board;  

• Riga city council Real estate department  requested collection of signatures from 

major part of inhabitants in surrounding houses.  

3. Realisation of the project  

• garden beds and bench from wooden pallettes;  

• transportation of garden beds using the cargo bikes;  

• planting the herbs and vegetable plants; 

• the event and organisation of space.  

4. Observations after the event  

• the type of use and user groups.  

Collection of supporting documents to receive official permit for garden establishment 

started in the beginning of 2017. First the Riga City Construction Board was consulted. 

Secondly Northern executive board was consulted, and the official letter was prepared. The 

aim of this letter was to explain the intent and the content of the community garden. The idea 

in general was supported, however there was a restriction in relation to the choice of plants: 

only flowers and herbs were allowed, no vegetables. When comparing this to the foreign 

practice it is seen that community garden in the open space of residential areas with variety of 

vegetables is common practice in Malmo, Berlin, Salzburg, Vienna etc. For example, in Malmo 

community garden and the green wall were introduced in the neighbourhood of Seved (housing 
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estate built in the time frame of 1940s–1950s). Community garden was created in 2010, and 

the green wall in 2013. The main idea was to inspire property owners to use the city space in a 

new way as in many areas lack of space doesn’t allow to create community gardens or to grow 

in containers. Here the green wall includes herbs, aubergine, and strawberries, while in the 

community garden residents grow potatoes, tomatoes, and onions [data from the COST Action 

STSM conducted by the author [237]].  

After supportive letter was received from the Northern executive board, further documents 

were requested. Supportive letter from Riga City council City development department was 

received shortly after positive answer from the executive board. Still, before preparing the 

project for Riga City Construction Board, one more approval was needed – the approval from 

Riga City Real estate department. Here the process was complicated, and communication 

resulted in request to collect signatures of the majority of inhabitants living in building blocks 

around the selected open space. The collection of signatures started in May 2017, however, it 

was a strong barrier to prepare all the document in time, as the plant seeds were growing and 

needed to be planted in the beginning of summer.  

In parallel, local inhabitants were surveyed about their attitude towards the new community 

garden close to their home. The first meeting with inhabitants happened in April 2017 during 

the big cleaning day (Lielā talka). As the surveys showed, majority of people supported the 

idea of community garden, however not everyone understood what it will look like and how it 

will be managed.  

 

  

Fig. 2.2. The process of placing the garden 

beds in Jugla large-scale housing estate, June 

2017 [Photo: O.Trebuhina]. 

Fig. 2.3. Engagement of local children in 

initiative in Jugla large-scale housing estate, 

June 2017. 

The approval process was not completed until June 2017, as there were difficulties in 

obtaining the approval from Real Estate Department. For this reason, the activity transformed 

into a guerrilla action. As it was a guerrilla action, it was decided to create a mobile community 

garden to ensure mobility, short-term and low-cost of the project (Figs. 2.2., 2.3.). Garden beds 

were created from used palettes and transported to Jugla by cargo bikes to advertise the action 

on the way to neighbourhood. Even being short-term, this initiative helped to engage with 

locals in informal way: children willing to participate and ready to share their ideas on further 
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development of the neighbourhood, adult women interested in getting “a small piece of 

greenery” under their windows and ready to discuss the future of the area, and adult men less 

active in participation but open for discussion. The guerrilla action proved the hypothesis of 

community garden being a good tool for social cohesion. However, it has been found that the 

approval process needs to be made easier and clearer. 

Regardless location, form and the main objective, community, and allotment gardens in 

different cities of Europe is a strong tool to support social integration, cross-age and cross-

cultural dialogue and human well-being. However, understanding of this fact in some areas 

does not result in easier urban gardening creation and integration processes. Examples of other 

cities in Europe, like Malmo, show that a community garden can be a long-term solution and 

help to improve the quality of living for very diverse inhabitant groups. However, in the case 

of Riga there are still a lot of challenges to deal with when creating a community garden. The 

process of integration, creation and legal acceptance of a community garden remains unclear, 

there is necessity to improve the approval process and make it transparent and understandable 

for the community. 

Inhabitants’ interest to promote city gardening is proved by active involvement in 

community gardening initiatives in various cities across Europe, and in different gardening 

related initiatives in Riga. Also, Inhabitants’ Forum in Riga in 2018 showed that gardening is 

of interest to both those who care about ecology of our city and planet in general, and those 

who appreciate aesthetical quality of greenery. 

Another example of urban gardening introduction in residential areas is Lasnamae in 

Tallinn (Estonia). Here the NGO is leading several initiatives, some of which are related to 

gardening (Figs. 2.4. and 2.5.). The community garden activity started in 2014 by the NGO 

Lasnaidee. The main aim of the NGO is to make the neighbourhood nice for living and more 

diverse. The successful creation of community garden is the result of collaboration among 

different actors: Lasnamae interests’ school, library Laagna and Paepealse, Tallinn department 

of Environment, Tallinn department for Education etc. The place works not only for gardening 

initiative, but also provides variety of social activities and works as a social space.  

The other initiative by LasnaIdee takes place in Raadiku, new social housing constructed 

in 2008 (Figs. 2.6, 2.7). This example was included in the study, due to some common features 

in spatial organisation between this social housing and large-scale housing estates. Still, here 

surround-type organisation of public open space is one of positive space examples. In order to 

collectively increase the quality of urban life in Raadiku, NGO is collecting residents feedback 

on the challenges and needs of local inhabitants. Here for example in June 2017 NGO organised 

a neighbourhood day. The idea was similar to Latvian Lielā Talka, but with more diverse 

activities. Locals could learn how to study plants and creat their own garden plot, and common 

garden beds, and learn how to sort garbage / waste etc.  
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Fig. 2.4. Urban gardening beds in the area of 

new social housing Raadiku. Tallinn, 

October 2018. 

Fig. 2.5. Community garden on the territory 

of Youth free time school / kindergarden 

area. Managed by LASNAIDEE. Tallinn, 

October 2018. 

 Here semi-public open space, such as children playground areas are defined with low 

fencing overgrown with green hedges (Figs. 2.6, 2.7). Doors are open, and everyone who wants 

can use the play area, still the hedge helps to define the level of publicness, and sense of 

territoriality. The area provides 6 clearly defined open spaces. Each of these spaces provides 

opportunities for necessary, optional and social activities with different levels of privacy. The 

car parking problem here doesn’t exist as this is new construction with majority of parking 

placed underground. And only several on ground parking places. 

 

  

Fig. 2.6. DIY benches surrounded by the 

newly planted pinetrees, to create level of 

privacy in the area of new social housing 

Raadiku, Tallinn, October 2018. 

Fig. 2.7. Children playground in the area of 

new social housing Raadiku, Tallinn, 

October 2018. 

The other type of transformations is connected to the infill development in large-scale 

housing estates. Ongoing uncontrolled urban sprawl is the problem of many cities around the 

world. In contrast, compact urban development is considered by many researchers to foster 

sustainable development. Still, also compact cities are showing certain threats to the 

environment, like the loss of green space and biodiversity [71]. In general, compact city is 

characterised by the high-density urban development, with central area revitalisation, provision 
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of mixed-use build-up, easy reach location of everyday activities, and well-developed public 

transport infrastructure [215]. The term ‘compact city’ is used mainly in Europe, while North 

America prefers the term ‘smart growth’, which has similar meaning of a dense and transit-

friendly urban development [55]. Compact city policies aim reduction of car dependency, so 

promoting low emissions and reduced energy consumption; rejuvenation of existing urban 

areas and increasing quality of urban life. 

Infill development is seen as one of possible tools to develop a compact city. Definition of 

infill development is broad: “infill refers to the development of vacant or underutilised sites at 

all scales, within existing communities and so with some supporting infrastructure already in 

place” [222].  Compact city paradigm often is connected to creation of more liveable, efficient 

and attractive urban environment in contrast to low density suburban areas. However, it can’t 

be stated that densification always results sustainable development. A higher-density 

environment can also lead to higher noise and air pollution. It was suggested that in compact 

cities residents are more satisfied with personal relationships and perceived physical health 

than in lower density environment [140]. On the other hand, in a denser environment people 

have higher level of anxiety and lower level of emotional response.   

Infill development in large-scale housing estates appears among commonly used strategies 

to regeneration of these estates, diversification of housing stock, and in some cases 

improvement of the outdoor environment and of neighbourhood image in general. However, 

in many cases new building blocks appear on areas where previously was open public space – 

green area. Infill development is being discussed in the context of privatization of public open 

space and gentrification. Already since 1960s many big cities in Europe and North America 

faced processes of gentrification [162]. The process of gentrification includes production and 

consumption of space for a higher income people, different from existing residents. It has been 

noticed that the changes in large housing estates are often driven by the private sector. Not only 

the transition from the state renting to private ownership, but also private landlordism 

influences changes in large housing estates. Redesigning, reshaping and often densification 

through building up open public space leads to the change in social profile of residents [162]. 

Still, according to various case studies densification of large housing estates can take different 

forms, having different impact on provision of nature and non-nature destination and changes 

in use patterns of local inhabitants.  

As infill development is often related to replacement of open public / open green space by 

new residential project, the question of compensations to those, who live in surrounding 

buildings remains crucial. According to interviews in Finnish large housing estates, private 

developers may offer compensatory elements, such as improvement of the local environment, 

to make the new infill project more acceptable by public. Those interview in Finland also 

pointed out a threat, which is seen in Riga’s large-scale housing estates: 

”If it is mostly elderly people living in the area, it doesn’t help at all to make a children’s 

playground there […] It is not beneficial in the big picture. It must come about through 

interaction, and the land–use planning process is the best way to organize it [238].” 

Compensation approach works in an attractive area and it can’t be used as a regeneration 

approach in areas where private developers are not active, due to unattractive environment and 
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lesser possibilities to have profit [120]. The third approach is called public investment planning. 

According to Brindley and colleagues, it is applied in the most disadvantaged areas, where 

possibilities for privately initiated development are not evident and the public sector hence has 

to take action. Here, areas for development are selected based on the actual need, not the 

possibilities for initiation of market-led projects. Instead of development partners being sought 

in the private sector, in public investment planning the partnerships are formed within the 

public sector. This kind of internal cooperation between authorities is considered able to 

address broader issues than merely physical regeneration.  

Preservation of public open space is an important spatial policy issue, especially in densely 

populated countries. The loss of open green space is among main threats in land-use change, 

as it causes green area fragmentation, loss of ecosystem services, and following this decrease 

in quality of urban life and threats to biodiversity and ecological issues [77], [83], [110], [121], 

[145], [187]. The necessity of open green space preservation is reflected in many citizen 

protests campaigns across Riga. The City for People Association (Pilsēta cilvēkiem), which 

was created in 2016 actively engages and promotes campaigns to protect greenery in the centre 

of Riga and beyond: protection of trees in the centre of the city, action against construction 

works in Teika etc. Activities which brought together people to water plants in Kr.Barona 

street, or guerrilla initiatives to plant new flowers and trees on Brīvības street, and the most 

recent campaign against new development on “Marss” cycling track (Brīvības street 207), show 

people interest in preservation of open green space. 

The containment of urban development and the preservation of open space, alternatively 

termed green belt policies, constitute important themes in spatial planning in many countries 

[64], [116]. However, demographic and other socioeconomic developments result in land-use 

changes that apply increasing pressure to open space in terms of remaining area per capita and 

quality. 

As has been argued before matters not only the quantity, but to large extent the quality of 

open public space. For example, green open spaces which provide various ecosystem services 

and are interconnected form green infrastructure. And for successful functioning of open space, 

it requires defined levels of privacy, with public spaces which provide social interaction and 

active social contacts, and semi-public and semi-private spaces, where people can be protected 

from active engagement.  

An example of urban regeneration project of 1950s large-scale housing estate in Cologne 

showed opportunities of introducing different levels of publicness and privacy in the area. 

Spaces for active social engagement include bigger playgrounds, community space and 

allotment gardens [212]. The open spaces for less social contact are private gardens around the 

footprint of buildings, as well as spatial organisation with use of green hedges. 

New aims and objectives set at the national level, changes on the city level documents are 

leading to greater and larger scale transformations in the urban environment. As for example 

change in land-use can promote preservation of green space or lead to more intensive 

development. Strategies set up to transfer to a more sustainable urban development can greatly 

influence transformations. So, in Augustenborg (Malmo, Sweden) sustainable urban drainage 

system (SUDS) was introduced in an urban regeneration area. The housing estate was built in 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/socioeconomics
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Malmo in 1950s under the Sweden’s social housing policy. The neighbourhood suffered 

frequently from floods due to ineffective drainage system. Regeneration of Augustenborg was 

part of a broader initiative, where combating floods went together with aims on sustainable 

waste management and enhancing biodiversity. Regeneration was partly influenced by changes 

on the city level, with policies related to more sustainable urban development, adaptation to 

climate change. Introduction of SUDS included a total of 6 km of canals and water channels, 

and ten retention ponds, also ditches, ponds, wetlands and green roofs. It was a long-term 

transformation, which was initiated in 1998 and completed in 2002. Various actors were 

involved: city of Malmo, MKB social housing company, the Water Department, local residents 

and landscape architects. Financial support was provided from the Swedish government and 

various EU programmes. This example shows that also larger long-term transformations are 

possible and the involvement of various actors is important. 

The Gellerup transformation in Arhus (Denmark) is one more example of a long-term 

transformation plan. The aim is to create new connections to the surrounding city, which 

include also green connections. Subdivision into smaller neighbourhood units, functions and 

community gathering places and attraction points in the neighbourhood. That all aims creation 

of identity and increasing sense of belonging of local residents.  

Similarly described the action plan targeting inclusion of the public open space of large-

scale housing estate in the green infrastructure in Slovakia. Approach includes first mapping 

of available nature resources and further introduction of NBS as a complex approach, aiming 

creation of interconnected network, which enables continuous movement of species. If the 

natural ecosystems become too small or isolated biodiversity may be lost.  

Numerous researchers have advocated towards more collaborative planning already since 

early 1970s. This emphasis has raised debates about possibilities and difficulties how the 

theoretical ideas are realised and how collaborative efforts in practice have been subverted, 

manipulated or appeared to lack normative aims. An example from UK is the introduction of 

Neighbourhood Development plans (NDPs) enabled under the localism act 2011 [13, 190]. The 

basic idea of NDPs is that local community has enough interest in neighbourhood planning and 

has also time and energy to create community-led plans. The current experience of plans being 

produced with minimal resources shows that such approach can be mainstreamed successfully. 

Such approach was connected to decentralisation of planning power, and aimed local people 

specifying themselves what kind of development they want in the area.  This reform in the 

planning system was set out in Localism Act (2011) and in the National Planning policy 

framework (2012). One of result of such plans is the case study of new development in the 

neighbourhood and addressing the issue of suitable car parking provision [13]. Local 

inhabitants were for new development in the area, but the already difficult situation with car 

parking places was among challenges. As a result of Neighbourhood planning policy locals 

succeed to develop housing and visitor parking policy and have found solutions how to allow 

necessary parking places thanks to new housing development. Regardless all the positive 

features, there are still some threats: local authorities are pragmatic, and resource driven, so the 

understanding of priorities is useful, but it should be taken into account that not all desired 
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things can be realised. The larger scale goals may come into conflict with local aims, so it may 

be difficult to maintain trust, if the aims of local community cannot be realised.  

The other approach used in Italy was a mixed cooperation of community input and 

professional knowledge. The urban square regeneration project was a result of work with 

various focus groups: resident associations, retailers, local employers, professional groups and 

children [13, 212]. Project showed the importance of open dialogue, and necessity to make 

plans more understandable for community.  

Currently there are several approaches (levels) to citizen-led and citizen engagement 

transformations of open public space: 

Governing the city – this approach to urban governance is characterised with a more 

inclusive style, where diverse actors are involved in solving diverse urban issues and 

supporting cultural diversity. This bottom-up style governance requires large transformations 

in the management of cities [207].   

Investing in the city – Participatory budgeting (PB) is an approach where people can 

collectively decide on allocation of a city budget. Promoting public participation in urban 

processes has long been a key issue in discussions about urban governance. This is aimed at 

recognising people’s voices in addressing urban challenges and city-making, which are viewed 

as a crucial element to accomplish urban development in a more effective, sustainable, and 

inclusive way.  

Planning the city – Participatory planning is an urban planning paradigm which gives a 

priority to community involvement in the planning processes. Experts play the role of 

facilitators, giving people an opportunity to diagnose problems, chart the course of action and 

search for a solution.  

Making the city – The ‘Maker Movement’ group is a recent phenomenon that supports do-

it-yourself practices and promotes knowledge sharing [240], with a focus on education, play, 

and community building. This trend is characterised with the bottom-up initiatives. Activities 

vary from low-cost solutions, use of recycled materials, to computer programming and new 

digital technologies for prototyping.   

It has been argued that traditional planning processes are facing challenges, as they lack the 

knowledge and diversity of preferences defined by different actors. The all-inclusive urban 

regeneration model might by quite challenges, due to limited resources, for that reason the 

types of cooperation differ in different cases and locations [13, 177]. For example, in UK efforts 

to promote participatory approaches were made already in 1960s, however at that time it 

resulted in consultation or otherwise limited inclusion, which was later viewed with scepticism.  

The role of partnership and citizen empowerment in urban politics has increased in the 

course of last decades [72]. Citizen involvement has fostered dialogue between different 

stakeholders as well as the development of community-led instrument for urban management. 

Participatory budgeting (PB) has become one of the tools for engaging the wider population 

in urban development issues. The Right to the City is the basic setting of urban communities. 

It is also based on the Leipzig Charter on sustainable European cities (Europa, 2007) [220], 

which states that functional and well-designed urban spaces, infrastructure and services are a 
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task that must be jointly addressed by the state, regional and local authorities, citizens and 

businesses. 

Participatory budgeting (PB) is considered one of the most successful participatory tools in 

recent decades. Generally, the nature of the PB can be defined as a mechanism through which 

citizens decide or contribute to decisions made at local level about the use of all or the part of 

the public resources available [114]. This is a tool which fosters education and engagement of 

people in the government operations. As a method of demonstrating real civic participation it 

is implemented by municipalities in many countries, which means that the understanding of 

the PB and the tools used vary depending on location. Also, Europe comprises different models 

of PB, but each model allows citizens to participate in the adoption of the municipal budget 

either directly or through different PB representatives (NGOs, community groups, etc.). Direct 

participation, also known as participatory democracy or consultative democracy, which 

involves an association of unelected citizens, is very important. 

In case of neighbourhood regeneration participatory actions are of special importance, as 

they can strengthen sense of community, sense of belonging to the neighbourhood and can 

foster greater interest in community life, quality of public spaces and regeneration processes. 

Participatory planning and co-creation can increase the efficiency of regeneration proposals 

and help to create spaces, which will be used by local inhabitants [123]. As sustainable 

development is the main goal of many cities, then ensuring public participation in urban 

regeneration is crucial while searching for effective long-term solutions. 

Since 2016, the city of Riga is launching a funding program called “Neighbourhood’s 

initiative to promote public participation and strengthen the sense of community” (The Riga 

City Council Department of Education, Culture and Sport, 2018 [228]). In terms of this 

program the city organises 4 contests each year to fund projects by neighbourhood community 

associations and other related NGO’s or institutions. There are no strict guidelines for project 

types or topics, as the main aim is support of more liveable and inhabitant friendly 

neighbourhood development and community building. Absence of specific guidelines makes 

it interesting to follow up the trends of funded projects, making it possible to find out what 

types of projects the city is ready to accept.  

As soon as the contest call has been published, the neighbourhood association is submitting 

the project, and then the Riga City Council Committee is evaluating the submissions (Fig. 2.8). 

Finally, approved project authors are receiving financial support to realize their ideas. 
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Fig. 2.8.  The process of community project budgeting in the “Neighbourhood’s Initiative to 

Promote Public Participation and Strengthen the Sense of Community”. 

 

The analysis of this participatory budgeting tool was focused on identification of activities 

which foster transformations in physical environment. It was noticed that activities approved 

in the areas of large-scale housing estates are mainly focused on events: like neighbourhood 

celebrations, sport events, competitions etc. Just few examples, like beautification and 

flowering of public open space in Sarkandaugava, were more related to some physical 

interventions. 

In 2019, the Riga City Council launched a new participatory budgeting pilot program called 

“For Riga neighbourhood development project realisation” [226], [218]. The main aim is to 

foster neighbourhood regeneration and creation of identity, while supporting local inhabitant 

participation in the development of the area. The submitted projects should meet the following 

criteria:  

• the project territory should be publicly available, which means it should be in the 

property of the city or under municipal jurisdiction; 

• the project should be linked to infrastructure development in the neighbourhood and 

should have long-term and social value [218].  

Here the participatory process differs from the one described before (Fig. 2.9). After the 

project call is open, any neighbourhood association or other NGO can submit their proposal. 

Then, the projects that meet the criteria are open for public voting, each resident having only 

one vote. The second evaluation stage includes the committee evaluation. The contest 

committee consists of municipality representative − Executive Director of Riga Ziemeļu 

(northern) executive board, representatives from the association “Riga Neighbourhood 

Association”, as well as representatives from the Riga City Council Finance Department, City 

Development Department, Pārdaugava Executive Board, Austrumu Executive Board, Ziemeļu 

Executive Board. The Committee is considering the results of public voting, but it also 
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evaluates other issues and realisation opportunities, and then decides on support. Financial 

support is given to the responsible executive board (depending on location of the 

neighbourhood) and projects are accomplished / led by the executive board [218]. According 

to the public seminar data, executive board representatives are expecting active participation 

of the project authors during the fulfilment phase. 

 
 

Fig. 2.9. The process of participatory budgeting pilot project in “For Riga Neighbourhood 

Development Project Realisation”. 

 

In 2020 the Riga City Council City Development department has launched a project 

“Daudzfunkcionālas publiskās ārtelpas attīstība Rīgas pilsētas apkaimēs” which aims to 

engage different actors: students, professional architects, and landscape architects, and local 

residents in the development of proposals and realisation of public open space regeneration 

projects in different neighbourhoods of Riga. In 2020 one of chosen areas was located in 

Zolitūde large-scale housing estate (Fig. 2.9). Students from RTU Faculty of Architecture and 

RISEBA participated in meetings with local community, conducted on-site observations to 

understand the needs and wishes of local community. The feedback from residents formed the 

basis of students’ proposals (Figs. 2.10., 2.11). After the final student presentation and the 

evaluation of works by jury, the proposals have been displayed to public, for voting. The next 

steps will include development of detailed proposals by professionals and realisation of certain 

parts of the project proposals depending on the available budget, which is 600 000 EUR for all 

three territories in general. 
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Fig. 2.10. Public presentation of proposals for 

the transformation in open space of Zolitūde 

large-scale housing estate, July 2020. 

Fig. 2.11. Public presentation of proposals for 

the transformation in open space of Zolitūde 

large-scale housing estate, July 2020. 

 When initiating transformations in public open space of large-scale housing estates, 

multiple complex uses, roles and audiences should be recognised. These areas have a potential 

to be a part of green infrastructure, support biodiversity, provide various functional and social 

services. Still there is a need for changes in policies, and innovative approach to public-private 

partnership.  

Regardless the scale, type and the actors behind the transformation in the public open space, 

there is always a way to support nature / green environment. In that case transformation should 

be seen not as a result, but as a process which needs continuous engagement of different actors. 

The crucial role of community engagement and the potential which participatory budgeting 

tools offer have been acknowledged by many countries in Europe. In Riga participatory urban 

regeneration and participatory budgeting tools are a relatively new approach, which can be 

described  also by considerably later introduction of the citizen participation in transition to 

making more democratic governance in Baltic states. Analysis of geographical distribution of 

formal participatory budgeting activities showed certain injustice. It is clear that some 

neighbourhood associations, like those in Čiekurkalns, Sarkandaugava or Maskavas forštate 

are more active and successful, and so the strengthening of community and identity as well as 

urban regeneration activities happen more often and processes are faster and with wider public 

participation. Whereas other neighbourhoods have only one or no projects realised in the course 

of four years (2016–2019). 

The types of projects and activities showed that currently small-scale urban interventions 

can not compete with sports and social inclusion oriented activities within the program 

“Neighbourhood’s initiative to promote public participation and strengthen the sense of 

community”. And the budget of the program “For Riga neighbourhood development project 

realisation” requires thinking in large-scale because of the budget set for one project 

(50 000 euro in 2021). Still budgeting of small-scale fast solutions would allow slow but 

sensitive improvement of the quality of urban life. Moreover, allowing more projects to be 

financed might solve the question of current fragmented allocation of supported projects. 

The project “Daudzfunkcionālas publiskās ārtelpas attīstība Rīgas pilsētas apkaimēs” 

might foster improvements in open space of large-scale housing estates, however the choice of 
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territories would require more detailed criteria for inclusion. Based on comments from the Riga 

City Council City development department the territories for this pilot action have been chosen 

according to land ownership, choosing municipality-owned land. But such criteria might be 

too general when considering the best place for urban regeneration. Riga’s large-scale housing 

estates still have variety of land owned by municipality, and more detailed selection criteria 

which would show interrelation between type of open public space – current state – aspired 

and beware transformations – analysis of existing opportunities nearby, may help to foster more 

holistic and consistent approach. 
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2.2.  The Concept of Residential Environment Quality and Its Evaluation 

Methods 

When considering quality of open space in large-scale housing estates it is important to 

understand variety of concepts. Review of various concepts aims identification of the most 

suitable notion in terms of this study. Identification of the most suitable concept allows to 

collect, analyse and compare currently available evaluation tools. Quality of life, quality of 

urban life, quality of urban environment, residential environment quality and quality of place 

correlate with each other, notions overlap having certain similar aspects, but at the same time 

have certain differences. All these notions include aspects of the environment where people 

live and focus on variety of features which influence residents’ health, social and economical 

well-being, and general satisfaction with life. So, it is crucial to choose the right one in meaning 

and scale, as it directly impacts methods of undarstanding and evaluating the quality. Further 

in this chapter follows description and analysis of different notions, as s result leading to the 

most suitable for evaluation of outdoor space in large housing estates. 

Quality of life in the broad meaning can be defined as one’s satisfaction with surrounding 

human and physical conditions, conditions that are scale dependent and can affect the 

behaviour of individual people, groups of people and economic units. Various research findings 

have proven that built, natural and socio-cultural dimensions of the environment form 

important components of the quality of life or so called subjective well-being of people residing 

in specific area [36], [252]. Thus, the fundamental assumption is that urban environments can 

be designed to improve the level of residents’ satisfaction with their lives.  

Philosophers spoke about the “good life” for thousands years. The topic of the quality of 

life has been researched from various perspectives already since 1960s and the focus of studies 

varies between different disciplines: psychology, sociology, geography, planning, etc. [252, 2]. 

So, for example the European statistics offers quality of life data based on evaluation of such 

factors as health, education, environment, housing conditions or employment [229]. And this 

meaning is too broad and leads to the understanding that in case of the outdoor environment of 

large housing estates the notion of the quality of life should be discussed with the specific focus 

on the neighbourhood environment. 

Urban quality of life (or in some sources quality of urban life) has been defined by 

Robert W. Marans and Robert J. Stimson as a narrowed term which aims to illustrate the 

interrelation and the dynamics between the physical features of the urban environment. Their 

definition represents a complex notion which can be described as a network, not a linear 

relationship [96], [131]. Already, in 1975 Marans and Rodgers proposed the model of 

satisfaction with residential environment. Campbell et al. suggested that satisfaction with life 

in general can be viewed through satisfaction with different life domains, as for example 

satisfaction with housing, neighbourhood or broader region. Each life domain then consists of 

different urban characteristics, as for example perceived crime or noise etc.; all together 

satisfaction with different characteristics forms the general satisfaction with domain and 

contributes to the general satisfaction with life. 
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Despite the fact that the definition of Marans and Stimson has been narrowed to: human 

satisfaction with different urban attributes such as transportation, public spaces, recreational 

opportunities, land use patterns, population and building densities, accessibility of basic goods, 

services and amenities, still it also looks at a broad social aspects which include health, security 

and safety, education and social integration [96]. Moreover, due to lack of a clear definition 

which would be approved by everyone, there are variety of perspectives to look at this notion. 

So, McCrea et al. included in the concept of the urban quality of life satisfaction with regional 

services such as health, education and the costs of living [136]. 

The other related notion is the quality of the urban environment. Among the first 

literature dealing with the quality of urban environment and its impact on quality of life was 

set of papers in the book “The Quality of the urban environment” edited by Harvey Perloff 

[45]. In this book Perloff states that growing interest in the quality of urban environment is 

evolving from the growing concerns about quality of natural environment and development of 

urban communities. Recent growing interest in sustainable development and wish to combat 

climate change, has influenced also the increase of researcher interest in environmental quality 

of life [51], [158].   

The chapters in the “The Quality of the urban environment” aim to provide a better 

understanding of the natural resource elements in the urban environment. Authors proposed to 

rethink the basic concept of natural resources, to have greater relevance to current situation, 

services and functions. Discussion is focused on the general idea that natural resources need to 

be valued, preserved and protected, so that we can proceed with sustainable development [46]. 

Following this, it is clear that also the term “the quality of urban environment” is broad and 

has no clear single definition. 

In Environmental Psychology the Theory of Place includes the notion of residential 

satisfaction. Here the residential satisfaction is defined as “the experience of pleasure or 

gratification deriving from living in a specific place” [48]. Residential satisfaction and 

neighbourhood attachment concepts are used to evaluate residential environment quality. 

Studies on residential environment quality can include different scales as home, 

neighbourhood and the city. Those studies are focused on the relationship between inhabitants 

and their residential environment [79]. Perceived residential environment quality is the 

series of scales which evaluate three main aspects: spatial, functional and human [81]. Research 

by Mirilia Bonnes et al. proved the importance of the fourth aspect: the context features 

(neighbourhood lifestyle, environmental health/pollution, upkeep/care). There have been 

various versions of the Perceived residential environment quality (PREQ) scales [79], [80], 

[81]. The Residential Satisfaction scale completed with the fourth aspect comprises 126 items, 

which are grouped in 4 general and 11 specific content areas [82]. These 4 general groups 

include: architectonic and town planning features (building characteristics, infrastructure, 

nature elements), social relations features, punctual and non-punctual services (educational, 

cultural recreation, commercial etc.), context features (lifestyle, maintenance, pollution). 

In current doctoral research the notion should be chosen having in mind the idea, that focus 

of research is the public open space within large-scale housing estates. Residential environment 

quality appeared to be the closest notion in relation to large-scale housing estates. Still, the full 
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variety of features used in original scales for Perceived Residential environment quality should 

be narrowed to the residential quality of place. Following this idea, also the notion of quality 

of place has been analysed further. 

The Quality of Place, the term coined by Richard Florida, consists of what’s there, who’s 

there and what’s going on in a place.  “The quality of place is all of those features of physical 

environment and qualities of life that make a location a desirable, competitive, and 

economically vibrant place to live. Quality of place is associated with the built environment 

and expressed in urban revitalization of older cities and new urbanism in suburban and rural 

locations. It also includes the quality of architecture and the quality of transportation, housing, 

neighborhoods, and all the cultural amenities and recreation venues and programs of interest 

to present and future residents. Also included is the natural and outdoor recreational assets 

and tourism features” [99]. 

Different qualities of the built environment are related to the value of place. The quality of 

the place delivers the place value, and the value defines the quality. There are certain qualities 

that have an impact on health, social, economic and environmental outcomes. Based on that 

M. Carmona formulates the ladder of place quality, which includes four types of place quality: 

the ones which should be avoided, beware, aspired and required [195]. These place qualities 

have been defined based on systematic review of international studies and according to these 

studies the ones which should be avoided showed a very negative impact on health, social, 

economic and environmental outcomes. The other position “beware” has the remark about not 

very clear evidence of outcomes, while the aspired qualities have strong relation to positive 

outcomes. Finally, required qualities are fundamental to create a high-quality urban 

environment [195, 12-13]. Research provides a very good guidance for high quality urban 

developments, still it doesn’t provide more detailed information on the preferred amount of 

different features and makes it difficult to evaluate existing developments or propose certain 

improvements.   

The question arises which place qualities are important for the residential environment and 

especially in case of large-scale housing estates. This question is difficult to answer, as the 

nature of the outdoor environment in large-scale housing estates is undefined, in some cases 

the open space can be defined as public open space, in other cases certain areas can be defined 

as semi-public or semi-private. According to Malone, not every public space should satisfy 

everyone and should be suitable for every occasion [130]. On the opposite, the research on 

public spaces in London confirmed the idea about importance of different characters of public 

spaces, which are affected and adapted to different uses [195], many urban places are neither 

clearly public or private [34].   

Set of basic criteria is quite similar in studies about public spaces, pedestrian friendly 

environment etc. So, different aspect of protection, comfort and delight are described by Jan 

Gehl in Cities for people [14]; Jon Lang and Nancy Marshall set the criteria of basic 

requirements, comfort, safety and security, belonging and esteem, experiential aesthetics [28, 

263]. The required principles offered by M. Carmona include: greenness, mix of uses, low 

levels of vehicular traffic, pedestrian and cycling friendly environment, compact 

interconnected patterns and connection to a public transport network. The aspired principles 

http://www.citylab.com/authors/richard-florida/
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correlate very much with crime prevention through environmental design and include variety 

of aspects which aim promotion of safe and secure environment. Deriving from this, it has been 

decided to use the concept of Perceived residential environment quality looking at it through 

the prism of place quality.  

Residential satisfaction or neighbourhood satisfaction is often studied to assess the general 

quality of urban life. Complexity of the meaning of quality of urban life, results in the 

complexity and variety of assessment approaches used to define neighbourhood or residential 

satisfaction. Also, criteria used in evaluation tools may differ [36, 233, 252]. Assessment of 

the quality of a certain setting requests definition of indicators and must foresee and include 

changes in time. Also, subjectivity of people perceptions requests design of model frameworks 

to collect and analyse data. Subjective assessment of residential environment quality is often 

studied through relationship between urban environment characteristics and inhabitants’ 

subjective evaluation. Behavioural indicators are one more type of data, which might be of 

interest while investigating quality of urban life. Such terms as quality of life, well-being, 

satisfaction, and happiness are often very similar and are used within the similar context by 

researchers from different fields, like policy makers, planners, politicians, sociologists, 

environmental professionals etc. Development of various well-being, happiness and 

satisfaction evaluation approaches resulted also in development of quantitative scales to 

measure quality of urban life. 

Marans has elaborated the model “neighbourhood satisfaction”, which shows possible 

relationships between residents’ feelings and neighbourhood characteristics. Here objective 

indicators such as housing density, traffic counts or distances to recreation areas are compared 

to subjective responses about crowding, noise, friendliness of neighbours etc. A conceptual 

model developed by Marans and Mohai in 1991 indicates relationship between the 

environmental and urban amenities and community quality, individual activities, physical 

health and satisfaction with the neighbourhood [36, 9–13]. Here environmental resources 

include natural recreation resources and the quality of the ambient environment. Urban 

environment includes man-made recreation resources and cultural resources. 

Previously identified as the most suitable notion to use in case of large-scale housing estates 

was residential environment quality. Perceived residential environment quality indexes are a 

set of criteria, evaluating how people perceive the quality of urban residential environment. 

Regardless the fact that it is a subjective residents’ evaluation, the general grouping of 

environmental dimensions according to important factors can be taken as basis for objective 

checklist. 11 significant topics include: (1) architectural and town-planning space, (2) 

organization of accessibility and roads, (3) green areas, (4) people and social relations, (5) 

punctual social-health-assistance services, (6) punctual cultural-recreational services, (7) 

punctual commercial services, (8) non-punctual (in-network) services (transportation), (9) 

lifestyle, (10) pollution, and (11) maintenance/care [73].  Still the residential environment 

quality indexes proposed by Bonnes and Bonaiuto [79], [80], [81], [82], [100] are not the only 

ones used for assessment of the neighbourhood space quality. Big amount of research is 

focused on relations between the built environment and human health [24]. Some built 

environment audit tools focus on interrelation between land-use, access to amenities, space 
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patterns, traffic safety, aesthetics, open space maintenance and inhabitants wish and ability to 

be physically active [154]. Other studies investigate the impact of physical environment on 

opportunity of disabled people to use public open space for daily activities [157]. Big amount 

of research addresses issues of elderly people in the built environment, and the role of certain 

indicators in assuring quality of urban life for ageing population [161]. Certain literature 

addresses issues of mental health and health in general [70], [188]. Walkability and bike ability 

of the neighbourhood have been the topic of interest of many researchers, so variety of tools 

are exploring the impact of built environment attributes on these aspects [146]. Social scientists 

use audit tools to measure interdependence of physical environment attributes and residents’ 

fear of crime and perception of safety in the area [151], [153]. Here CPTED checklist has been 

often incorporated to evaluate the existing situation and develop guidelines for territorial 

improvement. The objective evaluation tools often include independent observation measures 

or geographic information system, or the combination of both.  

Schaefer-McDaniel with colleagues has defined three main approaches used to document 

the physical characteristics of the built environment [166], [167]: (1) resident surveys that give 

subjective accounts of the perceived environment, (2) administrative data including those 

derived by censuses, crime reports, etc., and (3) direct observation by outside evaluators 

(including by use of audit instruments). 

The use of direct observation may help to overcome certain shortcomings of approaches 

which use administrative data or resident surveys. For example, direct observation using the 

checklist / audit tool enables to overcome subjective evaluation typical for surveys. Also, it 

helps to cope with shortcoming in use of administrative data, which does not include certain 

aspects of public open space quality: level of maintenance, presence of disorder, individual 

activities as gardening etc.  

Additionally, in case of public open space in large-scale housing estates distribution of 

functional and social services should be analysed on the large-scale housing estate level, 

considering recommended distances, measuring accessibility of recreational, necessary and 

natural features. The courtyard in the large-scale housing estate doesn’t exist on its own, it is 

connected to other public open spaces of the estate and can function as a uniform structure. 

Thus, also now evaluation can be conducted not only on one courtyard scale but considering 

the system of public open spaces and their relation to each other. After defining necessary, 

optional and social activities, the optimal distances may help to define fair distribution of public 

open space amenities. 

The approach of 15-min which in the literature is referred as 15– or 20–min city or 15– or 

20–min neighbourhood seems to be a fairly popular model for the spatial and functional 

organization of the neighbourhood, but also the city at large. In fact, very recently due to the 

global pandemic crisis, this model has gained great momentum. 

The study by Sola and Vilhelmson on the understanding of proximity concept shows a 

common vision of 35 planners of various competences from three western Swedish 

municipalities. As a result of a workshop professionals came to a common vision of activities 

and amenities citizens need in direct proximity to their home, in 10 minutes walking distance, 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494413000510#bib41
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and 30 minutes distance. As a result children play areas were defined as the activity 

recommended near home. 

Such model has been acknowledged by participants as a good tool for discussing potential 

consequences of diverse planning approaches. It also can help when making decision on 

municipality’s introduction of activities and services.  

The closest notion in relation to the public open space in large-scale housing estates is 

residential environment quality. The notions of quality of life and quality of urban life are to 

broad and can’t be attributed to the physical transformation processes in public open space. For 

this reason existing residential environment evaluation tools are compiled and analysed. Still, 

for more precise evaluation of public open space place qualities should be integrated into the 

final evaluation model. Residential environment quality related to transformations in public 

open space of large-scale housing estates needs to be analysed in connection to place qualities, 

as the scale of transformations varies.  

Evaluation of transformations in public open space must include on-site observations as it 

helps to overcome certain shortcomings presented by administrative data: bottom-up activities, 

level of maintenance, presence of disorder. Combination and comparison of objective (eg. on-

site observation) and subjective (survey) evaluation tools is desirable as these approaches 

complement each other. Finally, the concept of proximity needs to be included, as each public 

open space in the large-scale housing estate can’t answer all the diversity of needs of different 

inhabitant groups. Thus, those transformations which already happened or are planned to 

imrpove the residential environment quality need to be evaluated using proximity to home 

approach. 
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2.3. Evaluation of Impact of Open Space Transformations on 

Residential Environment Quality 

Quality of urban life, place quality, residential environment quality and other related issues 

have concerned various researchers. For that reason, variety of evaluation tools exist. As 

described before the notion of residential environment quality relates most closely to the open 

public space in large-scale housing estates. Still, it should be carefully narrowed in order to 

focus on open place qualities. This section presents a narrowed evaluation checklist criteria 

suitable for evaluation of residential environment quality related specifically to public open 

space and to draw interrelation between open public space transformations and assessment 

indicators. As a result, proposing a revised tool to examine associations between public open 

space transformations and residential environment quality in large-scale housing estates.  

Following the systematic review of the review and research articles in Science direct and 

Scopus databases was undertaken using the PRISMA methodology. After systematic review 

of 1183 articles, 22 built environment assessment tools were identified for further deeper 

analysis. Transformations in public open space of large-scale housing estates happen on 

different scales and often are a result of bottom-up tactical interventions. These changes are 

often unofficial and can’t be tracked through official webpages or geographical information 

system. Following these transformations is possible only through the on-site observations. 

Thus, the first factor for selection of tools was inclusion of direct on-site observations in the 

urban environment. The second factor for selecting evaluation tools for the deeper analysis was 

quantitative vs qualitative studies. Quantitative methods underline objective measurements. 

Quantitative research focuses on gathering numerical data. The last factor for the tool selection 

was that studies were conducted in developed countries, as defined by the United Nations 

(2012), as developed and developing countries may have varying physical environment 

characteristics and needs. Studies that used only geographic information system (GIS) or only 

administrative data without also using a neighbourhood audit instrument were excluded. 

Measures in the form of participatory surveys and measures of the social environment were 

also excluded (unless they also included direct observations of the physical environment). 

In total after review of selected review and research articles, 22 built environment 

assessment tools were identified for the first round of the deeper analysis (Table 2.1). The tools 

are represented in the Table below. After the deeper analysis, part of the tools were included 

into the second round of analysis, still the other part was excluded from the further investigation 

as they didn’t correspond to the factors mentioned above. There were following reasons for 

exclusion: to narrow or to broad evaluation approach, the tool is a slightly modified version of 

another tool (in this case only one version was left), the tool doesn’t include criteria for direct 

observation. 

 

 

 

 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494413000510#bib45
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494413000510#bib45
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Table 2.1.  

Evaluation tools selected for the first round of analysis 

Nr. Assessment tool Reference Included Excluded Reason for exclusion 

 

1 PREQIs (Perceived residential 

environment quality) 

[80] ˅  - 

2 The Residential Environment 

Assessment Tool (REAT) 

[93] ˅  - 

3 Residential 

Environment Assessment Tool (REAT 

2.0) 

[242] ˅  - 

4 European Common Indicators [208]  ˅ General 

recommendations on 

public / accessibility of 

public open areas in 

relation to citizen 

satisfaction, percentage 

from different case 

studies 

5 Revised Block Environmental 

Inventory (RBEI) 

[152]  ˅ Decided to relate to the 

original tool BEI 

6 Block environmental inventory (BEI) [151] ˅  - 

7 The Irvine-Minnesota Inventory (IMI) 

 

[202]  ˅ Doesn’t include on-site 

observations 

8 The University of Maryland Urban 

Design Tool 

[244]  ˅ Doesn’t include on-site 

observations 

9 Analytic Audit Tool [194]  ˅ Excluded due to many 

features not applicable to 

housing estates 

 

10 Systematic Pedestrian and Cycling 

Environmental Scan (SPACES) 

[227]  ˅ Too narrow 

 

11 Public Open Space Desktop Auditing 

Tool 

[95]  ˅ Doesn’t include on-site 

observations 

12 several manuals for CPTED 

 

[241] ˅   

13 The RESIDential Environments 

(RESIDE) 

[243]  ˅ Too broad. But in 

general, incorporates also 

CPTED principles, no 

need to include 

 

14 BESSC [84] ˅  - 

15 BEAT [70] ˅  - 

16 SSO: – systematic social observation [165]  ˅ Too broad including 

industrial, commercial 

and residential areas, 

focused on disorder / 

safety issues 

17 Residential environment liveability 

(REL)  

[175] ˅  - 

18 RESS [68]  ˅ Based on subjective 

evaluation data 

19 Environmental quality Index [206] ˅  - 

20 COURAGE in Europe built 

environment instrument 

 

[157] ˅  - 

21 SOS Senior’s outdoor survey   [161] ˅  - 
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22 the University of Miami Built 

Environment Coding System 

(UMBECS)  

[178]  ˅ Doesn’t include on-site 

observations 

 

The following Table presents summary and analysis of residential environment assessment 

tools, which were selected for deeper analysis after the first round of exclusion. In total 11 

evaluation tools were analysed and are described below (Table 2.2).  

Table 2.2. 

Built environment evaluation tools  

Title Author, year Spatial scale: 

definition of 

geographic 

unit 

Analytical 

framework and 

study design 

Nr. of 

topics 

(doma

in) 

Number 

of items 

(sub-

domain) 

Description 

Built 

Environment 

Site Survey 

Checklist 

(BESSC)  

Weich, S., 

Burton, E., 

Blanchard, 

M., Prince, 

M., Sproston, 

K., & Erens, 

B., 2001 

Neighbourhood. 25 questions 

with fixed 

responses and 

two questions 

requesting 

measurements 

4 27 Comprises the items 

from national housing 

surveys: The housing 

attitudes survey 

(department of the 

environment, 1994), 

Hosing in England 

(office for national 

statistics 1997), British 

social attitudes (SCPR, 

1997).  

Residential 

Environment 

Assessment 

Tool (REAT)  

F. Dunstan, N. 

Weaver, 

R.Araya, 

T.Bell, 

S.Lannon, 

G.Lewis, 

J.Patterson, 

H.Thomas, 

P.Jones, 

S.Palmer, 

2001 

A postcode unit. 

This contained 

on average 17 

domestic 

households, 

although 20% 

contained 30 or 

more.  

The instrument 

produces a 

score, 

subdivided into 

subscales 

reflecting the 

four 

dimensions, 

which is 

designed to give 

a measure of the 

physical 

condition of the 

area.  

Including a set 

of photographs. 

5 28 A survey instrument, 

known as the 

Residential 

Environment 

Assessment Tool 

(REAT), based on 

observations in 51 

different residential 

areas within a borough 

in South Wales.   

 

Residential 

Environment 

Assessment 

Tool (REAT 

2.0) 

- -//- -//- 4 18 A survey instrument, to 

be completed by an 

independent observer, 

to produce a contextual 

measure of a 

neighbourhood, 

reflecting both physical 

aspects and also the 

extent to which 

residents have 

established territoriality 

over the area.  

Built 

Environment 

Assessment 

Tool (BEAT) 

Araya et al. 

2007 

Neighbourhood Assessment 

checklist 

4 81 Assessment checklist 

with one or several 

answer choices 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/science/article/pii/S0272494405000411#!
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PREQ  Bonnes M., et 

al.  1997 

Neighbourhood Assessment 

checklist 

11 126 PREQ is a set of 

indicators, measuring 

how people perceive the 

quality of their urban 

residential environment, 

notably the 

neighbourhood.  

Block 

environment 

inventory 

Perkins, 

Meeks, and 

Taylor, 1992 

Residential 

block 

Inventory 3 16 It is an inventory of 

specific features of 

residential and non 

residential properties. 

 

 

Residential 

environment

 liveability 

(REL)  

Skalicky, 

Čerpes, 2019 

Residential 

environment 

Objectives, 

values, criteria 

and indicators 

  The criteria system to 

assess residential 

environment quality, 

which focuses on 

liveability, is of general 

application. 

Urban studies 

– an 

environmental 

quality Index 

(geography 

fieldwork) 

Field studies 

council: 

bringing 

environmental 

understanding 

to all 

- A sliding scale 

of quality (like 

1 to 5) to 

represent less 

good to good. 

4 13 

positions 

An environmental 

quality survey uses an 

observer’s judgements 

to assess environmental 

quality against a range 

of indicators. 

 

COURAGE in 

Europe built 

environment 

instrument. 

Collaborative 

Research on 

Ageing in 

Europe 

Project 

www.courage

project.eu 

 

https://www.

maturitas.org/

article/S0378-

5122(11)0039

9-9/fulltext 

Outdoor area, 

no specific unit 

Checklist, and 

the self-reported 

questionnaire; 

- 128 The outdoor checklist, 

and the self-reported 

questionnaire. 

 

SOS Senior’s 

outdoor 

survey    

Susan Rodiek, 

Center for 

Health 

Systems & 

Design, Texas 

A&M 

University, 

College 

Station, TX, 

2014 

Outdoor area, 

no specific unit 

Rating 60 

environmental 

features on a 1–

7 scale.  

5 60 The Seniors’ Outdoor 

Survey (SOS Tool) to 

help users evaluate 

outdoor areas and 

indoor–outdoor 

connections. 

CPTED 

principles 

O.Newman, 

Term defined 

by C.R.Jeffery 

in 1970s 

Outdoor area, 

no specific unit 

Questions 4 - Four main principles 

with guidelines on how 

to reach CPTED 

 

 

http://www.courageproject.eu/
http://www.courageproject.eu/
https://www.maturitas.org/article/S0378-5122(11)00399-9/fulltext
https://www.maturitas.org/article/S0378-5122(11)00399-9/fulltext
https://www.maturitas.org/article/S0378-5122(11)00399-9/fulltext
https://www.maturitas.org/article/S0378-5122(11)00399-9/fulltext
https://www.maturitas.org/article/S0378-5122(11)00399-9/fulltext
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The Table 2.2. represents general data on selected tools including authors and short 

description. The indicators of tools were summarised in the Appendix 1, to find overlapping of 

similar indicators, which when were selected for the new residential environment assessment 

tool. Identified common domains and subdomains allowed to determine following important 

aspects:  

• housing type; 

• recreation space (children recreation space, recreation space/recreation 

opportunities, sitting spaces / sitting choices/availability of sitting/ comfort/ 

additional amenities, social space, temporary uses/shared use of space); 

• amenities (general: trash bins, shelters etc.); 

• natural elements (trees, purposively planted trees or vegetation, view to 

natural elements, view to man planted vegetation, mix of vegetation, reachable 

plants, colours etc.); 

• territorial functioning (some sort of external beautification, garden 

boxes, name plates, window boxes, amenities for birds or cat houses etc.); 

• presence of disorder (which is characterised with dilapidated land; 

existence of litter on the street, evidence of vandalism, stray dogs, abandoned 

cars, broken windows/boarded windows, abandoned properties); 

• maintenance of the open space; 

• condition of pavement; 

• car parking (type of parking, illegal parking, distribution of cars). 

 

After the most important / common domains were identified, the next step included analysis 

of the Place quality features derived from M. Carmona study which includes analysis of 

271 empirical research studies [195]. Of the 271 studies, 38 % derived from the USA and 34 % 

from the UK. Other significant contributors to the evidence base included other European 

countries (notably The Netherlands), Australia, China, South Korea and Canada. He grouped 

the qualities of the place into four sections: required, aspired, beware and avoid. To justify 

positive and negative factors, while analysing interrelation between the selected indicators 

from Built environment assessment tools and the features identified by M. Carmona, additional 

theoretical background was incorporated (Fig. 2.12). The common human needs as defined by 

John Zeisel were included into the final model. According to behavioural approach to urban 

design six common human needs exist: 

1. Security, the need to feel safe 

2. Social interaction, the need for sociopetal environments that facilitate 

social interaction 

3. Privacy, the ability to regulate the amount of contact with others 

4. Identity, the relationship between self and environment encapsulated in 

the notion of sense of place. 

5. Convenience, the ease of accomplishing tasks at the domestic, 

neighbourhood, city scales 
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6. Clarity, the need for ease of movement and legible environment 

7. Comfort and rest. 

Safety and security are one’s feelings but not the characteristics of an urban environment. 

The feeling of safety in public open space of large-scale housing estates is of great importance, 

as it directly influences the intensity of space use.  Despite the fact, that safety and security are 

not characteristics of physical space, physical elements and spatial organisation have an impact 

on the sense of safety. To ensure the public open space is safe and secure it should be well-

maintained, clear and readable. According to CPTED principles sense of safety and security 

can be reached by introduction of lightening, cameras and security men. Provision of natural 

surveillance makes people feel safer. Places which are actively used are perceived as safe as 

well [241].   

In public open space fears of crime may raise from lack of lightening, dangerous people, 

isolated places which are rarely used and are not seen from windows [241]. Unsafe and 

hazardous surfaces, and undesired waste may lead to the fear of injury. 

Public open space is considered socially successful when it offers an opportunity for people 

to meet friends and interact with strangers [35]. As inhabitants’ composition of large housing 

estates comprise variety of age groups and also different social, and ethnic groups public open 

space must be appropriate for activities to occur individually or in groups and meet different 

needs. Public pen space must be inclusive for different users: elderly and young people, male 

and female, rich and poor, disabled and able-bodied [86], [87]. Socialization is supported not 

only by active, but also by passive engagement. For example, elderly people can watch children 

playing or younger people doing sports or gardening, and so they are involved in the 

socialization process. Sense of social belonging can be supported through co-design and co-

creation of public open space [86], [87]. Moreover, engagement in co-creation processes 

supports place attachment and careful attitude towards the place. 

The sense of belonging to the place is connected to the sense of ownership and supports 

more responsible attitude of residents towards the space [3]. Moreover, sense of belonging to 

the place has proven to bring psychological benefits to people. Sense of belonging can be 

achieved through community actions and events, as well as through unique character of space 

reached with DIY design and space organisation, and using elements related to people’s 

memory [124]. Thus, landmarks, images, festivals, neighbourhood days are treated as means 

to define the sense of place and establish its identity. 

Community participation in the processes of co-design and co-development of public 

spaces enhances people’s sense of place and helps to meet the diverse needs of users [185]. 

Also, public participation in organisation and transformation of their environment raises the 

sense of collective responsibility. 

Convenience, the ease of accomplishing tasks at the domestic, neighbourhood, city scales. 

This notion is related to accessibility. Walking easily and ensuring visual communication 

within the public open space and with surrounding open spaces. Movement of people with 

special needs, ensuring proximity of necessary functions.  

There are three types of accessibility to open spaces: physical, visual, and symbolic. 

Physical access is ensured by linking the space with surrounding environment and avoiding 
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physical barriers. Visual access is accomplished through visibility and visual communication 

between users and space. Signs, landmarks, landscape elements, and meaningful features form 

the symbolic access. Accessibility in the public open space is crucial and is achieved by 

providing walking easily opportunities, giving access to people with special needs, ensuring 

visual communication, providing suitable parking [35], also the frequency of using open spaces 

depends on proximity of the sites that users come from. 

Comfort and rest are basic needs in public open spaces. Without achieving them, we 

cannot imagine how the rest of the needs and requirements can be met [8]. Basically, the level 

of comfort in the space can be determined by how long people stay and how much time they 

spend in the space. Recreation is an advanced state of rest, preceded by psychological 

comfort [7]. Physical characteristics of space have certain impact on the sense of 

recreation [164]. Passive interaction and recreation are similar actions, although recreation is 

achieved by a person being separate from the environment while passive interaction is ensured 

also when people observe surrounding environment. Entertainment incorporates passive, 

spontaneous, and organized activities and engagements that take place in open spaces. 

Protection from environmental conditions such as sun, rain and wind, influences the sense 

of comfort in public open space. Protection from and access of sun are key factors in space 

use [86].  

Comfort in open space is achieved through its delight, beauty, attractiveness, diversity, 

complexity, spaciousness, efficiency, maintenance, and cleanliness [7]. Amusement is reached 

when wide range of activities for diverse inhabitant groups, regardless their age, gender and 

economic background, is provided [170]. Equipment of green space, pattern, shape, color, 

texture raise aesthetic performance of a place. Finally, cleanliness and maintenance of the space 

in general, and all elements and equipment positively influence the level of aesthetic 

performance in the space. The pleasing design, landscapes, green and blue structures are all 

elements of attraction for passive and active recreation within space [7]. Relaxation can be also 

achieved through passive participation, such as watching birds, observing sunset, and watching 

movement and activities of others.  

https://www-sciencedirect-com.resursi.rtu.lv/topics/earth-and-planetary-sciences/cleanliness
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Fig. 2.12. Common human needs connected to required/ aspired qualities and stressors 

connected to qualities, which need to be avoided/ beware of [by author based on [36], [43], 

[195]. 

The disorder indicators were of strong value, the stressors as illustrated by M. Pacione 

were analysed [43]. As identified by M. Pacione, there are at least five theoretical perspectives 

which aim explaining the influence of urban environment on residents. These theories are based 

on principles of human ecology [189], subcultures [12], environmental load [139], behavioural 

constraints [29], and behaviour settings [2]. Each of the theories help to understand certain 

aspects of urban life and together form a general picture.   

The stressors which objectively can be measured by incivilities (litter, vandalism/graffiti, 

abandoned buildings etc.) and defensible space (barrier on property, bars on windows etc.). 

Adapted checklist is a part of the residential environment quality evaluation approach. 

Evaluation techniques include on-site observations, analysis of digitally available data, 

mapping and analysis with incorporation of GIS, residential satisfaction studies using surveys, 

questionnaires and interviews. Finally, the concept of near home functions and functions 

reachable in ten-minute walking distance form the basis for proximity and accessibility 

analysis. The conceptual model of the impact from open space transformations on residential 

environment quality is below (Fig. 2.13): 
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Figure 2.13. Development of the residential environment quality evaluation approach – a 

conceptual model. 

Different types of public open space transformations in large-scale housing estates were 

identified in the section 2.1. These are: 

• self-made: outdoor furniture, barriers, gardening/landscaping, signs, 

other non-classified structures (e.g. cat houses), street art;  

• infrastructure: surfacing, waste collection, lightening;  

• residential Infill development: individual houses, housing complexes, 

infill development with infrastructure; 

• outdoor furniture (passive recreation); 

• recreation facilities (active recreation); 

• car parking; 

• bike parking. 

Main domains identified from comparative analysis of selected built environment 

assessment tools have different physical environment features which characterise that domain. 

Also, common human needs and stressors have physical environment attributes which support 

or discourage them. The aim of created checklist is to follow up the trajectory of 

transformations. The following checklist allows to identify positive and negative features of 
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public open space transformation, and so the tendencies their create: raising or decreasing the 

open space quality. 

 

Fig. 2.14. The model of using the evaluation tool for assessment of future transformations 

and their impact on the residential environment quality. 

As discussed previously, the infill development can have both positive, or negative impact 

on the residential environment quality. If correlated with stressors defined by M. Pacione, gated 

communities create barriers, which work as stressors. It is also of importance, what kind of 

open public space is created, after the open space is reshaped by introduction of a new 

development. Also contrast between building qualities appeared in the built environment 

assessment tools as a negative feature. On the other hand, infill development which offers 

opportunities for more and diverse recreational, social space for both residents within and 

outside the new project, increase the quality. Place making activities prove territorial 

functioning, show residents attachment to place, are considered by CPTED principles to work 

as crime prevention strategy and so are evaluated as of positive transformation. Gardening 

initiatives also help to promote place attachment, sense of ownership, work as beautification 

tool, and as a social space, and work to increase biodiversity and provide ecosystem services, 

so is defined as positive transformation. Infrastructure works relate to maintenance, and so are 

considered among the crucial ones, to determine place quality. Recreational amenities in 

general are a positive feature, still it is important to analyse the components of transformations, 

to avoid focus on one specific group and ignorance of other groups. In several built 

environment assessment tools, diversity, availability of choices, general availability (amount), 

and comfort are defined as additional factors. For that reason, diversity in recreation 

opportunities, diversity and availability, comfort of sitting areas are valued as additional points. 

Vegetation may work also to increase / define the levels of privacy, and help to create 

enclosure, semi-private or semi-public space.  

The evaluation approach can be used not only for evaluation of present state, but also for 

evaluation of future transformations and alternative scenarios (Fig. 2.14). When where is an 

objective for specific transformation, its consequences can be analysed using the approach. The 

same approach can be used when considering alternative scenarios and the consequences of 

those alternatives. 
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3. RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT QUALITY                        

IN LARGE-SCALE HOUSING ESTATES OF RIGA IN THE 

CONTEXT OF OPEN SPACE TRANSFORMATIONS 

Variety of transformations which take place in the open space of large-scale housing estates 

have different impact on residential environment quality. That impact can be evaluated 

according to human needs in the open space, still certain modifications may have different 

influence when present in different circumstances. This section presents situation in Riga: open 

space character, transformations and their impact on the residential environment quality as well 

as residents’ attitude towards possible future transformations and those, which already 

happened. 

3.1. Characteristics of Open Space in Large-Scale Housing Estates  

Following the analysis of various spatial configurations of open space in large-scale 

housing estates, detailed plans of large-scale housing estates in Riga were investigated. 

Analysis showed various spatial configuration types: a surround-type structure with not only 

square, but also rectangular, hexagonal and irregular shape inner-courtyards; a semi canyon-

type formation; a parallel blades formation; semi-closed forms (often U-shaped courtyards 

formed by building blocks or u-shaped buildings), high-rise towers surrounded by or 

combined with long blocks, Irregular (curved/croocked) open space formed by linear or non-

linear building blocks (Figs. 3.1.–3.4.). Analysis of spatial organisation was conducted using 

the detailed plans of large-scale housing estates. 

Variety of large-scale housing estates in Europe were built according to the spatial 

organisation – building blocks organized around the courtyard forming square, rectangular 

or different form space. Such spatial organisation is called surround-type courtyard between 

apartment buildings. This kind of buildings’ arrangement was introduced also in large-scale 

housing estates of Riga. For example, detailed plan of Jugla large-scale housing estate 

developed in 1961-1970 included also surround-type courtyards. This spatial organisation 

was combined with several planning layout principles represented in the further text. High-

rise towers surrounded by long blocks: also, this type of the spatial organisation can be seen 

in different estates across different countries. Jugla estate has 9- and 12-storey tower-type 

houses surrounded by long building blocks (Fig. 3.1). Allocation of the tower-type residential 

buildings was dictated by the fact that part of estate is open to the river front and is also on 

the fringe of the city. It was decided to create here the expressive silhouette which welcomes 

/ defines the city border. Also, Imanta large-scale housing estate presents surround-type 

configuration combined with other configuration types (Fig. 3.2). According to the detailed 

plan explanatory notes the spatial configuration of Imanta was impacted by certain autonomy 

of estate in relation to the city structure, long period of construction (1970s–1980s) and 

necessity to arrange the first stage of construction for the factory. Here the boulevard in the 

shape of an arc creates the main unifying element. The individually designed 12- and 16-
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storey high-rise towers were aimed at creating unique Imanta estate identity, which would 

differ this estate from others built in Riga in the same period. 

Similarly also semi-closed open space structures (U-shaped or similar forms) can be seen 

in Jugla, Imanta, Ziepniekkalns, Ķengarags (Fig. 3.4). Parallel blades in case of Jugla estate 

form the leading type of spatial organisation. Irregular (curved or croocked) open space formed 

by non-linear building blocks seen in Pļavnieki. Spatial organisation facing the street on one 

or both sides, seen in Mežciems, Purvciems (Fig. 3.3). 

 

Fig. 3.1. Fragment of the detailed plan Lielā Jugla large-scale housing estate (showing the 

combination of parallel blades, high-rise towers, surround-type structures and semi-closed 

forms) [262]. 

 

Fig. 3.2. Imanta large-scale housing estate (showing surround-type, semi-closed, high-rise 

towers and the combination of parallel blades and surround-type structures) [262]. 
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Fig. 3.3. Fragment of Purvciems large-scale housing estate detailed plan (showing the 

combination of parallel blades, surround-type structures which form hexagonal courtyards 

and semi-closed forms) [262]. 

Fig. 3.4. Fragment of Kengarags large-scale housing estate detailed plan (showing surround-

type, semi-closed structures and high-rise towers) [262]. 
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Following this, the approach chosen to classify open space is according to its physical 

structure or the pattern. Here the idea of positive and negative spaces was chosen (Table 3.1.). 

“There are two fundamentally different kinds of outdoor space: negative space and positive 

space. Outdoor space is negative when it is shapeless, the residue left behind when buildings 

– which are generally viewed as positive – are placed on the land. An outdoor space is positive 

when it has a distinct and definite shape, as definite as the shape of a room, and when its shape 

is as important as the shapes of the buildings which surround it” [1]. Certain open spaces in 

large-scale housing estates already form or after certain regeneration processes can represent 

positive spaces (Table 3.1.). Still important is the height of buildings and the open space ratio. 

Christopher Alexander justifies necessity of building height restrictions. He advices to set up 

the four-storey limit in residential neighborhoods, to insure comfortable living. High buildings 

promote crime and destroy social life. Such advice is explained by the connection between 

building windows and the open public space, which break down above four stories. However, 

it is stated that five and even six storey building height may work in case of clever spatial 

organization. 

The other open space type is public open space formed by parallel blades typology. Such 

spaces are enclosed from two sides and can be described by the linear pattern. For example, in 

the path shape pattern it is advised to make a bulge in the middle and narrow the ends. Such 

organization is recommended to allow creation of the “space to stay” not just the space to pass 

through. But this is not the case of large-scale housing estates with typology of parallel blades 

where the open space dimension remains unchangeable.  

The most extreme is spatial organization of high-rise tower blocks. According to Salingaros 

and Pagliardini this is the most damaging geometry for the open public space. In this case all 

the space remains outside, stealing from people the feeling of protection.  

“Linked to the skyscraper there is always the false idea of liberating open space and 

leaving room for green, and that the skyscraper, with its surrounding space, represents the 

solution against small traditional buildings that consume the land. Nothing is further from the 

truth, and this is a serious misconception. The open space around the isolated building, 

whether it’s high or low, is useless.” [163].  

However, as tower blocks are usually surrounded or mixed with other building types, the 

open public space may be defined and enclosed to a certain extent, unless the surrounding 

structure is placed in a way that space gets even more spread and undefined. 

Following this the six types of spatial structures and the seventh (combination of various 

structures) were related to the three types of patterns according to Ch. Alexander (Table 3.1.).  
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Table 3.1.  

Pattern Types and Their Relation to Open Space Spatial Organisation in Large-Scale Housing 

Estates 

 

 

 

 

 

Pattern types 

as defined by 

Ch.Alexander 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Positive space with some 

degree of enclosure by 

Ch. Alexander [1]. 

 

Path shape by 

Ch. Alexander [1]. 

Undefined (negative) 

space by 

Ch. Alexander [1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Map view 

examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Public open space which 

have potential to create 

positive space within large-

scale hosing estates. 

Example of “path shape” spatial 

organization in Jugla large-scale 

housing estate formed by parallel 

blades. 

 

Jugla large-scale housing 

estate: spatial 

organisation combining 

tower blocks and parallel 

blades.  

 

 

 

Eye-level 

view 

examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Open space eye-level view 

in Jugla large-scale housing 

estate, May 2020. 

 

“Path shape” open space in 

Jugla large-scale housing estate, 

May 2020. 

 

Open space eye-level 

view Jugla, May 2020. 

 

Still, these three types of patterns require also sub patterns in order to proceed with on-

site observation. It was supposed that for the type and intensity of usage, allocation of building 

entrances plays a crucial role. Certain urban design elements are necessary to support optional 
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and social activities. On site observations were conducted in 2017, and later in 2020 with 

observational sheets and the site plan of chosen open space. The information was collected on 

the type of activity and type of users. Based on spatial organisation six types of public open 

space were identified: 

- Public open space which creates or has potential to create “positive space” with 

some recreational amenities present; 

- Path shape public open space with building entrances facing it; 

- Path shape public open space with one building entrance facing it; 

- Path shape public open space facing building backyard (no entrances); 

- Undefined public open space (often formed by the mixture of spatial organisations, 

like combination of parallel blades from one side and semi-closed open space on 

the other side) with some recreational amenities present; 

- Undefiened public open space (with high-rise building blocks) with some 

recreational amenities present. 

-  

Figure.  3.5. Grouping of spatial configurations according to open space patterns. 

Open spaces of different spatial configuration were chosen in one large-scale housing 

estate – Jugla. This ensures that the composition of inhabitants is similar in all observed cases. 

The other requirement was similar level of outdoor recreation amenities. All selected cases had 

some original and some self-made amenities. The hight of buildings is five-storeys in all cases 

excluding the high-rises (nine-storey), all path shape open spaces have similar area (about 

4200 m2). Surround-type and undefined space have similar area as well (about 10 000 m2). 

Construction of Jugla large-scale housing estate took place in 1961–1970. This means that the 

trees (birches, linden, maples, etc.) which were planted when the estate was constructed, now 

have large crowns, which together with variety of bushes, green lawn and self-made garden 

beds form the green appearance of the estate. Thus, also all selected public open spaces have 

green lawns, variety of trees and bushes distributed in the space. Observation was conducted 
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on working days, during the daytime. All the necessary, optional and social activities were 

fixed. 

First, comparison between public open spaces of different spatial configuration, but similar 

amenities aimed testing the hypothesis about the impact of spatial character on the type of use. 

Secondly, comparison was between public open spaces of the same character, but with different 

level of amenities: path shape open space faced by the backyard facades (no entrances) with 

no paths or amenities, only greenery; path shape open space with entrance from one side, path 

going through and benches; path shape open space with entrances from both sides, and paths 

from both sides with green area in between, a bench and a sand box, self-made slide. 

The hypothesis before on-site observations supposed surround-type courtyards which 

already are or have a potential to create positive space, work mainly for social and optional 

activities. The pathway and undefined public open space work mainly as a transit zone. 

However, observation results showed that surround-type courtyards play an important role 

also for walking through, making short cuts to some everyday destinations. Moreover, poor 

provision of urban design elements prevents the potentially positive space to support optional 

and social activities. On the other hand, path shape open spaces which offered sitting amenities, 

or small playgrounds had individuals using them. The existence of street furniture encourages 

peoples’ use of public space including social interaction [7], [14]. Undefined open space which 

was formed as a result of the space left over between parallel blades spatial configuration and 

large scale semi-closed open space showed active optional and social activities. Here provision 

of urban design elements consists of self-made benches and self-repaired original swings, 

climbing frames and a sand box. Undefined open space which resulted from the high-rise 

towers surrounded by long blocks, appeared to work mainly as a transit area. Moreover, no 

self-made amenities were present in this type of spatial configuration. Comparing different 

spatial organisation types, with similarly poor recreation amenities, the active social and 

optional activities happened in the public open space which does not provide car parking 

opportunities. Here the undefined open space is faced by the building backyards, so the car 

parking is organised on the other side of the building blocks.  
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Table 3.2. 

Examples of different spatial configurations and activities in the open spaces of Jugla 

large-scale housing estate 

Site layout (with red rectangles 

showing which side of the building 

has entrances) 

Type of 

spatial 

configur

ation 

Entranc

es 

facing 

the 

public 

open 

space 

 

Provision 

of 

amenities 

Main activities Other activities 

 

 

Surround

-type 

Yes Self-made 

swings, 3 

sand boxes 

(2 in a bad 

condition), 

bench next 

to the sand 

box 

As a transit 

zone, car 

parking 

Recreation (use of 

self-made 

children’s swing 

and sand box), car 

cleaning, 

recreation on a 

lawn 

 

 
 

 

 

Undefined 
(Nr. 1) 

No Self-made 

swings, 

benches 

(tires). 

Sand box, 

climbing 

frame 

Recreation: 

passive (sitting 

alone or in a 

group, drinking, 

watching 

children playing, 

dogs walking), 

active (children 

playing, running 

around), as a 

transit zone 

Feeding cats, 

birds; Cycling, 

children playing 

ball 

Parallel 

blades 

(Nr. 3) 

From 

one side 

bench Transit, car 

parking 

Recreation 

passive - sitting 

Parallel 

blades 

(Nr. 2) 

From 

both 

sides 

Sand box, 

self-made 

bench and 

self-

installed 

slides 

Transit, car 

parking 

Recreation 

passive – sitting, 

children playing 

on a small 

playground with 

sand box and 

slides 

Parallel 

blades 

(Nr. 4) 

No None None None 

 

 
 

High-rise 

towers 

surround

ed by 

long 

blocks 

From 

various 

sides 

Original 

amenities 

from one 

side 

(various 

climbing 

frames), a 

bench from 

the other 

side 

As a transit  Walking dogs, 

sitting 
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Large-scale housing estates in Riga represent various types of spatial configuration. These 

configurations can be divided into 3 main patterns: Positive spaces or the space which has a 

potential to become a positive space, path shape and undefined space. Public open space with 

similar characteristics: spatial configuration, building hight, may function differently due to 

provision of amenities for necessary, optional and social activities and depending on the 

allocation of building entrances, which may encourage more active pedestrian and car flows. 

Comparison of the three different spatial configurations showed that spatial structure has 

certain impact on the usage. Path shape public open space appeared to be among most 

unsuccessful solution, comparing to the analysed positive space and undefined space formed 

by combination of structures created by 5-storey building blocks. This type of public open 

space was used mainly as a transit for both pedestrians and cars. Also, undefined open space 

created by high-rise towers showed almost no optional and social activities. Moreover, if 

comparing to other cases, only this spatial configuration did not have any self-made 

recreational amenities.  

Still, the usage of public open space isn’t influenced exclusively by the spatial 

configuration. Comparison between the same path shape spaces with different level of 

amenities showed that provision of amenities ensures certain uses. Still transit remains the main 

activity, except for the open space with no paths and amenities. This kind of approach might 

play a crucial role in provision of quite backyards and offering pleasant views from the window. 

This issue might appear the most important for well-being of elderly and people with 

disabilities. 

Open space which according to spatial configuration has a potential to work as a positive 

space loses this opportunity due to undefined function and unclear uses. Poor provision of 

urban design elements prevents the potentially positive space to support optional and social 

activities. In the level of social and optional activities crucial appeared separation from the car 

parking and car movement. Similarly, poorly equipped open spaces with self-made recreational 

amenities were used differently. Undefined open space was classified as a negative space which 

can’t function for social activities. However, the analysed undefined open space, which is faced 

by the building backyards and is separated from car flows and parking showed more diverse 

and active social and optional activities comparing to the surround-type courtyard which was 

supposed to have the potential to work as a positive space. Here it can be assumed that two 

buildings with entrances facing the open space, the car parking and the shared pedestrian-car 

road along the building facades with entrances provoked the use for a transit as the main 

activity. 
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3.2.  Open Space Quality Transformations in Large-Scale Housing 

Estates 

The developed residential environment evaluation tool to measure existing situation and 

the impact of transformations on the quality of the open space has been tested in large-scale 

housing estates in Riga. Assessment was conducted in 13 large-scale housing estates [42], 

inventory done for open space areas in the mentioned large-scale housing estates (Fig. 3.6), 

 

 

Fig. 3.6. Location of large-scale housing estates in Riga showing name and period of 

construction. 

As a result it was possible to track the type and amount of transformation processes in large-

scale housing estates, which have different characteristics in terms of construction period, 

scale, density, open space type, land devision etc. Transformations were tracked in relation to 

the human needs: 

1. Comfort and rest; 

2. Social interaction, the need for sociopetal environments that facilitate 

social interaction; 

3. Privacy, the ability to regulate the amount of contact with others; 

4. Security, the need to feel safe; 

5. Clarity, the need for ease of movement and legible environment; 

6. Convenience, the ease of accomplishing tasks at the domestic, 

neighbourhood, city scales; 

7. Identity, the relationship between self and environment encapsulated in 

the notion of sense of place. 

And the presence of disorder, which negatively influences the quality of open space. 
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Comfort and Rest: Ensuring Needs of Different Inhabitant Groups / Activities. 

Transformations related to the comfort and rest are presented by various opportunities for 

passive and active recreation provided by the introduction of urban design and natural 

elements. Variety of sitting choices, play areas, exercise areas and protection from 

environmental conditions are amongst those insuring the need for comfort and rest. The 

situation with recreational spaces formed by amenities for sitting varies in different 

neighbourhoods. So in Jugla and Ziepniekkalns there is noticed constant lack of sitting 

amenities. Probably, for that  reason in Jugla variety of self-made sitting places exist: tires 

original and coloured, chairs from home, log of wood, plywood plates etc. On the opposite in 

Zolitūde variety of old but in good condition sitting amenities are present. In certain open 

spaces of Ķengarags, Imanta, Iļģuciems are installed variety of new benches, still the 

distribution within one neigbourhood is fragmented. For example, in Ķengarags part of open 

spaces has new recreational amenities, and the other part remains with old broken benches, 

which fosters people to introduce DIY design (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Often, the broken benches 

remain on their places, and the new features are installed in different location, which makes 

greater contrast between old/broken and the new. The reason for this in certain cases is land 

ownership – new benches are installed on municipal land, but the privatly owned territories 

remain with degraded broken amenities. 

 

  

Fig. 3.7. Zolitūde large-scale housing estate: 

children playground and tyres as self-made 

benches, July 2020. 

Fig. 3.8. Jugla large-scale housing estate: 

self-installed wooden bench for passive 

recreation, May 2020. 

New fully equiped recreational spaces for children and exercise area for adults exist in 

each neighbourhood, but in particular open spaces. Usually these new amenities are located in 

the surround-type or semi-closed open spaces or on the fringe outside the estate. The graphical 

information presents an overview of activities and amenities residents have in direct proximity 

to their home, in 10 and 15 minutes walking distance. Not each open space within the large-

scale housing estate needs to be equiped with amenities for the diversity of inhabitant groups 

presented in the area. Still as defined by Sola et al. [177] certain basic amenities like small 

children play areas, sitting amenities, parking facilities (car, bicycle), waste disposal areas, 

should be located near home. Then, larger children play areas, excersice areas and other 

recreational amenities can be located in the ten-minutes walking distance. 
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Proximity analysis allows to figure out geographical distribution of various amenities 

and define the areas which require special attention. For example, in Jugla large-scale housing 

estate three complex recreational areas with children’s playgrounds and exercise amenities for 

youth and adults have been built, and the geographical distribution of these recreational 

structures allows to reach them in a maximum of ten-minute walking distance. In Mežciems 

multifunctional recreational amenities for different user age groups have been created on a 

fenced territories adjacent to schools, thus residents, who live closer to Malienas iela need to 

spend more than 15 minutes walking to reach these amenities. In Āgenskalna priedes large-

scale housing estate there are three children playgrounds reachable in five minutes walking 

distance, but no exercise facilities for youth and adults have been installed in the estate. In 

Ziepniekkalns, one complex play and excersize area for children and adults has been placed in 

Ēbeļmuižas park and the other in Ozolciema open space. Smaller, but still fully equiped 

children play grounds are located 1). behind the vending kiosks on Valdeķu street, 2). next to 

municipal housing on Dižozolu street, and 3). next to cooperative housing on Ozolciema street, 

4) Valdeku 68 k-2. Other open spaces have old play amenities, which are partly broken and 

decayed. 

 

  

Fig. 3.9. Fenced multifunctional active 

recreation space on the school territory in 

Purvciems large-scale housing estate. June 

2021. 

Fig. 3.10. Fenced multifunctional active 

recreation space on the school territory in 

Mežciems large-scale housing estate. May 

2021. 

In recent years sports and active recreation fields have been developed on the secondary 

school territories in several large-scale housing estates of Riga. The new active recreation 

territories have been  ordered by Riga City council Property department and realised by 

professional constructing companies [233]. In some cases transformations have affected also 

the territories adjastent to school territory. So, in case of Imanta large-scale housing estate in 

addition to the school’s outdoor space, also 3 200 m2 of open space adjastent to school has been 

transformed and now supports multifunctional active recreation. Similarly also in Purvciems, 

Mežciems, Jugla, Pļavnieki and Ķengarags school territories were developed (Figs. 3.9. and 

3.10). This initiative provides an opportunity for diverse active recreation of different age 

groups, with exercise amenities, futball field, basketball field, tenniss etc. Specific amenities 
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are installed in the children play area with structures suitable for 0.5 till 5 years old children, 

variety of structures for children starting with the age of 2 or 3. Still certain restrictions exist. 

These fenced territories have specific working hours which change depending on the study 

time or during school vacations. Thus, for example in Mežciems multifunctional active 

recreation territory (Fig. 3.10.) is publicly available from 7 AM till 10 PM (in the period from 

1 June till 31 August). In the period from 1 September till 31 May public availability on 

working days is limited to 5 PM till 8 PM and from 8 AM till 8 PM during weekends, natinal 

and school holidays. Similar restrictions are present in other examples.  

In the results of the study related to the proximity concept in Sweden children play areas 

were defined as the activity recommended near home. Similar acknowledgments related to the 

distance to recreational space and children play areas come from World Health organisation 

reports [248]. It is stated that “having areas for play in the immediate vicinity from home is of 

huge importance. Children with closely located play areas / park playground are more likely to 

have healthy weight [248]. Following this it may be assumed, that some smaller scale children 

play areas are necessary in direct proximity to home.  

In the beginning of the 2020, the new safety requirements for playgrounds and 

recreation areas were approved. These requirements are related to public children’s 

playgrounds outdoors and indoors. Before that, the normative acts didn’t have specific safety 

requirements, which currently are clearly defined and regulate also children’s playgrounds in 

the open space of large-scale housing estates. According to this, all playgrounds must be 

evaluated by July 2021. Responsible are residents of the estate or the housekeeper, if the 

following authority has been granted. This process aims repair, change or removal of unsafe 

unmatching amenities. This allows to suppose that old often broken recreation structures will 

be removed from the open space. However, in some cases this may cause dissatisfaction as in 

certain cases local inhabitants adjust old broken recreational structures with self-made 

elements, and most probably feel attachment to those places. It is important to follow up 

introduction of new recreational amenities especially on the sites where old structures were 

combined with self-made ones. 

  

Fig. 3.11. Ziepniekkalns large-scale housing 

estate, new children playground in 

Ozolciema iela open space, October 2020. 

Fig. 3.12. Ziepniekkalns large-scale housing 

estate, exercise amenities in Ozolciema iela 

open space, October 2020. 

Demand for comfort and rest is often answered with the self-made recreational amenities. 

Besides self-made benches, also self-made, self-installed amenities for active recreation are 
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present: small plastic slides, swings, which are fastened to tree branches or old swing frames, 

which have already lost their original details.   

The domain of natural elements has strong connection to the comfort and rest. It supports 

recovery from stress and general well being of residents. Natural elements were proved to be 

of importance and encrease the quality of residential environment in all analysed open spaces. 

As defined by M.Carmona the required features include the presence of trees and grass, and 

the aspired ones integrated natural features and diverse ecosystem. Riga’s large-scale housing 

estates are mainly rich with natural elements, and almost each analysed open space contained 

more than three types of trees and different types of bushes. 

Certain open space in case of parallel blades spatial layout does not have any amenities, 

and moreover does not have any pathways, which makes clear that the active use of this space 

was not intended. These are the spaces in “the backyard”, which do not provide entrances to 

buildings. However, such spaces may have great importance when ensuring connectivity of 

green zones, in summer may have certain noise reduction effect, and have positive impact on 

air quality. Many studies prove that even seeing greenery from the window improves people 

health and wellbeing. So, for those with limited mobility, such pleasant view from windows 

might be the major opportunity to stay connected with nature.  

As many other cities in Europe, also Riga Development strategy until year 2030 sets 

compact development among its aims [232]. New apartment houses or housing complexes are 

often developed inside or on periphery of large-scale housing estates, which allows the use of 

existing infrascturcture: public transport, educational, health and shopping facilities, parks etc. 

Infill development in large-scale housing estates is the phenomena occuring in many European 

cities. 

In Riga division of land parcels and ownership allows developing construction within open 

space of large-scale housing estate. Infill development in large housing estates often causes 

variety of threats, like creation of gated communities and social segregation. Moreover, 

privatisation of public open green space and housing densification often raises dissatisfaction 

within the existing community. According to LBN 211-15 “Dzīvojamās ēkas” distance 

between the longitudinal facades should be at least 15 m for 2- till 3-storey houses and at least 

20 m for 4-storey and higher buildings [256]. Between the end facades with windows, or 

between end facade with windows facing the longitudinal facade at least 10 m. These 

regulations were developed based on minimal requirements to ensure insulation and 

psychilogical comfort of residents. Still those minimal distances in case of new developments, 

raise unsatisfaction of local residents in certain cases. 

Thus the question of compensation to prevent negative attitude and unsatisfaction of local 

inhabitants is very important. Infill development is included in the section comfort and rest as 

in many cases adjastened territory of these new developments has also certain recreation 

amenities or new natural elements. 

New residential development is present in each neighbourhood, still only in 9 estates new 

housing has been developed as infill, in the courtyards or on perimeter next to existing 

buildings. In some neighbourhoods, new residential construction is quite intensive, but all 

development is outside the large-scale housing estates. So, in Zolitūde there is no infill 
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development, but construction on periphery next to the estate is active, with already 5 housing 

complexes (with number of houses varying from 2 to 6 in one complex) being built. Bolderāja 

is characterised with very active construction of municipal housing both inside, and on 

periphery where according to original plans construction was planned but wasn’t realised. 

Table 3.3. 

Types of residential infill development projects in Riga large-scale housing estates  

(By the author using on-site observations and data available in 2019) 

Large-scale 

housing estate 

Year of large-

scale housing 

estate 

construction 

Number 

of infill 

develop- 

ment 

Type of infill 

development 

 

Public 

function

s on the 

ground 

floor 

Outdoor 

recreation 

amenities 

accessibl

e only for 

residents 

of the 

infill 

project 

Public 

recreation 

amenities 

access- 

ible for 

all  
F

en
ce

d
 

P
ar

tl
y

 c
lo

se
d
  

O
p

en
  

Āgenskalna 

priedes 

1958-1962 1 - 1 - - 1 - 

Sarkandaugava 1960-1975 1 - - 1 - - - 

Jugla 1961-1970 0 - - - - - - 

Ķengarags 1961-1971 3 3 - - 1 2 - 

Imanta 1965-1975 6 4 - 2 1 3 2 

Purvciems 1965-1975 10 2 3 5 1 4 4 

Bolderāja 1965-1975 2  - - 2 - - 2 

Iļģuciems 1965-1970 2 1 - 1 - 1 - 

Vecmilgrāvis 1968-1980 1 1 - - - 1 - 

Mežciems 1977-1985 1 1 - - 1 1 - 

Pļavnieki 1985-1990 7 3 3 1 2 4 2 

Zolitūde 1985-1990 0 - - - - - - 

Ziepniekkalns 1985-1990 5  - - 5 - - 1 

 

The analysis of infill development in large-scale housing estates in Riga shows that it’s a 

popular type of residential development, still some neighbourhoods show much more intensive 

infill growth, while others do not have any infill development at all. This situation can be 

explained by several aspects, as the tendency to develop new construction in neighbourhoods 

with originally higher real estate prices, and also impact of courtyard land devision, which in 

certain cases makes development of new housing easier. 

Analisys of the provision of public functions and recreation opportunities showed: 

• Integration of some public functions in new projects appeared not that popular, 

with only five projects having public functions on the ground floor; 

• Children playground are the most popular outdoor active recreation facility; 

• Recreation facilities for other inhabitant groups are usually limited to benches 

and opportunities to observe the green or built environment around; 

• Some other types of active recreation, like large chessmen or ping pong playing 

facility have been observed on fenced elevated territories, which are accessible only by 

residents of infill project. 
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The fact that almost half of analysed infill projects offer closed outdoor recreation facilities 

intended for use only by residents of infill projects, proves the theoretical data about people 

with higher income and their perception of public space. The outdoor environment is seen as 

dangerous or simply annoying or uncontrollable, and so the gated community becomes a 

solution, to ensure more comfortable living conditions. However, about 1/3 of analysed 

projects offer also open type recreation environment, which shows that tendencies are quite 

different.  

Despite the fact that there are different open space user groups observed in large-scale 

housing estates, new infill development with open outdoor facilities focuses mainly on 

provision of children playgrounds.  

Social Interaction: Active and Passive Engagement in Social Activities. Social 

interaction is closely related to the transformations which support comfort and rest. A high-

quality outdoor space can enhance social interaction by attracting people to come and stay for 

some time. The more time people spend in the open space, the more likely they will interact 

with each other [118]. Social activities allow to create neighbourhood contacts and trust in 

neighbours.   

Additionally, to urban design elements, which can encourage active social engagement 

(playing together, doing sports together), or passive engagement (watching other people doing 

sports, playing etc.). Landscaping and natural elements can act as a tool for more diverse 

activities (Figs. 3.13., 3.14.). Unfortunately, open space in large-scale housing estates is in 

general flat, and landscaping is rarely present. 

  

Fig. 3.13. Recreation in Ziepniekkalns large-

scale housing estate, using the landscape for 

sledding. Winter, 2021. 

Fig. 3.14. View of the flat landscape in 

large-scale housing estate Jugla. Winter, 

2021. 

Privacy:  The Ability to Regulate the Amount of Contact with Others. Often this is the 

most critical issue in open space of large-scale housing estates. According to residents’ survey 

results lack of privacy and lack of more quiet places in the open space of large-scale housing 

estates restricts certain uses: eg. reading a book or working outdoors. On-site observations 

showed that sitting amenities are often located next to the entrance doors (eg. Jugla, 

Ķengarags), next to children play areas or exercise facilities, or somewhere in the middle of 

the open space overlooked from all sides and also from windows. Rare cases of recreation 

spaces where the amount of interaction with others can be regulated were observed in 
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Ziepniekkalns (landscaped territory next to the cooperative house), in Ķengarags (old partly 

broken sitting amenities, but covered with large bushy greenery which covers the views from 

all 4 sides), in Mežciems self-made recreation place hidden behind luxuriant bushes, in 

Iļģuciems and Sarkandaugava, where some recreational amenities are due to relief differences 

located on a raised level and so separated from the main car/pedestrian flows. Thus, there is 

almost no place for quite recreation and place, where the amount of social contact can be 

minimised. 

Security and Safety: Impact Form the Main Stressors in Open Space of Large-Scale 

Housing Estates. This need has been investigated in relation to transformations which 

comprise road /path surface improvements, lightening, clear sightlines. Presence of 

stressors/disorder was analysed as a feature preventing feeling of safety and security. In general 

the main stressors or the indicators of disorder are broken pathways/ paths and roads with holes 

and cracks, which have been among disorder elements in majority of open spaces in Imanta, 

Iļģuciems, Zolitūde, Ziepniekkalns, Sarkandaugava, Mežciems, Āgenskalna priedes.  

Improvements of road surfaces are directly connected to the transformations initiated by 

proprety owners. Every year, within the framework of the open space revitalization program, 

the Riga City Council repairs the access roads between the quarters and puts the adjacent 

territories in order. Priority are roads with easement or heavy traffic. However, it should be 

understood that the municipality repairs only those roads that are under the control of the 

municipality. Priority is also given to roads leading to educational and medical institutions. If 

roads and sidewalks cross private property in the open space of the estate, the owner is 

responsible for their technical condition.  

Also vandalism in form of graffiti and tags has been among main disorder elements in all 

neighbourhoods. As the third most often noticed indicator was lack of car parking places, which 

resulted in illegal parking on green or pathway zone. Here it is crucial to conduct observation 

in the evening during working days, as during the day and in the end of a week problem might 

seem “not existing”. The same is related to lightening, the real situation can be measured only 

in the evening. Littering in all neighbourhoods appears mainly only around waste containers, 

with just some exceptions when empty bottles are near to sitting amenities, or in large open 

spaces with undefined function, which work mainly as transit zones and areas for dog walking 

(eg. In Ziepniekkalns). 

According to the Broken window theory visible signs of anti-social behaviour, crime and 

vandalism create an environment which provokes further anti-social behaviour. Certain studies 

which focused on relations between objectively measured incivilities and fear of crime showed 

that this relationship depends on the overall situation in the neighbourhood. Social and physical 

incivilities had moderate influence on perceived fear, and mostly in neighbourhood with 

undefined/unstable future [151], [153]. This may mean that in case the large-scale housing 

estate is undergoing regeneration, the above-mentioned signs of vandalism/graffiti will not 

have major impact on people perceived fear of crime.  Many researchers have argued that 

physical disorder contributes to residential mobility, as it reduces residential satisfaction with 

neighbourhood. Also, certain studies identify correlation between perceived neighbourhood 

disorder and health, depression, psychological distress etc.  
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Convenience: Identification of Necessary Activities in the Open Space. Necessary 

activities, which means ease of accomplishing tasks at neighbourhood level, are those like car 

and bicycle parking and waste disposal. Drying clothes remains topical in certain 

neighbourhoods, so original drying structures are still usable (In Jugla, Vecmilgrāvis, 

Iļģuciems). In some cases, like in Āgenskalna priedes residents hang drying cord between the 

trees. 

 

Fig. 3.15. Drying laundry in the open space of 

Ilguciems, June 2020. 

 

Fig. 3.16. Drying laundry in the open space 

of Jugla, June 2020. 

Convenience is strongly related to the ease of movement in the neighbourhood. 

Unfortunately, environmental accessibility is among the weakest issues in almost all large-

scale housing estates of Riga. In Sarkandaugava landscaping and original path surface plates 

which were deformed by the tree roots create paths which appear unusable for people with 

disabilities and dangerous in general in case of bad lightening. Even after road surface 

renovation and installation of new surfaces adjusted to the building entrances, level changes 

remain (eg. Ķengarags). In some cases, new pedestrian path surfacing which was introduced 

within the new residential infill development transforms the pathway into inaccessible. For 

example, in case of Imanta infill development pavement was used. Birch tree roots have 

damaged the pavement surface. 

Despite discussions related to the quality of residential environment, also nowadays the 

whole open space areas are transformed into car parking. E.g. Ziepniekkalns shows the 

transformation of the open space comparing autumn 2020 and spring 2021 (see figs. 3.17, 3.18) 

Waste collection solutions in many studied cases appeared to provoke disorder.  Open 

waste collection containers, often located in the centre of the open space may cause disorder as 

the area around them is often being littered. Variety of more or less successful solutions for 

waste collection can be found in new residential projects in Riga. Still some new projects  have 

traditional open view waste container solutions. Examples from other countries in Europe show 

waste collection conteiners are often hidden under the wooden shelter, sometimes wooden 

shelter overgrown with greenery, behind concrete walls, and walls with greenery, behind metal 

fences, or hedges. Examples from Sweden, Gothenburg and Malmo show solutions of kiosks / 

small buildings, which may have several functions: waste collection, place to keep working 

tools, toilet, etc.  
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Fig. 3.17. Open space in Ziepniekkalns, 

unfenced green area in October 2020. 

 

Fig. 3.18. Open space in Ziepniekkalns, 

fenced territory still green, but transformed 

into car parking in April 2021. 

Identity. The relationship between self and environment encapsulated in the notion of 

sense of place. Sense of community and attachment to place play an important role in ensuring 

well-being of different inhabitant groups: the elderly, adolescents, individuals of different 

nationalities, and residents either of high- or lower income [112]. The feeling of belonging is 

related to good mental health. For that reason, it is argued that feeling oneself as a part of 

community is crucial for inhabitants regardless their age, gender or nationality. 

Territorial functioning or bottom-up initiatives, citizen activism is one of the most 

important aspects in large-scale housing estates. Territorial functioning shows people 

attachment to place, displays their care about the outdoor environment, in certain cases also 

helps to identify semi-public space. All these characteristics are crucial for territorial 

reinforcement. 

Moreover, these signs of personalisation and more direct signs of protection, may give a 

non-verbal message of control, and separation from outsiders. It is expected that potential 

offender if being or crossing the territorial boundaries, will get “the message” that neighbours 

can call police, or take other measures to protect that territory. Teritorial reinforcement is one 

of the Crime Prevention through environmental design strategies. According to Perkins et al. 

the breakdown of the social surveillance are expected to happen in “gaps” between territorial 

boundaries.  

Citizen led initiatives have been observed in all 13 large-scale housing estates in Riga. The 

most common is beautification of the territory adjastent to the building (Figs. 3.19, 3.20). 

Garden beds are created in front of the house and in the “backyard”. Short interviews with 

inhabitants in Imanta showed that creation of flower beds in front of windows is not only 

beautification tool, and person’s individual wish to do gardening, in certain cases it functions 

as a directly “prevention” strategy, to prevent dog littering, and people walking just in front of 

windows. 

The most crucial and common problems which prevent raising the residential environment 

quality are unsatisfactory level of environmental accessibility, lack of privacy or the 

opportunity to regulate contact with others and also monotonous recreation opportunities. 

Certain transformations like the new infill development or the road surface repair hasn’t solved 
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the issue of inaccessible environment. This means that those transformations decreased the 

quality of residential environment.  

Recreational amenities are often exposed and overlooked from all sides. From one side, 

according to the crime prevention through environmental design principles, this allows to feel 

safe. From the other it limits certain level of privacy. 

 

Fig. 3.19. Self-made flower beds in 

Ķengarags, September 2020. 

 

Fig. 3.20. Self-made flower beds in 

Bolderāja, October 2019. 

Currently open spaces are gradually adjusted with children’s playgrounds and exercise 

areas, with benches. However, solutions are often standardised and don’t create any identity of 

a place. Here involvement of locals in co-design and co-creation might solve the issue of 

monotonous standard solutions.  

  

Fig. 3.21. Map showing renovated road 

surfaces and distribution of new children 

playgrounds in Jugla large-scale housing 

estate. 

Fig. 3.22. Map showing renovated road 

surfaces and distribution of new children 

playgrounds in Mežciems large-scale 

housing estate. 
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Transformations aimed at road surface improvement and introduction of new recreational 

amenities are fragmented (Figs. 3.21, 3.22). The main reasons for this is the fragmented land 

division with different ownership, and also necessity of house residents to make collective 

decisions. It is seen through all large-scale housing estates that in case there is lack of some 

amenities, inhabitants prefer to act individually with guerrilla initiatives instead of fostering 

legal transformations with collective involvement. Exclusion is a growing tendency of 

installing prohibitive parking signs on the collectively owned territory adjusted to a certain 

house. This is a result of battles for car parking places when inhabitants of a certain building 

in that way are ensuring certain amount of parking places in front of their house. 

Although Riga’s large-scale housing estates show variety of problems, like unsatisfactory 

level of environmental accessibility, lack of and monotonous recreation opportunities, lack of 

privacy, current transformations solve only part of these problems. Thus, an analysis of current 

situation and inhabitants’ needs is crucial before introducing transformations.  
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3.3. Correlation Between Residential Opinion and Open Space 

Transformations 

Residential satisfaction surveys allow to complete objective evaluation data with subjective 

residents’ assessment. There are two main approaches in the satisfaction studies: general 

satisfaction and assessment of satisfaction with various aspects of the residential 

environment [92], [128]. The satisfaction of a resident can vary depending on many factors; 

for instance, the standard of comparison individuals have in mind when responding to questions 

on residential satisfaction and various aspects of the environment (e.g., based on the way these 

are used by the resident; [102], [111] for a discussion on why residential satisfaction usually 

proves to be relatively high across various conditions).  Therefore, it is unlikely that a single 

question about satisfaction with the residential environment could be an accurate measure of 

what residents really think about their environment [149]. It is important to assess subjective 

evaluation towards various aspects, and to collect general data on respondents, which may 

highlight interrelation between individuals’ characteristics and certain assessments. 

Based on the literature review about large-scale housing estate residential satisfaction 

studies and survey methods, online residents’ survey has been carried out. The target 

respondents were residents of large-scale housing estates in Riga (from Jugla, Imanta, 

Purvciems, Ziepniekkalns). These neighbourhoods were selected as representing different 

construction periods and different scales. 

The aim of the survey was to find out how satisfied are housing estates’ inhabitants with 

the open space in their estate, how do they use open space and what is their attitude towards 

various present, ongoing transformations, and towards possible future transformations. In this 

case the question about satisfaction with the open space allows to suppose the link between 

current uses and level of satisfaction.  

Questionnaires were developed in two languages: Latvian and Russian, to ensure 

respondents chose the most convenient way and understand all the questions. The Likert-type 

scale was used to measure respondents’ satisfaction with various components of the open 

space, and to rate the attitude towards present and possible transformations. The sample size 

was calculated taking confidence level set up to 85% and the margin error to 10%.  

The survey consists of 12 questions related to general satisfaction with the open space in 

the large-scale housing estate, and satisfaction with specific attributes (present allowances, 

present and possible transformations), and 12 general questions, which contained also 

questions about the period of residence in the estate, the place of residence, the ownership of 

land etc. Some questions were adapted from the surveys “Residents’ survey about life in the 

neighbourhood” conducted by SIA “Aptauju Centrs” in 2013 [213], [214], [216]. However, 

majority of questions were developed specifically for this study, as the focus is on 

transformations in open space. 

Questionnaire Pilot Testing. Questions were tested within a small group of 10 people 

from different age groups and gender. The aim was to evaluate the structure of the survey, 

questions and proposed answers. As a result, the structure of the survey was adjusted, as well 

as certain answer options were transformed and added.  
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Questionnaire Adjustment. In addition, according to the opinion of experts in sociology 

and anthropology, questionnaires were completed with the questions about the more precise 

place of residence and questions about NIMBY (not-in-my-backyard concept). Also, the 

question about new residential infill development in the open space of large-scale housing 

estates was restructured. 

Questionnaire was completed by 240 respondents; genders were divided as follows – 168 

women and 72 men. All defined inhabitant groups have been represented (<18, 18–24, 25–34, 

35–44, 45–54, 55–64, >65). The most active involvement was from the three age groups 25–

54. Majority of respondents live in large-scale housing estate more than 5 years, with about 

70% living in estate more than 10 years. Majority of respondents are owners of the flat, where 

they live. More than 60 % of respondents in all estates, where the survey was conducted have 

higher education. 

Results are divided in three main sections: current state and use of open space in large-

scale housing estates, attitude towards transformations which already happened. Attitude 

towards possible transformations, wishes and needs. 

Majority of respondents are totally unsatisfied or more unsatisfied with the open space in 

the estate. About 75% of respondents from Purvciems are not satisfied with the quality of open 

space in the estate, in Imanta this number is approx. 64 %, in Jugla about 77 %, in 

Ziepniekkalns 75 %. This data can’t be compared directly to the survey conducted in 2013 

[213], [214], [216], which focused on the whole neighbourhood (not only large-scale housing 

estates), still some parallels can be made. Already in 2013 answering questions about features 

that need improvement, people mentioned courtyards’ amenities.  

Now in 2021, the most often use of open space is car parking, on the second place is 

walking, walking the dog, and walking with children or grandchildren. The open space is rarely 

used for reading, as a picnic place (for eating, drinking) (Fig. 3.23). Also, respondents with 

children under 18 mentioned that they don’t use open space for recreation or use it 1–3 times a 

week.  

Among the main reasons for not using the open space in large-scale housing estate: people 

mention unsatisfaction with spatial organisation, unsatisfied with the amount and variety of 

recreational choices and unsatisfied with maintenance, as well as a reason mentioned “are 

spending free time in other nature territories (parks, forests, lake side etc.)”. The most desired 

additional features in case of recreational amenities like benches and playgrounds already exist, 

would be flower beds, meadow flowers, grill place, sheltered space as protection from 

environmental conditions, pergolas with growing plants and landscaping. 

Mentioning transformations noticed during the last 10 years respondent mentioned more 

often repair of road/path surfaces, installed new signs (also signs for easier orientation), and 

bottom-up activities of residents - self-made garden beds / self-grown flowers. Over 90 % of 

respondents would like to see new trees and flower beds, would like to see ensured 

environmental accessibility for people with disabilities, and installed separate dog waste bins.  
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Fig. 3.23.  Current use of open space in large-scale housing estates, general data from all 

4 estates, total number of respondents 240 [survey conducted by the author in 2021]. 

Question about desirable and undesirable transformations included in answers the concept 

of NIMBY, which means not in my backyard. This phenomenon describes how communities 

stand against any developments in close proximity to their place of residence, regardless the 

positive or negative outcome is generated. As main reasons appear lack of trust, fear of changes 

and fear of newcomers/new users of place. The phenomena can be also attributed to the 

phenomena when in general idea of certain development is accepted, still realisation should 

take place in other location. When considering general improvements like new children’s 

playgrounds, benches, etc. in relation to the NIMBY concept about ¼ of respondents supported 

creation of new benches and benches with tables, children play areas, terraces for recreation, 

new parking areas in close proximity, but don’t want it in their “backyard” (Fig. 3.24). This 

might be connected to the wish to have quieter outdoor environment and more pleasant outdoor 

views (in case of car parking). Also, majority of respondents have negative attitude towards 

new infill development, and in their “backyard” in particular. 

Maintenance of green areas (grass cutting) appeared to be among satisfactory features, in 

turn road and path maintenance and repair is on the lower level. On-site observations also 

showed fragmented character of road maintenance. This issue was explained in the section 3.2., 

road repair is directly connected to the land ownership. In current case of land division, 

ownership, and management model the problem is hard to solve. 
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Fig. 3.24.  Residents’ attitude towards possible future transformations, general data from 

all 4 estates, total number of respondents 240 [survey conducted by the author in 2021]. 

Infill development trend is seen in almost all large-scale housing estates. Respondents were 

asked to evaluate how certain infill development features would make new construction more 

acceptable or completely unacceptable. Here introduction of new greenery, sitting amenities, 

play areas and public parking was among preferences. New residential development cannot 

exceed five-storeys and can’t be a private house, also building should be located far enough 

from existing houses. Negative attitude towards residential infill development higher than five-

storeys and private housing was similar in all four large-scale housing estates. So, despite the 

fact that in Ziepniekkalns large-scale housing estate is formed mainly from nine- and ten-storey 

long building blocks, also here respondents don’t want to see high-rise infill projects. Larger 

part of respondents would also prefer unfenced territories (Fig. 3.25). If comparing this data to 

the current situation and transformations which already happened, it is seen that these wishes 

are not identified and so are hardly taken into account. Residential infill development often 

exceeds five-storeys and is often fenced or partly closed, in worst cases having semi-public 

open space (open only to residents of that residential building) being raised on a different level 

and so according to CPTED creating unpleasant environment outside the infill project. 
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Fig. 3.25. Features, which would make the new residential infill development acceptable 

by local inhabitants, general data from all 4 estates, total number of respondents 240 [survey 

conducted by the author in 2021]. 

 

Majority of respondents are ready to engage in co-creation, planning and big cleaning days, 

as well as cooperate with municipality. Still others don’t want to engage in any neighbourhood 

activities at all (Fig. 3.26). This data shows that there are opportunities for more active 

engagement of residents in co-design and co-creation processes. Also number of positive 

answers allows to state that in case of new maintenance models, when local community / 

neighbourhood’s association is responsible for community garden or green wall maintenance, 

were would be a group of locals, who would support the idea and engage. Some respondents 

who don’t support introduction of new natural elements, in contrast support creation of new 

flower beds or new plants if the local community is engaged in creation or co-creation. In 

general, residents support engagement of local inhabitants in co-creation of urban amenities. 

Less positive responses gained wish of respondents to provide financial or material support to 

foster improvements in the open space, as well as distribution of information from city council. 

Opinion regarding unique style and identity of each open space was split in almost equal parts: 

with half of respondents seeking for unique style, and the others considering this unnecessary.  

Answers related to the feeling of safety and security have proved the CPTED principles. 

Here half of respondents mentioned following stressors, which make them feel unsafe and 

potentially prevent use of open space or make the necessary use uncomfortable. These features 

are: lack of lightening, disorder/litter, areas which are not overlooked from windows, 
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overgrown trees and bushes which hide the views, areas where it is difficult to orient, fenced 

territories, and territories which are not used actively.  

 

Fig. 3.26. Neighbourhood activities local inhabitants are ready to engage, general data 

from all 4 estates, total number of respondents 240 [survey conducted by the author in 2021]. 

 

In general survey data supports the previously gained data about importance of greenery in 

large-scale housing estates. Regeneration visions which aim inclusion of large-scale housing 

estates in the green infrastructure, by creating diverse interconnected nature-based solutions is 

the way how future of estates could answer social and ecological needs. Positive influence of 

greenery was proved with variety of answers pointing out wish for new greenery, garden beds, 

meadow flowers etc. Also, in case of infill residential environment, presence of new greenery 

was pointed out as a feature, which would compensate the negative effect from open space area 

decrease. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Spatial organisation of open space in large-scale housing estates is similar in the 

Baltics and Northern Europe. Therefore, replicable solutions can be adapted for 

raising the quality of residential environment. In addition to similarities in spatial 

allocation of buildings and open space scale, successful adaptation of solutions 

requires similarities in building scale, quantity and quality of greenery, soil 

characteristics and other factors. 

2. Residents of large-scale housing estates represent diverse groups with diverse 

needs and wishes in terms of recreation and socialisation. Sometimes these needs 

appear to be in conflict. Planning of recreational amenities on the large-scale 

housing estate level guarantees interconnection and accessibility of services. This 

ensures that different inhabitant groups are satisfied with the residential 

environment quality.  

3. Vast green spaces appear a distinctive feature of large-scale housing estates, thus, 

also in the third decade of the 21st century, estates have potential to form a part of 

city’s green infrastructure. Examples of other European cities show the ability to 

develop rich multifunctional green environment which provides a variety of 

ecosystem services. Some solutions, like introduction of sustainable urban drainage 

system, are realised with big investments in perspective of five years or even longer 

time. Still, others, like community gardening initiatives, appear as fast and / or 

temporary solutions, where the time of approval varies depending on various 

factors, such as land ownership, complexity of design, and support of the local 

community.  

4. Transformations which take place in open space of large-scale housing estates vary 

in type, scale and are generated by variety of driving forces. While these driving 

forces have different objectives, their collaboration results can lead to high-quality 

transformations, which answer the needs of all involved actors. 

5. Guidelines and the good practice guidebooks are used in many cities across 

Europe to support both experts and other involved actors in their decision-making 

and to avoid common problems. Guidebooks address a wide variety of issues, like 

recommendations on technical solutions or approaches and steps of public 

involvement in co-design and co-creation processes. Sharing knowledge is crucial 

when ensuring the same mistakes are not made. 

6. Various residential environment quality evaluation tools exist, and such tools 

comprise diverse criteria for quality evaluation. However, these tools do not 

address the impact of transformations on the residential environment quality in open 

space of large-scale housing estates. Inclusion of on-site observations and more 

specific criteria is among crucial aspects in the evaluation of the impact from 

transformations. 

7. Residential environment quality evaluation approach, which has been developed 

within the framework of this research, comprises an adapted open space quality 
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evaluation checklist, recommendations on proximity of different functions to home, 

summary of evaluation techniques and residential satisfaction studies related to 

open space quality and transformations. Residential environment quality evaluation 

approach can be used for both evaluation of the impact from transformations, 

which have already happened, and analysis of possible consequences of future 

transformations and search for alternative scenarios. Categories which describe 

different human needs and stressors are linked to the aspired results and results to 

be aware of. Improvements in the open space of large-scale housing estates need to 

be planned as a complex process, analysing the estate situation as a whole.  

8. Spatial configuration and building height have certain impact on open space use. 

‘Undefined space’ formed by nine-storey or higher tower blocks, appeared among 

the most unsuccessful solutions. In their turn, the analysed ‘positive space’ and 

‘undefined space’ formed by structure combinations of five-storey building blocks, 

appeared to support social activities. Thus, pattern analysis is essential before 

new transformation is introduced, so that even if the open space gets smaller, the 

quality increases. 

9. Development and improvement of the territory adjusted to the house and being in 

collective ownership of residents is largely dependent on the wishes and active 

engagement of those residents. Currently visible results of this collective decision-

making in relation to open space transformations are seen in relation to car parking. 

Any other initiatives such as recreational amenities and new natural elements appear 

mainly as bottom-up guerrilla initiatives, thus the quality and safety cannot be 

regulated.  

10. Although Riga’s large-scale housing estates feature a variety of problems, such as 

unsatisfactory level of environmental accessibility, lack of and monotonous 

recreation opportunities, lack of privacy, the current transformations can solve only 

part of the identified problems. Thus, an analysis of current situation and 

inhabitants’ needs is crucial before introducing any transformations.  

11. New residential infill development having more than five-storeys has a negative 

impact on the quality of open space in large-scale housing estates by destroying the 

human scale. Thus, restrictions on the building height are crucial also in cases where 

existing buildings are more than five storeys tall and new construction is allowed to 

be higher. 

12. Land ownership often becomes a barrier for more balanced transformations – 

in case of improvements in the open space of large-scale housing estates. New 

public-private partnership models are a precondition of successful involvement of 

all parties and a guarantee of their motivation. 
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Appendix 1 

Indicators in Residential Environment Evaluation Tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 





















































































































Appendix 4 

Inhabitants’ survey results  (general data from all 4 estates, total number of respondents 

240 [survey conducted by the author in 2021]). 

Question 1: Are you satisfied with the quality of the open space in large-scale housing estate? 

 

Question 2: How do you use the open space next to your home?

 

 

 



Question 3: If you don’t use the open space next to your home, please explain the reason. 

 

Question 4: Imagine that open spaces in large-scale housing estate have already been 

equipped and there are opportunities for both passive and active recreation, waste collection 

sites have been arranged, the issue of parking has been resolved, etc. What are the additional 

features or amenities you are dreaming of?  

 
 



Question 5: How do the following weather conditions affect the use of the open space?  

 
 

Question 6: What changes have occurred in the open space next to your home over the past 

ten years?  

 



Question 7: Would you like the following changes to take place in open space in large-scale 

housing estate?  

 
Question 8: Are you satisfied with the maintenance of open spaces in large-scale housing 

estates? 

 

 

 

 

 



Question 9: Imagine that a new residential building will be built in one of the courtyards of 

your area, because the territory of the courtyard belongs to other owners. What do you think 

should be the conditions for a new building to be accepted by residents of nearby houses? 

(Please give an answer on each line) 

 
Question 10: What kind of neighbourhood development activities would you like to be 

engaged in?  

 



Question 11: Would you like the open spaces of the estate to differ from each other (type and 

style of landscaping, materials, color, organization, etc.)? 

 

 

Question 12: Do you feel safe while spending time in the open space, crossing the open 

space on your way somewhere, and how do different factors affect your sense of security? 
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